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Introduction 

K d<- ~P\ (l!J~ :. \ -

~~ \ 

/ To trove! hopefully is a better thing than to arrive, and the\ 
( true success is to labour. 

i (Robert Louis Stevenson) 
I, 

TheCityofELT 

Once upon a time there was a city called ELT. The people of ELT led a 
comfortable, if not extravagant, life, pursuing the noble goals of literature and 
grammar. There were differences, of course: some people preferred to call 
themselves EFL people, while others belonged to a group known as ESL But the 
two groups lived in easy tolerance of each other, more united than disunited. 

Now it happened that the city was surrounded by high mountains and legend 
had it that the land beyond the mountains was inhabited by illiterate and savage 
tribes called Scientists, Businessmen and Engineers. Few people from ELT had 
ever ventured into that land. Then things began to change. Some of the people in 
ELT became restless. The old city could not support its growing population and 
eventually some brave souls set off to seek their fortune in the land beyond the 
mountains. Many in ELT were shocked at the prospect. It was surely no place for 
people brought up in the gentle landscape of English literature and language. 

But as it turned out, the adventurers found a rich and fertile land. They were 
welcomed by the local inhabitants and they founded a new city, which they called 
ESP. The city flourished and prospered as more and more settlerS came. Soon 
there were whole new settlements in this previously uncharted land. EST and EBE 
were quickly followed by EAP and EOP (the latter confusingly also known as EVP 
and VESL). Other smaller groups took on the names ofthe local tribes to found a 
host of new towns called English for Hotel Staff, English for Marine Engineers, 
English for Medical Science and so on. A future of limitless expansion and 
prosperity looked assured. 

But as with all things the reality proved less rosy. A number of people at the 
frontiers were forced to abandon their settlements and return to the larger cities. 
Many settlers, who had come to the newly developed land because ELT could no 
longer provide them with a living, longed for the comforts and certainties of the 
old city. Others were confused as to where their loyalties lay: were they still 
citizens of ELT? Was EAP an independent city or a suburb of ESP? Did the people 
of English for Medical Science owe allegiance to EAP, EOP or ESP? Worst of all, 
there were even examples of groups from ELT being transported against their will 
to the new territories. Added to all this, the Scientists, Businessmen and other 
tribes were becoming more demanding. Some began to resent the interference of 
the settlers in their area; others complained that the promised benefits had not 
materialised. The future in short began to look, if not glooiny, then a little 
confused and uncertain for the brave new world of ESP. 

I 



Introduction 

Which brings us to this book. It will, we hope, serve as a guide to all 
present and future inhabitants of ESP, revealing both the challenges and 
pleasures to be enjoyed there and the pitfalls to be avoided. But first let 
us take a moment to explain the tide we have given to the book, for 
in doing so, we will not only explain our reasons for writing it, but will 
also be able to present a plan of"the itinerary we shall follow. What, 
then, is a learning-centred approach to ESP? 

ESP, like any form of language teaching, is primarily concerned with 
learning. But it is our view that in its development up to now, ESP has 
paid scant attention to the question of how people learn, focussing 
instead on the question of what people learn. It has, in other words, been 
language-centred in its approach. We would not wish to dismiss this 
language-centred approach. It has provided some very important insights 
into the nature of specific language needs. However, we feel that, if it 
is to have any real and lasting value, ESP must be founded in the first 
instance on sound principles of learning, and it is with this purpose in 
view that we have proposed a learning-centred approach to ESP. In. the .. 
following pages we shall explain what this shift in focus entails for ·the 
ESP practitioner. 

The book is divided into four sections (see figure I). 
Section I is an overview of the origins and development of ESP and 
considers the question of how ESP fits into the general landscape of 
English Language Teaching. 
Section 2 looks at basic principles and techniques in course design. How, 
in other words, do you create a course to fit the needs of a particular 
group of learners? 
Section 3 is concerned with the practical applications of the course design 
in the form of a syllabus, materials, methodology and assessment. Put 
briefly, having completed your course design, what do you do with it? 
Section 4 considers the role of the ESP teacher and provides information 
about resources to help the teacher. 

The book is intended to be very much a practical guide, and to this 
end we have supplied a number of Tasks at the end of each chapter. 
These are to get you thinking about the issues that are raised in that 
section and, in particular, to help you relate our necessarily general 
points to your own specific situation. If you are concerned with teacher
training, these tasks may also be useful as workshop or seminar 
activities. Although they are placed at the end of the chapter, they 
can often be more valuable if done before reading the chapter itself. 

Your guide, route and mode of travel presented, it remains only to 
wish you an interesting and enjoyable journey. 
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Section I What is ESP? 

(( Particulars are not to be examined till the whole has been 
\ surveyed) 

....,.,..... (Dr Samuel Johnson: Preface to Shakespeare) 

Our concern in this section is rrive e definition of ESP. 
But rat er t an g1ve a straight answer now to the question 'What is 
~? ', we would prefer to let it gradually emerge as we work through 
the section. Let us begin instead with a simpler question: 'Why ESP?' 
After all, the English Language world got along well enough without 
it for many years, so why has ESP become such an important (some might 
say the most important) part of English language teaching ?.}n the 
fo)_l_o~ing three chapters we $hall briefly survey the factors which led io" 
the em~rg~c: o(]:~P!ntlie1at~ !~6os and 1:hejorces~bot!J-tl1eQ!-~~~0l 
and practical,~liich hav~c!..itsjilb:s_equent.deve!QP~!'!,_Jr Section 
2 we shall look in greater detail at the elements we outline in this 
section.* 

"' It is our intention here only to establish the background for the concepts and procedures we 
wish to present in this book. For a thorough and detailed explanation of the development of 
ideas and practices in ESP, we would tC(:Ommend EPisodes in ESP by John Swales {Pergamon, 
1985). 
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1 The origins of ESP 

HLI< <·>'·1
1
; 1"\ ~\k. t'\;.'; 

~- ,~ k:.~\r,Je G. Co.\: c.~\cit.L'i ;J 

We will now discuss in a little more detail the struggle for 
existence. 

(Charles Darwin: The Origin of Species) 

rn 
with most developments inhuman activity, ESP was not a planned 

aii_a· coh~gQt movem~u't,butrii:h~raj)henomenon that gre"'-but5f-a 
um!J,e_r._<>_f_<;o[lyergffi.gtrenc:f~. These trends have operated in a variety

ways around the world, but we can identify three main reasons 
~on to the emergence of all ESP. 

· 1 The demands of a Brave New World 

The end of th_eSecon_d World War in I94S heralded an age of enormous 
anCI unprecedented e,(pansion. m scientific;·-rechnical and economic 
activit'y-onan international scale •. This expansion created a world unlfiea 
ancfclominated by two' forces .:'technology anc:f co_mmerg: - which in 
their relentless progress soon gen~rea a demand f~ iE.t<:f_[l~tiq[laL 
language. For various reasons, most notably the economic po_wer.of.she 
Uniteil sral:-esili die -po~r~~ai-}Voad, chis-role fell t<JEngl!sli. 

The effect was to create a whole new mass of people wanting to learn 
English, not for the pleasure or prestige of knowing the language, but 
because Engl!s.h'YaHhe key_to .the internationaLcurren~\es of technology 
i\ii([C~!i>B,er_ce" Previously the reasons for learning English (or-ariy-ilther' 
language) had not been well defined. A knowledge of a foreign language 
h"<:! .l:>~e.n ge!l_erally regard eel as a sigii ?f a w_e!l-rohrideil ediJ~jfi(iii;_buf 
few}1:;t_d really questioned why it was necessary. Learning a language 

s, so to speak, its own justification. Bu_r :~~ Engli~h became the 
a<;_cepte_c! interna,tjc:mal]angy~ge of technology ~nd commerc:'e,-if'created' ·- ., 
a·new-·-ge_:ne~fion 'of'!earners who knl!w. specifically wily they-were 
l~riiing a language::.: businessmen and -women who wanted to sell thelf 

--~ali~~~~ inec:~arucs _:Whe> had to rea_g_ in_srruction manua-ls; i:lo9=:0rs \Vhp 
ne_eoea tokec:p upw1th ~evelopm"[ltS ir1th<:•r field and a whole range of 
stuc\~.l!ts .whose course of study included textbooks and journals Only 
available ip English. All these and many others needed English and,-most 
importantly; they kn~ why they needed it. 
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"' r '- r T e origins of ESP r">-OY\h, h 

·8;;. 
_This development was a~"elerated_ by the Oil Crises of the early I97os, -; 

which reSUTte<r£~ X_.i!i.~ssl~_flg;y_gffulli!~~i.i<C\Y~s~!,ii_~~eitlse iii:E> ~' 
tlie oil~ricllcountries. English suddenly became big business and_,;;, 
-commercial press-ures began to .eJ<:ert a!l influel\ce. 'J:'i~e __ and.w.on~y 
constraints created a need for cost-effective courses with clearly definea goars.--_---·- ·· ----~~~- .. --: ;~:-~·;;;~:~ ;:~~-:- -~~~~-~~:c~;:c: · -· --- ·· ---- _____ " ______ -- - ------ ---- - _,... 

... The-general effect of all this develop~ent was to exert pressure on 
the language teaching profession to deliver the required goods. :whereas 
English had previously decided its own destiny, it now became subject > 

!g _ _!lie ~is]l~s;~~~~~~ ~i}'<!_]~-"'i"ds()fl)~<;[>re:§t§~r · than :I~i!iuage.-_ 
teac_h_er:s. English had become accountable to the scrutiny of the wider 
W".;rld and the traditional leisurely and purpose-free stroll through the 
landscape of the English language seemed no longer appropriate in the 
harsher realities of the market place. 

•.· 2 A revolution in linguistics. 
~-:;--~_:,~\:::.-:.~.s;,_:~. --- ------- -----·-·"·- -- _________ ..., __ ------ ' : -~ _J' , .. ,.: ..... ~- f;·.<-s.~ -2 

.. ~/ At the same time as the demand was growing for English courses tailored 
'· to specific needs, influential new ideas began to emerge in the study of 

~~ language. TradiriQnally the.aim_oJ..]_igguistics had b_.,ento_ c:l"~<::rilJ<O_fhe 

: i~lfteta~~~~~~~t;,i;; t~~~:r~~~~ii~"~:~~tf[a~~~; Zf'Ya-~iu~i; ·< usage to discovering the ways in which language is actually' used in real ' 
, co-mrriuii!cationjWiddo\Vson~ r,978Y: One finding of this research-was 
. tli:attlie"language. w'e -speak -aria write varies considerably, and in a 

number of different ways, from one context to another. I.JLEngl_ish 
lang'!age _;eaching this gave rise .to . .the._yiew that there are-i!I!P<:Jrtarit 

W" cliffeE~~~es_ben,y~ell, ~gy, theEnglishofcommerce and that ofengineeri!}g. 
··"<, These ideas_married_up naturally with thedevelopment of .English 

~oursestc;r-speci~cgroups';)f leam~rs:The.idea was simple: if l"n~~e 
varies· from one situation of use to another, it should be possible to 
determine rhef~at~~~-ofspecificsituario;s and then make these features 
the b:isisofilie learners' course. - ·-· - · 

Swales '(i985frresel1ts an article by c. L. Barber on the nature of 
Scientific English which was published as e'lE!J_a~.!_962. ~t!_Ur_,..,,.s_th.e 
late r96os and _early_ I9_7()S which.sa;y .the _greatest expansion of research_ 
into-the natUre of particular varieties_ of English - for example, descrip
tions of written scientific and technical English by Ewer and Latorre 
(r969), Swales (r97r), Seliiiker aiiOTrimble (r976) and others. Most of 
the '\>rork at :this time was in. the area of English for Science and 
Techpology (EST) and for a time ESP and EST were regarded as almost 
synonymous. But there were studies in other fields too, such as the 

. . . 
~;.; ., ,_ -·-- ·-~ 

..• 
_,- r. ··-..-.~· 

·, :.,-
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What ts ESP? lin(:. 

analysis of doctor-patient communication by Candlin, Bruton and 
Leather ( r 976) . 

In short, the view gained ground that the English needed by a 
particular group of learners could be identified by analysing the 
linguistic characteristics of their specialist area of work or study. 'TelL 
me what you need English for and I will tell you the English that you 
need' beciiiie.theguidmg piiiidpleofESP. · ···' ·· 

-- _,_. ------.-. 

------ ---- -~--

Ja· Fo~~s on the learner 
'---------~------------·-·--··. 

New developments in_education~_l_psychology_also contributed to rhe 
rise of ESP, Qy_emp)l_asisingtnece_I!ft'~ importance ofrhe learners and 
their attitudes to learlling. (e.g. Rodgers;·i969Y:-Leimers-were seenro
have different needs and interests, which wouf<Ciiave aninli>ortant 
inflnence on their motivation to learn arid therefore on the effectiveness 
.2frhei~-r~a~nirig. This lent' support t~:the devdopinerit ()f coursesih 
v.:hic:h'relevance'to i:h_ej.:arnei-s' needs arid interests was paramount.
The standard way of achieving this was to take· texts from the Ieariii:rs' .• 
specialist area - texts about Biology for Biology students etc. The) 
assumption underlying this approach was that the dear relevance of the .i 

_E:ngii"iji_c_o_i.irs-e"to= t_i!eirilee(ls· -w~~ld iiiiQ!Qye rhe learlieJ:{jJj<!tlv'!rt<>~ ') 
and thereby make learning better and faster. •.._.., 
------·------~------ . --· ·--·- -·-· ---......,. . . _.::::.:.:; .- ... --· 

.Ihe.gro"'th of.W_,_ th<m, W_!!SP.E~'!£~t..a.~~llt. b:.a combi(l_ation of thre.e._ . 
important factors_: r_lie.e).(ll_ansion.of demand for English to suit particular 

( needs and developments 'in the fields of linguistics and educational 
"psychology. All three factors seemed to point towards the need for .. 

. •. increased specialisation in language learning. ------ ----.. --... ---· -------.. --.. . .. ... -· .... 
•, i \ . ', 

. ;) h ~-'
Tasks 

r Why was ESP introduced in your country· or teaching institution? 
What kinds of ESP are taught? 

(;~)'Tell me what, you need En~lis~ for and I will :ell yo~ the_ En_glish. 
,.,, that you need (p. 8). How JUStifiable do you thmk this claim IS for 

ESP? 

3 'The clear relevance of the English course to their needs would 
improve the learners' motivation and thereby make learning better 
and faster' (p. 8). · 
a) Give three ways in which' relevance' can be achieved. 
b) In what ways can motivation affect language learning? 

8 
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2 The development of ESP 

The best laid schemes o' mice and men 
Gang aft a-gley. 

(Robert Bums) 

From its early beginnings in the ~~~osESP ha~ undergone~ 
phases-of·aev~enr::-It is-now in a fourth phase .. with. a-fifth phase 
starling -ro·enierge7.:We-shall describe each of the five phases in greater 
detail in later chapters, but it will provide a useful. perspective to give 
a brief summary here. l!_~houl<i .. be_pointed_gl,!t.firsr.Pfall_thar . .&S.!'. is, 
not a monolithic l1!liy_ers;J.Lphenomenon. ESP.has .developed at different· 
spe~(!_siil.Q!f.fe[eilt coll!1tries, and examples ofall the appro;1ches "'eshal! 
describe can be fouJ:!<:L<:m~r!l!i!lg some\\'here in .the world at:.t.he_present 
till:ie:-Oursun:lmacymust, therefore, be very generalinits focus .. 

It will be ·noticeable in thefollo'Yi_llg ~vetyit:'Y!hat one area ofactiv!ty 
hasb-ee.n parti~iiiar-J:Y:imp<?it:aii~ in the development of ESP. This _is the_ 
area usually known asEST'(Englishfg_i ~cierice andTechqology). Swales 
(r985 j in faCt uses ilie deve"iopment of EST to illustrate the development· 
of ESP in general : 

'With one or two exceptions ... English for Science and Technology has always 
set and continues to set the trend in theoretical discussion, in ways of analysing 
language, and in the variety of actual teaching materials.' 

We have not restricted our own illustrations to EST in this book, but 
we still need to acknowledge, as Swales does, the pre-eminent position 
of EST in the ESP story. 

1 The concept of special language: register analysis 
\ 

.This stage took place mainly in the r96os and early r970s and was 
associated in particular with I the work of Peter Strevens (Halliday, 
Mcintosh and Strevens, r964), Jack Ewer (Ewer and Latorre, r969) and 
John Swales (t97r). Operating on the basic principle that the English 
of, s.,y, Electrical Engineering constituted a specific register different 
from that of, say, Biology or of General English, the aim of the analysis 

9 
' '-.< J I. 



What is ESP? 

Wa§tO identify the g~!l'ati,:al J!.nil l"!'J£al features of these registers. 
Teacluiig mateiiafs.then took these linguisticfeacuresas·thefr·syllabiis~ · -
A good example of such a syllabus is that of A Course in Basic Scientific 
English by Ewer and Latorre (1969) (see below p. 26). 

In fact, as Ewer and Latorre's syllabus shows, register analysis·.! 
revealed that there was very little that was distinctive in the sentence/ 
grammar of Scientific English beyond a tendency to favour particular. 
forms such as the present simple tense, the passive voice and nomii>al i 

compounds. It did not, for example, reveal any forms that were not 
found in GeneraTEngiisfi: Bui: we must he ·wary-or making unf~ir"" 
ciitiCism:Although""there-was- an academic interest in the nature of 
registers of English per se, the main motive behind register analyses such 
as Ewer and Latorre's was the pedagogic one of making the ESP course 
more relevant to learners' needs. The aim was to produce a syllabus 
which gave high priority to the lang~~fornis-stuae»!§. wouTd ~Tn
therr--:-Sc\.enre:srudies:itn<Lm::tiiffi.would giy_eJ<?.~_priority rofc;rffisrhey 
wocl:d not meet. Ewer and Hughes-Davies (1971), fo-;:examPJe;compa-reil 
the.Ianguage--0£ the texts their Science students had to read with the 
language of some widely used school textbooks. They found that the 
school textbooks neglect<:<!_ some of_tl:le languageforms.comirionly fouiid 
iQ ~CJ:ence·re·Xts;·Ior:~example, compound nouns, passives,.conditionaiS, 
anomalous-fiiiites (i:e: moaal veros.):ThelrconCliision was that th-e ESP -
COUEse should, therefore, gi~e precedence t() these forms. 

----·--·· .. --... 

2 Beyond the sentence: rhetorical or discourse 
analysis 

There were, as we shall see, serious flaws in the register analysis-based I 
syllabus, but, as it happened, register analysis as a research procedure . 
was rapidly overtaken by developments in the world of linguistics. 

~~~;~irfi~:se~~ii~~f:V~~r~~~~';;'~~P~~~~·ais:e~;tl>~{~;~~~ft":J- I 
a:m:n.oon ro.rfle level"aoovecheseriience, asEsPbecame~C!oseJy -_,n:volved- ···-

~~;f:~~e~:r~~!:!~~~r:!~~o~=~~~r-~~i;;~~~~-!l~Y~;it~:~ l~~J~f~ ·r I 
so-called Washington School of Larry Selinker, Louis Trimble, John} 
Lackstrom and Mary Todd-Trimble in the United States. -

The basic hypothesis of this stage is succinctly expressed by Allen and Jl 
Widdowson (1974): 

;::~~_ag~~:~~f:c:~.~~;~~~J~'~i,h'~h~~~~: ~~ut~it~*:s~~~J~~·:~e n:t so I 
wlfimiiiiiirY With -English use, ~I)d_ rha·r~c-on~eqUe~~iy their needs _cannot be 
met by a course which sirllPiY.Provides further p~a~dc~-10 th~· ~o-m position of s,m 

~ 
IO 
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The development of ESP 

sentences, but onllJ!y on_e_whiclLdevelops_a_!m<>~~ge of how sentences are 
used m theperfO"rmance of different communicative acts.:' . .., ~ 

1 
..... jj~~~i:.; 2.-:)-;. 

- '"•\.i:.:.::c~"'~
~' Rc:gjster analysis had focussed on sentence grammar, but now attention 'I·~ 
)shifted to understandmgnow "setire;lceswerecombirioo in~discourse to• 
Cproaiicetneaning .. The c-,;;,.::;,:rn-or l:esea:rch;-therefore;-wano-identify -

the ol:gamsatioiia1 patterns in texts and to specify the linguistic means 
by which these patterns are signalled. Thes~~~·~would then form 
the syllabus of the ESP course. The RhetoricalProcess Chart below (from 
EST: A Discourse Approach by Louis Trimble (1985)) is ~~presentative 
of this approach: ··~-~ ·\·-::.~~~"-:- · 

Level Description of level 

A. The objectives of the total discourse 
EXAMPLES: 1. Detailing an experiment 

2. Making a recommendation 
3. Presenting new hypotheses or theory 
4. Presenting other types of EST information 

B. The general rhetorical functions that develop the objectives of 
Level A 
EXAMPLES: 1. Stating purpose 

2. Reporting past research 
3. Stating the problem 
4. Presenting information on apparatus used in 

an experiment-
a) Description 
b)Operation 

5. Presenting infonnation on experimental 
procedures 

C. The specific rhetorical functions that develop the general 
rhetorical functions of Level 8 
EXAMPLES: 1. Description: physical, function, and process 

2. Definition 
3. Classification 
4. Instructions 
5. Visual-verbal relationships 

D. The rhetorical techniques that provide relationships within and 
between the rhetorical units of Level C 
EXAMPLES: L Orders 

1. Time order 
2. Space order 
3. Causality and result 

II. Patterns 
1, Causality and result 
2. Order of importance 
3. Comparison and contrast 
4. Analogy 
5. Exemplification 
6. Illustration 

Figure 2: Rhetorical Process Chart 
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What is ESP? 

As in stage r there wa_~ I!!OJ:e_Qr Jess. tacit_assul!lp_tio!]jn thi~a_ppfoach 
that the i:Jiet0r:(cal ·patterns oLtext_o,rg;l_nisatiQ!:>_Aiff"!ed __ significantly 
berween specialist areas of use: the rhetorical structure of sciencerexts-· 
wanegaraed-:is(lifferent ttomrh-._t-oT ~ommercial rexts, Tor example: -
However;mis-pon1fwas never-veryCiearlyexaliiiiiiiCI-(seesw·,nes;-r985> 
pp. 7o-r) and indeed paradoxically, the results of the research into the 
discourse of subject-specific academic texts were also used to make 
observations about discourse in general (Widdowson, 1978). 

I 

I 

I 

The typical teaching materials based on the discpJ.Ir_se_appr:oach..t".!!gll_! 
students to rec-ognise texruarii~c;:ii!ii::_and discourse markers mainly by -
meansofi:ext-diagrai!i:n:iillgeXeiC_iseJ (~ow p. 36).Tfii!Tizgfish in
FocU:Sseiies (OOP) is a good example ofthis approach. 

3 Target situation analysis -. 

' 

The stage that we come tos£ln.sid_<!r now did not really add anything 
new to the range of knowledge aboutESK:wl1at.itilmec:Lto.ao::wa5to-·-, 
Take=!~~eldsting_knowkdge ancl_set it on a more scientific basis, by 
establishing procedures for relatinglang;lage anil!ysislii.ore- Closeiy to-
learners'-rea.sons·for leatnirig. Given thai the purpose of ali ESP course
is ·toenable learners to function adequately in a target situation, that 
is, the situation in which the learners will use the language they are 
learning, then the ESP course design process should proceed by first 
identifying the target situation and then carrying out a rigorous analysis 
of the linguistic features of that situatio'iljrhe i<i_e_'!ti_f!e_<l_~,._t),l£es_ "'il! 
form the syllabus of the ESP course."lhis""P'rocess is usually known as 
neeasciiialysts. fi~wever, we prefer to take ch:am1~;s'(I_98;;}-reriii aC 
'target situation analysis', since it is a more accurate description of the 
process_<:O"::cefued. -_ · _ _ . -- · -- . _ -~ 

The most thorougli explanatiOn of target sttuatwn analysts ts die'~ 
system set out by John Munby in Communicative Syllabus Design 
(1978). The Munby model produces a detailed profile of the learners' 
needs in terms of communication purposes, communicative setting, the 
means of communication, language skills, functions, structures etc. (see 
below p. 55). · -

The target situation analysis stage marked a certain 'coming of age' 
for ESP. What-had.pre:v_i_o~siy~ec;n._clQ!!<:~ery much in a piecemeal way, 
was_ ~ow _sy~t"-111~~~~d_,.l!d te,.r_n_eJ.Jleed "'"-'- apj>arently pla_ced 'iitthe -
centre ofthe course d_es_ign process. It proved in the event to be a false 
dawn~ Xs:wrsnall see--fri-tlierollow!rig-chapters,·rhe concept of needs 
thafit was based on was far too simple. 
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The development of ESP 

4 Skills and strategies 

We noted that in the first two stages of the development of ESP all the 
analysis had been of the surface forms of the language (whether at 
sentence level, as in register analysis, or above, as in discourse analysis). 
The target siruation analysis approach did not really change this, 
because in irs analysis of learner need it still looked mainly at the. surface 
linguistic features of the target siruation. 

TheJQ!!!!I> stage of g5P h'!§..$.~.c:t).an_at1;ffi.J.m.J:Ql<?.<?.kJ>~lQ_\¥_th£.~1JCJ~e 
and t~sideuiot. i:helanguage.i~.!'J.Lb_ut the _!hinking_ P!Oces~s!_h_'lt 
underlie language use. There is no dominant figure in this movement,
:llthough-we-might mention the work of Frags:()ise_ Grellet (r98r), 
Christine Nuttall (r982) and Charles Alderson and Sandy U.!g@art 
(r984) as h~~lng made significant COOtriOUOOilS tCJWOtk 0-;;_ reading 
skills. Most of the work in the area of skills and strategies, however, 
has been done close to the ground in schemes such as the National ESP 
Project in Brazil (see below p. I72) and the University of Malaya ESP 
Project (see EL T Documents ro7 and Skills for Learning published by 
Nelson and the University of Malaya Press). 

Both these projects were set up to cope with study siruations where 
the mediUm ofinsfrtiction is the mother'toilgiiebiitstiiaeiits need to"ieaa 
a number.or specialisti:extswhid! are available .only iri English. The 
proj~~ts"Jlave, ~t)}erefOJCf',: :cQ!lCentratea ·tneir .. elforts ... On reading 
strategies.* . - · · · · ... 

The principal idea beh~I!cl1:heskjJh.:centted approach is that underlying 
all1anguage usetllereare common reasoning ariaimerpretmg processes;· 
whicl1, regaroless of thesurfaceforl!l~ ~ableusroextrac£me~nmgfi'(,I!I 
discourse. There-'is-;-·rlierefore;·;-,; ne~d to--focus dosdy on the surface 
Iormsorthe language. The focus should rather be on the underlying 
in~JCe!iVe S!fateg!,es, Which enaoJetlie'Jearner-tocop~-witll-thesurface 
forms, for example guessiii(lthe·:meaning·of-words-from context, using 
visua[l~you~!Q :f[ei:ermine tlie'rype oftext,expfoitlng-coguaies (i.e. 
words which are similar in the.mothertongtie.and the target language) 
etc. :\.focus .Q!' specific subject registers is unnecessary in this approach, 
P.~~~e .. th~_tmd~r)yl.llgJ>i_9cesses a~~ not speCilicto ariy subjeCt register. ' 

' - . -------~-~--··---------·-· 

'It was argued that reading skills are not language~specific but universal and 
that there is a core of language (for example, certain structures of argument 
and forms of presentation) which can be identified as" academic" and which 
is not subject-specific.' (Chitravelu, 1980) 

"" It is interesting to note, however, tha.t nor all such projects have such a focus. The ESP project 
at King Mongkur's Institute of Technology in Bangkok, Thailand, for example, has to cope with 
a very similar study situation, but the focus here is on the full range of skills (reading. writing, 
listening, speaking) . 
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What is ESP? 

~ has l?_c;_en note_d, _in _te~l!l~. of l!lat(!r_i"hJhi,;__approach ge~y _Ql!~s 
the emphasis on ~~djrlg .S>! listening strateg!es:-TKecharacteristic 
exercisesget-the learners to reflectonana···a.naJyse how meaning is 
produced in and retrieved from written or spoken discourse. Taking 
their cue from cognitive learning theories (see below p. 43), the language 
learners are treated as thinking beings who can be asked to observe and 
verbalise the interpretive processes they employ in language use. 

5 A learning-centred approach 

In outlining the origins of ESP (pp. 6-8), we identified three forces, which 
we might characterise as need, new ideas about language and new ideas 
about learning. It should have become clear that in its subsequent 
development, however, scant attention has been paid to the last of these 
forces -learning. ~LQ[__t~e stages outlin:i-~rJ:>ay_e __ been .. fl!_~da
mentally flawed, in that diey areall based on descriptions of language 
U§§. m·emer thrs-descr!ptiOn isofsurfac-e-formS,a:s-rnt:be casEof register 
analysis, or of underlying processes, as in the skills and strategies 
approach, the concern in each case is with describing what people do 
with language. But our concern in ESP is not with language use - although 
this will help toCfefirietne·course -objectives. ··Our ... concerrlls With 
la_i;gigg~-~!i~ii:ftilf._~_w,;··caiiifot simply assume-that· describing and 
exemplifying what people do with l:i.nguage will enable someone to learn 
it. If that were so, we would need to do no more than read a grammar 
book and a dictionary in order to learn a language. A truly valid 
approach to ESP must be based on an understanding of the processes 
of language learning. 

This brings us to the fifth stage of ESP development- the learning· 
centreaapproach;whfc:h.will·farmthe-sub)ect=of:tniS.6""ook. .. T:h<;.. 
importanc(!anatlie-implicl!tiol_lsoJ_thegistillctiQ_n_t_hat we _have_ made 
betweenliinguageuse~ll_d_lgnguage learning will hopefully become clear 
asweprocee<ltnroiiih the following chapters. ... - - . -· -

Tasks 

r Which of the stages outlined above has your country experienced? Has 
it developed in a completely different way? 

(~Why do you think EST has set the trends in the development of ESP? 

3 How far would you agree with Widdowson and Allen's assertion 
(pp. ro-n)? 
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The development of ESP 

An information leaflet about the Brazilian ESP Project summarises its 
aims as follows: 

'The "specific purpose'' most common within the participant 1:niversities is 
the. reading of specialist literature in English. Consequently there is a 
consensus within the project to focus on the teaching of reading strategies 
with the use of authentic materials and the use of the native language in 
spoken classroom discourse. The teaching of grammar is based on the 
minimum. necessary for understanding academic texts. The emphasis is 
largely on a general course content to cover common problems (such as 
reading strategies), rather than specific courses according to the student's 
subject specialism (e.g. "English for Engineers").' 

a) Why do you think this approach has been adopted? 
b) Do you think that the approach is a justifiable response to the needs 

of the students ? 
c) How do you think students and teachers will react to this 

approach? 

,( ·-! ··~ i' ' .. :J, 

·--··--

'l· 
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3 ESP: approach not product 

Beware that you do not lose the substance by grasping at the 
shadow. 

(Aesop' 'The Fable of the Dog and the Shadow') 

The survey above shows that in its relatively brief history there have been 
several major shifts in the development of ESP both in theory and 
practice. However, we have tried to show that, in spite of their 
differences, the successive stages have all concentrated on the linguistic 
aspect of ESP: they are all essentially language-centred approaches. In 
later chapters we shall look in greater detail at how this has shaped the 
way in which people see ESP. For now let us return to the question posed 
at the beginning of this section: 'What is ESP?' To answer this question 
fully, we need first of all to establish a context which will help us to see 
how ESP at the present time relates to the rest of EL T. What exactly 
is the status of the citizens of ESP and its satellite settlements-Iii. relation 
to the general world of ELT?. 

hi"thi,-time-honoured manner of linguistics, we shall represent the 
re_lationship in the form of a tree (see figure 3). 

"-The tree represents some of the common divisions that are made in 
ELT. The topmost branches of the tree show the level at which 

, individual ESP courses occur. The branches just below this level indicate 
: that these may conveniently be divided into two main types of ESP 
· ·, differentiated according to whether the learner requires English for 
' academic study (EAP: English for Academic Purposes) or for work/ 

training (EOP jEVP /VESL: English for Occupational Purposes/English 
for Vocational Purposes/Vocational English as a Second Language). 
Thi~_is, of~ot1rse, not a clear-cut distinction: people_<;an '!':ork_ and study 
simultaneously; it is also likely- ihat in many cases the language learnt' / 
forlmmediate use in a study environment will be used laterWheri'the .. 
srudent-t~kesup, or returns to, a job. . . . -' 

, ...... ..Af-the ·next: level down it is possible to distinguish ESP courses by the 
general nature of the learners' specialism. Three large categories are 
usually identified here: EST (English for Science and Technology), EBE 
(English for Business and Economics) and ESS (English for the Social 
Sciences). This last is not common, probably because it is not thought 
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ESP: approach not product 

Figure 3: The tree ofELT 
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What is ESP? 

to differ significantly from more traditional humanities-based General 
English. 

As we go down the tree, we can see that ESP is just one branch of 
EFL/ESL, which are themselves the main branches of English Language 
Teaching in general. ELT, in turn is one variety of the many possible 
kinds of language teaching. 

But, of course, there is more to a tree than is visible above ground: 
a tree cannot survive without roots. The roots which nourish the tree 
of EL T are communication and learning. 

The analogy of a tree can help us to get a bit closer to a definition 
of ES}'_not somu~Koy sfiowmg wh?!l;:"S_fis;o~!_-ratng]iY_s!_lowi"i!g~wllat -

~~_t·~--~--:7__.. ,;;;._..::.;.,:.:A...),:SC .. •1].._;:-;;p- i~ ~~ ·._g;~.-,,, .. , \r:..\(i:;..;~c::.J --~~~.-·~::-,-
"~-a) ESP is not a matter of teaching' specialised varieties' of English. The 

fact that language is used for a specific purpose does not imply that 
it is a special form of the language, different in kind from other forms. 
Certainly, there are some features which can be identified as 'typical' 
of a particular context of use and which, therefore, the learner is more 
likely to meet in the target situation. But these differences should not 
be allowed to obscure the far larger area of common ground tliat 
underlies all English use, and indeed, all language use. 

b) ESP is not just a matter of Science words and grammar for Scientists, 
Hotel words and grammar for Hotel staff and so on. When we look 
at a tree, we see the leaves and branches, but there is much more to 
the tree than just these- much of it hidden from view inside and 
beneath the tree. The leaves do not just hang in the air: they are 
supported by a complex underlying structure. In the same way there 
is much more to communication than just the surface features that 
we read and hear. We need to distinguish, as Chomsky did with 
regard to grammar, between performance and competence, that is 
between what people actually do with the language and the range of 
knowledge and abilities which enables them to do it (Hutchinson and 
Waters, r98r). 

c) ESP is not different in kind from any other form of language teaching, 
in that it should be based in the first instance "'l principles of effective 
and efficient learning. Though the content of learning may vary there 
is no reason to suppose that the processes of learning should be any 
different for the ESP learner than for the General English learner. 
There is, in other words, no such thing as an ESP methodology, 
merely methodologies that have been applied in ESP classrooms, but 
could just as well have been used in the learning of any kind of 
English. 

So what is ESP? Having stressed the commonality of language and 
learning, how does ESP differ from other forms of EL T? To answer this, 
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ESP: approach not product 

IO,SP must b£.~~ an approach not as a product. ESP is not a particular 
kind of language or methoaOlogy, noraoes-it consist of a particular type 
of teaching material. Underst()Od p.!Qp~rly, it is .!'.!l .. i'PP!Oa£bJoJanguage 
learnil}g, whi£h.is !Jased on learner need. The foundation of all ESP is 
the .. Slmple question~ Why--does-tliis-learner need to learn a foreign 
language? From this question will flow a whole host of further questions, 
some of which will relate to the learners themselves, some to the nature 
of the language the learners will need to operate, some to the given 
learning context. Rut this whole analysis derives from an initial identified 
need on the part of the learner to learn a language. ESP, then, is an · 
apJ:lE?ac_h_t£ langll:J.ge_ teachingj.11_~hich all decisionsasto ~-;-;;t;,~i:and 
methOCl a!~ base_<!_()n the ~earner's reason -forl6friiing:-.;·-- -. - - --- - -

e, 
L.J;.:.,..-,;;;;. 

In this section we have identified the main factors in the origins of ESP 
and given a brief overview of its development. We have noted that the 
linguistic factQ.r has tended to dominate this development wtth an 
emphasis on the analysis of the nature of specific varieties of language 
use. Probably this has been a necesSii'YSfage,oufilow there iSanee& 
10f a wider view that focusses less on differences and more on what 
various specialisms have in common. As'the tree o.f..ELT..:..s.bows, what 
they have in COlQ~On is that they are all primafi!y concerned With 
cotii.iiiunieanon and fearnin&..l',?]>_~h_o_ugpr()p_erly_be_s_eell_not as any 
parncular language procl!!<:t_l:m~ as an approach to language teaching 

__'V~i~~ is~ditecteCl by specific and apparentrea:sons for learnjng .. 

Tasks 

Our tree gives only a few examples of ESP courses. Complete the 
branches at the top, by adding other courses. 

What differences would you expect to find between an EOP course 
and an EAP course for doctors? In what ways do you think 

...;.,..) 
<~ occupational and academic needs differ? 

<C. 
®All language teaching should be based on learner needs. Thus in 

theory there is no difference between ESP and General English 
teaching; in practice, however, there is a great deal of difference. How 
far would you agree with this statement? What differences, either in 
theory or in practice do you think there are? 
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Section 2 Course design 

I keep six honest serving-men. 
(They taught me all I knew.) 
Their names are What and Why and When 
And How and Where and Who. 

(Rudyard Kipling) 

We concluded the previous section by stating that ESP is an approach 
to language teaching which aims to meet the needs of particular learners. 
This means in practice that much of the work done by ESP teachers is 
concerned with designing appropriate courses for various groups of 
learners. Thus, whereas course design plays a relatively minor part in 
the life of the General English teacher -courses here usually being 
determined either by tradition, choice of textbook or ministerial 
decree- for the ESP teacher, course design is often a substantial and 
important part of the workload._____ - - . . . .. . 

Deslgl1lng :icoi.irse isfuriJaiiientally a matter of asking questions in 
order to provide a reasoned basis for the subsequent processes of 
syllabus ~sign, materials writii\g, cla_~sro~!Il teaching and evaluation. 
·we need to aska very wide range of questions:. gel1e!cal and specific, 

theoretical and practical. Some of these questions will be answered (at 
least in part) by research; others will rely more on the intuition and 
experience of the teacher; yet others will call on theoretical models. We 
can use Kipling's 'honest serving men' to outline the basic questions. 
Weneedtoknow: 

Why does the studentllee<;! t~Iear'l? 
---------·-----·----· 

Who is going to be involve9-in the process? This will need to cover not 
-fusfthestuaerit, buiail the people who may have some effect on the 

process: teachers, sponsors, inspectors etc. 

\'ll:'here _ _is_th_eie_~nillg to take place. What potential does the place 
provide? What limitations does it impose? 

w.J!."..l .. is):h.,e Jearning to take place? .How much time-is available? How 
will it be distributed? 

~!!_do~s_thestudenr need to learn? What aspects of language will be 
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needed and how will they be described? What level of proficiency must 
be achieved? What topic areas will need to be covered? 

How will tl,dearning be achieved? What learning theory will underlie 
--thecoilrSe? What kind of methodology will be employed? 

In this secrion we shall investigate these basic questions more I 
thoroughly, by considering them under three main headings: Language 
descriptions, Theories of learning and Needs analysis. :W:e_shms!,d m 
emphasise, however, that, although for clarity we need to look at the !II 
rlmi:~ facto~s ~eparat:elY,"it-is-clieir mteraependence.in.tlie.course:di!~gtl __ 
process ~hich is of greatest importance. We might represent their - 1J'l 
·relatioils1iip like this: · · ·· -----------·-··----- 1!11 

x·,~:;; . ..-----... 
~ 
"';' ) .. ..., / 

.1-

) 
WHAT? 

Language 
descriptions 

Figure 4: Factors 

\::!.\ ESP 

~ '-c_o_u_r_s_e-' 

""' 
nature of 
particular 
target and 

learning situation 

WHO? WHY? 
WHERE? WHEN? 

Needs analysis 

affecting ESP course design 

HOW? 

Learning 
theories 

First a word about terminology: a lot of confusion is undoubtedly caused 
in discussions about ESP course design by the imprecise use of terms such 
as 'communicative', 'structural', 'functional' etc. Thus it is not 
uncommon to hear people talk of a 'functional approach' or a 
'structural method', although no such things really exist; that much
abused term, 'communicative', is often used as if it were synonymous 
with 'functional', which it is not. To try and prevent such confusion, 
we shall adopt two strategies. 

~ . , 

Firstly, wherever possible, we shall avoid the term 'communicative'. 
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This has become such an emotive word, that, rather like 'democracy' 
or 'freedom', it is claimed by everyone and is capable of innumerable 
interpretations, many of which are flatly contradictory. It has come, in 
effect, to mean simply a good, modern approach to language teaching, 
rather than indicating what that approach might consist of. Indeed, it 

·is· now almost an insult to infer that someone's materials or methods 
are uncommunicative. It is for this reason that we have taken in 
preference the term learning-centred, since it expresses more specifically 
wlrarthe principles of the approach are. 

The second strategy we have adopted is to make a clear distinction 
between the two elements of language description and learning theory. 
The language description is tl!e_.."'_a)' in _"'!rich the language system is 
broken down ancrae~cnb-eQ:Jor thu>U!1'QStis-of learning:· Terms· such -
as-'structural', 'functional', 'notional' propei!y-belong to this area. 
They refer to ways of analysing and describing language. They say 
nothing about how the language items described can or should be taught. 
It is, therefore, inappropriate to use these terms in conjunction with 
'approach' or 'method', since these latter terms indicate a way of, or 
attitude to, teaching. An approach or method derives not from a view 
of language, but from a view of learning.Jt_ighe k.a.rning theory which, 
PI()vides the theoretical basis for the methodology, by helping us to 
understanilliowpeoj:ile learn~ It-is also importanf to -note -that theories 
ofleamlng.are.not necessarily confined to how people learn language, 
but can refer equally to the learning of any kind of knowledge, for 
example how to drive a car. In the area of learning theories the relevant 
terms we shall consider are 'behaviourist', 'cognitive',' affective'. 

Having clarified the terminology, we can proceed to a brief outline 
of this section. We statec;! in chapter I that ESP should be viewed in the 
broader context of EL T in general. Accordingly in chapters 4 and 5 we 
shall look at the main developments in language descriptions and 
learning theory in general terms and then consider how they have been, 
or can be, useful in ESP. In chapter 6 we shall consider needs analysis, 
arguing for a much broader concept of needs than is often defined. 
Finally in chapter 7 we shall describe various ways in which language, 
learning and needs have been dealt with in ESP course design. 

Tasks 

I Our list of questions is very general. Take one of Kipling's 'honest 
serving-men' and make a detailed list of the questions you think it 
is important to ask as a preliminary to designing an ESP course. 

2 What do you understand by the term 'communicative'? What 
features would, for example, characterise' communicative' materials? 
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4 language descriptions 

They have been at a great feast of language, and stolen the 
scraps. 

(Shakespeare: Love's Labour's Lost) 

Any ESP course makes use of explicit or implicit ideas about the nature 
of language. These ideas are drawn from the various language 
descriptions that have been developed by succeeding schools of thought 
in Linguistics. We now have a number of ways of describing language 
available to us. It is, therefore, important to understand the main 
features of each of these descriptions in order to consider how they can 
be used most appropriately in ESP courses. Not all the developments in 
Linguistics have had pedagogic applications, of course. In this chapter 
we shall give a brief outline of the various ideas about language that 
have influenced ESP in some way. We can identify six main stages of 
development. 

1 Classical or traditional gramma~~ . 
-··---·---.. ·---------~----··---~ 

Although language teaching has a long history stretching back to ancient 
times (see Howatt, 1984), the ways of describing language remained little 
changed until this century. Descriptions of English and other languages 
were based on the grammars of the classical languages, Greek and Latin. 
These descriptions were based on an analysis of the role played by each 
word in the sentence. Languages were described in this way because the 
classical languages were case-based languages where the grammatical 
function of each word in the sentence was made apparent by the use 
of appropriate inflections. Thus the form of a word would change 
according to whether it was a subject, object, indirect object and so on. 
The prestige of the old classical languages ensured the survival of this 
form of description even afrer English had lost most of its case markers 
and become a largely word-order based language. 

Since ESP_ emerged after the classical form of description had b~n 
largely abandoned, its influence on ESP has never been strong. Never
theless, it has continued to provide the teacher with a useful indirect 
source of guidance. Register analysis, for example, drew heavily upon 
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Language descriptions 

its terminology in SJ'lJ~bJis __ designjs~~-P,-9L As Allen and Widdowson 
(I97slsaY:·-- --- . 
'Teachers who wish to maintain a balanced view of linguistics should not 
overlook the fact that traditional grammar has many useful virtues. The 
traditional handbooks provided an array of terms and distinctions which most 
of us used in learning to talk about our own language, and which many people 
continue to find serviceable throughout their lives.' 

It can also be argued that, although cases may no longer be apparent 
in modem English, the concepts they represent underlie any language 
(Fillmore, 1968). Thus_almoJ1\'J~c!ge_o{_the.cJ!lssical description can still 
deepen our knowledge of how languages oper:ii:e~--- ·· · · · · • 

2 Structural linguistics 

The first real challenge to the classical description of languages came 
in the 1930s with the advent of structuralism, associated with linguists 
such as"""Bfoom_(ield (1935). The structural or 'slot and filler' form of 
language -c:rescr!i';tion will be familiar to most language teachers as a 
result of the enormous influence it has had on language teaching since 
the Second World War. 

In a structural description the grammar of the language is described 
in terms of syntagmatic structures which carry the fundamental propo
sitions (statement, interrogative, negative, imperative etc.) and notions 
{time, number, gender etc.). By varying the words within these structural 
frameworks, sentences with different meanings can be generated. This 
method of linguistic analysis led in English language .teaching to the 
development of the substitution table as a typical means of explaining 
grammatical patterns. These are still widely used today as this example 
from the Nucleus series shows: --

5. Write nine sentences from this table. Remember that there are many 
different possibilities, not just nine correct sentences. 

Diabetes mellitus unconsciousness. 
Inadequate heat loss cause shock. 
Some foods bad teeth. 
A dog bite death. 
An electric shock can result in heat stroke. 
Insufficient calcium may blisters. 
Severe shock allergies. 
Burns lead to asphyxia. 
A haemorrhage rabies. 

(from Nucleus: Nursing Science by R. Kerr and J. Smith, Longman, 19y8) 

Figure 5: A substitution table in ESP 
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In fact, the development of structural descriptions of languages had little 
to do with English in its early stages, but came from the need to describe 
the Indian languages of North America before the last native speakers 
died. It soon became apparent, however, that for a word-order language 
such as English the slot and filler description would also be particularly 
appropriate. 

Apart fr9m . .the..s\!.~.~.!itutioll,t.aJ~le,, the most en~llring_al"l'.~~~t_i~n ~f 
structurafllllguistic~~.s tfic:!.§_truc~iliar·i)f,!I~l:lus, which has proved to ------- ~~- ·--~~-----------· -----···-- -
oe a very powerful means of selecting and sequencing language items. 
In such a syllabus, items are graaea so thafsiffip!er·an-dmore.lmmooiifdy 
u-;ea-6le structures precede the moreColilPJex-ones. J\.n exampleof·an · · , 
ESP-·syllaous based on structural preceptsTsiliaf"used by Ewer and 
Latorre (1969) (minor details omitted): 

1 Simple Present Active 
2 Simple Present Passive 
3 Simple Present Active and Passive 
4 ~ing forms 
5 Present Perfect; Present Continuous 
6 Infinitives 
7 Anomalous Rnites 
8 Past Perfect; Conditionals 

At its best the structural syllabus provides the learner with a systematic 
description of the generative core of the language- the finite range of 
structures that make it possible to generate an infinite number of novel 
utterances. For this reason the structural syllabus continues to be widely 
used in spite of criticism from advocates of functional, notional or 
use-based descriptions of English (see e.g. Wilkins, 1976 and Widdowson, 
1979). Its strength is also its greatest weakness. The very simplicity of 
the structural language description entails that there are.Targeai"eas~i\f 
lang~'!g·e· u. s.~ th. ~_g_cann_·.·c.n::x£!ai~Ine!lrticii!~Ttmayf;il to_pr.<>yi_de_ 
the learner with an understanding of the communicative use of. the 
structure~ (All~n-and-wi"d"d-;;~sc,fi;!c;? 4J .Liter C!eveiopmentslnlanguage 
ti:a~§!lgill_(IJ!i}g\ii§!J£§Jiiiie~ati:empte_ar!>ri:ffiei;!y:thls_weak11e~s. · ·· ···· -

3 Transformational Generative (TG) grammar 

The structural view of language as a collection of syntagmatic patterns 
held sway until the publication in 1957 of Syntactic Structures by Noam 
Chomsky. Chomsky argued that the structural description was too 
superficial, because it only described the surface structure of the 
language, and thus could not explain relationships of meaning which 
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were quite clearly there, but which were not realised in the surface 
structure. Thus these two sentences: 

John is easy to please. 
John is eager to please. 

would, according to a structural description, indicate the same relation
ship between the words in the sentences. But obviously the relationship 
is not the same: in the first sentence John is the receiver of pleasing, while 
in the second he is doing the pleasing. Similarly the identity of meaning 
between an active and passive sentence would not be shown, e.g. 

The City Bank has taken over Acme Holdings. 
Acme Holdings has been taken over by the City Bank. 

Here the relationships of meaning within the two sentences are identical, 
but in a structural description this cannot be shown. Strueturally they 
are different and there is no way of indicating the identity of meaning. 

_Chomsky concluded that these problems aroseb.,c;ausela!lguage_wa~. 
beinganiilysea and described In- isolation rrom-the human mind which 
produces it. He maintained that, if we want to understand how language-
works, it cannot be viewed as a phenomenon in itself.lt must be viewed 
as a reflection of human th()ught patterns. J::Iep!2p()s~d:tliafthere must 
be--two levels of meaning: a deep level, vv:hich_ is _concemed with th( 
organisatiOn of thoughts aiJ.§a surface level, where these thoughtsar~ 
expressed tfirough-l:he-syntax of the language. The grammar of a 
language is; theref<Yre;notthe siiiface structUres themselves, but the rules 
that enable the language user to generate the surface structures from the 
deep level of meaning. 

Chomsky's work had an enormous and direct influence on the 
world of Linguistics. His effect on language teaching has been more 
indirect, but no less important. Firstly he re-established the idea that 
language is rule-governed. (We shall consider this aspect in more detail 
under learning theories in chapter 5.) Secondly, he widened the view of 
language to incorporate the relationship between meaning and form. 
This second aspect had a considerable influence on language teaching 
through the next school of thought that we shall describe_,_ But_f<>_r_&_~P 
the most important lesson to be drawn from Chomsky's work was the 
distfnctfoii.-he -m:ioe-[e5\'e~n p_erformance (i.e. the surface striicnii-es) 
ari<l coii£/;ie~erz_<:e, (i.e.the<fe_e_pje_v~lriiles)~ Chomsky's owii-defiriition-of 
performance at1<!~()_1!1P!'te__ns~was narr9~Ii~asec!, beingc_o11_cerued o_nly - · 
with-syritax:-fnESP_vire need to .take a much b-roader view, but the basic . 
disgfl'cp~;:;it'Seifisstiljv~lid. Put simply, describi;:;g:.Vhat people do with 
the language .(performance) is important, but _of equal, if not greater 
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importance is discovering the competence that enables them to do it 
(Hutchinson and Waters, r98r). 

A simple way of seeing the distinction between performance and 
competence is in our capacity to understand the meanings of words we 
have never met before. For example, the expression 'multangular tower' 
occurs in a widely used English test. It is a word most people will never 
have seen. But, if you know the prefix 'multi' (whether in your own 
language or English), the word 'angle' and the basic word formation 
rules of English, it is an easy matter to work out that a 'multangular 
tower' is a many-sided tower, that is, not a round or a square one (see 
alsop. 140). This process of interpretation would not be possible unless 
there were an underlying competence which can operate separately from 
the performance fearures of the language. 

/" In the early stages of its development, ESP put most emphasis on 
/ describing the performance needed for communication in the target 

\ 
siruation and paid little attention to the competence underlying it. 
Indeed, accustomed as we are to seeing language and language learning 

J in terms of performance, it can be difficult to grasp the importance of 
·.,i the competence/ performance distinction. B~t it is on~ of crucial 

.! Importance for ESP and we shall return to It m the ensumg chapters. 
\~we have argued elsewhere: 

'We need to make a distinction between the performance repertoire of the 
target situation and the competence required to cope with it. The competence, 
providing, as it does, the generative basis for further learning . .. is the proper 
concern of ESP.' (ibid.) 

In the developments we have described so far we have considered 
language solely from the point of view of form. But language does not 
exist for its own sake. It exists because people do things with it: they 
give information; they promise; they threaten; they make excuses; they 
seek information; they classify; they identify; they report. Language, in 
other words, can also be looked at from the point of view of function, 
that is, what people do with it. This is not a new idea. The British 
sociolinguist, ]. R. Firth, investigated language in this way in the 1930s. 
But it only became an important movement in Linguistics with the 
development of the concept of 'communicative competence'. Sp,s\9.:: 
li_nglljgs,..such .. a_s .. nell_!:lymes, P':1'.P9.SJ'd .. that.competence_f.Qnsists not 
ju~t_o{~s_et.of_I:ules.£or.formulati~ggral1l_l_ll_atically correct sentences;IJUt 
also a knowledge of 'when to speak, when_ii§f~ .• ~M:(t<ri'!~-a:bout 
wl!]l_whom, when,-where;lnwha,t.:_mariiie~.'_(Hymes, 1972) T_l.\e~t_udy of 
l'!'!guage in use, therefore, should look not just at syntax, but also a:t'ihe 
other lngredieritsof communication, -such as: -non-verbat corri'iriiiriica- : 
tion (ge~~=='_IJ.?_Stu_re:_e~e~t(}!\tact~etc.),-the meQiUnl·a;;,d- ~hanneJ of 
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£_OJ1!_munication, role relationships between the participants, the topic 
and~ of commumcatwn. ---·--·---·--

-Tne-concepfof commtiniCative competence has had far-reaching 
consequences for ESP. It led to the ne:><:!_!hr_c;e_.~_tag~_,;_qf_p.c:yelopiJl_ent 
which we shall consiaer: language variation and register analysis; 
language as fiinetion; ills<:_ourseanal}'sis-:-=:=::·-·-: ·--·--· --··--·· ·· 

I 4 language variation and register analysis 

Consider these two texts. They are both describing the same job: drilling 
a hole in a metal workpiece on a lathe. Text A is a transcript from a 
video-taped demonstration in using the lathe. Text B is a set of 
instructions taken &om a workshop manual. 

TEXT A 

Now I have to change to the final size drill I require, which is three-quarters of an 
inch diameter, and this is called a morse-taper sleeve. 

A slower speed for a larger drilL 

Nice even feed should give a reasonable finish to the hole. 

Applying coolant periodically. This is mainly for lubrication rather than cooling. 

Almostto depth now. 
Right. Withdrawing the drill. 

That's fine. 

TEXTB 

1 Select required drill. 
2 Mount drill in tailstock. Use taper sleeves as necessary. 
3 Set speed and start machine spindle. 
4 Position tailstock to workpiece. 
5 Apply firm even pressure to tailstock handwheel to feed drill into workpiece. 
6 Apply coolant frequently. 
7 Drill hole to depth. 
8 Withdraw drill. 
9 Stop machine. (Hutchinson and Waters, r98r) 

The illocutionary force of these two texts is the same, that is to say they 
are both conveying the same message and they both have the same 
purpose, namely to give instructions in carrying out the particular job .. 
But the language of text A differs from that of text B in a number of 
significant ways: 
a) In A the speaker is not giving a direct set of instructions. He is actually 

commenting on what he is doing, but this functions as a set of 
instructions. 
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b) The language is more anecdotal and sporadic. This is because there 
is a visual element to the discourse. The main thrust of the 
communication is carried by what he is doing with the machine 
(Hutchinson, 1978). 

c) In text A there is an interpersonal dimension. The language is, 
therefore, less formal and contains some comments and expressions 
of feeling, for example, 'That's fine.' 

d) The· grammar of text B is consistent (e.g. the articles are always 
omitted; the verb form is always the imperative). In text A there is 
less consistency, because it is a free-flowing piece of spoken discourse. 

There are other differences too, but our purpose is not to give a detailed 
analysis. The imROrt'!!!!._poinUul!a,t, if we view language_ as part of.a 
communicative whole, it is clear that langu:i.ge·use·shows considerable 

· ~~iiecr.;:=r~ 'Yhoiecommunicative a.i~!s::iii~d~~ up_<iL, :O.t_Ui!~ECof _ 
contextually depenaeiiffactors: V ,!cylng one or more of these factors will 
have·'knoek:On~effeci:soil .. i:ne.other factors. Thus the presence of the 
machine in text A affects what needs to be said in order to convey the 
message. This sentence, 'and this is called a morse-taper sleeve' is only 
possible, because the audience can see both the object referred to and 
the speaker's actions which indicate that it is being referred to. 
Language, then,vades according to the_qmtext of use and it is chis fact 
tnat-enabi(;S-us. to distinguish,. for example;(qE~~Jf_r~fi, inform:J,
wntten-from spoken; self-sufficient l;lriguagdrom c::ont~J<t~ependerir:
-t!i~concepf.QI!anguage variation gave rise to the type of£'SP.whicli-. 
~as based on . reglsrer-·anaiysTs]s"e ~aoovep~):-lflangu~ge vari~ 
acco_r<!liigto cont:Oxt,it was argued, then it should be possible to idenrify 
rlie kind of language associated with a spedficcontext, such as an area 
§f lcrl<:l~~eage· (legal English; soda.! Eng1ish; medici! f:riglish; bt.lsi11~.ss 
English; scieJJ.tific E.I1gli~h etc.), or an-area of us!; (technicaL manu,Us, 
academic teJ<ts,. blls.iness meetings, a:a,;ertiSements,-·docror::patienc ccro;. 
niiiiilcatlon etc.). Much ESP research was focussed as a result on 
determiiiingi:lie.formal characteristics of various registers in order to 
establish a basis for the selection of syllabus items. The work of Ewer 
and Latorre (1969) and Swales (1971) on the language of science was 
particularly significant here. However, register analysis has, as \V_e_hfl.Ye 
alrea.<:JY.11()!~<:1, ultimately proved to be. an insubstanti:irJ)asis for the -
selection of sylla(:,liSicems. As Coffey (1984) says about EST: 
----~···------·--. -- --
'Research and experiment continue, but in general the results have not been 
encouraging ... In short, register cannot be used as a main basis for sdection, 
because there is no significant way in which the language of science differs 
from any other kind of language.' 

The key phrase here is 'no significant way'. There are clearly language 
forms that tend to be used more frequently in one context than in 
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another. The classic example of this is the use of the passive in Scientific 
English. But even this may have been overemphasised. Tarone et a/. 
(r98r) found in their analysis of two Astrophysics journal papers that 
the active accounted"for over So% of the verbs used.Jigt_th~-tl!!Portant 
point is that even if particular registers favour certain forms, they.are 
notCits!=ffif!iy<;_f<>_rii:is .. TJ.i.ey-aii: simp If dra wit from "i:lie common stod( 
ofthe grammar ofthe language._Tho_ugh__at);gctiye_g_fir~t sight, the 
assumption that language variation implies the existence of idennfi:a6J~
varieties oflangue.ge relafed"to specific con~tX:!~_:<?fjis~~hi~, 1n~[e<:;t, 
proved to 6e unfounaea. · · --· · ·-·-- · -
·----------

' I ·~ ~ 

The second major offshoot of work into language as communication 
which has influenced ESP has been the functional/notional concept of 
language description. The terms 'functional' and 'notional' are easily 
and frequently confused. There is, however, a difference . .Euu_<:Jion.~-l'X!:..~. 
concerned with social behaviour and represent. the intentioQ_of._th~
speakerorwnii:r;forexiiiiiple;·advising,wariiing, ~hreatenipg, describing 
-~tc:-Theycan -be apprc)xiinately equateo with the communicative ai:t~" 
thatare carried out through language. Notions, on the other hand, reflect 
the.way in which the hunian mind thinks. They are the categories into -
whiChrhemiiid and thereby language diviaes.realicy, fcii--e:Xaini>Ie, tim;; 
. fr~g~nc;y;(!ii£ifi<:)i}; genoer; number;·location, quantity; qualit}' etc .. (se_~--
e.g. Johnson and Morrow, r98i, pp: r-'-rr). · · · · 

The functional view of language began to have an influenc::_e_on 
languagereaching.in the ~97os, largely as; result of rhe_(;ouncil ~( · 
Et@pfsefforts to establish soii:iekirid of equivalence in the syllabuses 

. for leamlng-variouslaiiguages,E.qiilva)ence:w"-~~difficult.to establisn on 
formalgroUiias;·siricetheformal structures_of languages show consider:" 
able variation:Tbe.st\loeritof Gerriian~ for example, is likely-to have 

'i:cnperid alatge amount of time in learning the gender j case endings of 
articles, nouns and adjectives. The learner of English on the other hand 
will not have this problem, but may need to spend more time on, for 
example, the spelling, the simple/ continuous tense distinction or the 
countable/uncountable distinction. These variatiom •in the formal 
features of languages obvio.u.sJy make it diffi~~irro·,n;.;.i:teupthe1earniiig 
tas.Js;. !!.l_t_o unj~_<:>f<!'l.llivaJenr."alue a:crq~~ !he yar!<ijis ·languages on "the
basis of formal grammar._Qnl.l_o_tion,_a! or fu.!J.Ctlonal grounds, however,

-some "app~§li:!nig"J:"_eifu.}ya)e11ce. 9!!1_ 6e _acfii~vea:,-_since····riotions -:_apd
funcfions represent the categories of human thinking and social be: 
haviour, which do·not (as far as we know) varyacross_lariguages~ 1:_lt_us · 

jn the r97os·there W"as a iriove from hngi.ui.ge syllabuses organised on.·· 
- . ~- ~·- . -- ·--·-·- ------- ,_ __ ....... _. ___________ -- -----
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structural grounds to ones based on functional or notional criteria. The 
most influential of such syllabuses were the Threshold Level (Van Ek, 
r975) and Waystage (VanEk and Alexander, r977) syllabuses produced 
by the Council of Europe. 
The~!owards functionally based syllabuses has been particularly_ 

s_trong in the development of ESP, large1yon thepragiriaticgr6WidS-that 
themajpf-_icy _of ESP students have akeady done a structurally organised
syllabus, probably at school. Their needs, therefore, are not to learn the 
basi(o-grammar, but rather to learn how to use the knowledge- they
afreaafhave. 
--The atrracti6n of the functional syllabus is that it appears to be based 
on lal_!gll_age iO:use;- iilcontrast to the structirral syllabus, which show~ 
only f<>f!ll· _J'or example, compare-tli:is--sylhibiiswii:hthe -Ewer and-
Latorre syllabus above (p. 26): 

Asking about travel 
Making travel arrangements 
Ordering a meal 
Asking the way 
Hiring a car 

(from English for Travel by John Eastwood, OUP, I98o) 

(See pp. 8 s-8 for various types of syllabus.) 

The functional syllabus, however, has its own drawbacks.Jcs_tiffers in 
P2.J:1:igu]<!_rfr<>fl1_~ l_ack of any kind of systematic conceptual fram~;-ork,~ 
3.11d ,._s Sll_Ch does not help the learners -tO- organise their knowledge of 
thelanguage. __ • 

The main problem with the functional syllabus, however, is not the 
syllabus itself, but the fact that it is too often seen as a replacement for 
the older structural syllabus. A more constructive approach to describing 
language in structural or functional teems is to see the two as 
complementary, with each supporting and enriching the other. The 
relationship between the two can be best expressed in the form of this 
simple equation: 

--~tructure +context = function 

~ Brumfit (r98r) proposes a similar approach with his 'snakes and 
ladders' syllabus. A core ladder of structures is intertwined with a 
spiralling snake of related functions. An example of this kind of syllabus 
can be seen in more recent ESP materials (see figure 6). 
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Unit One 
Business content: 
Structures: 

Functions: 

Lexis: 

lJnitTWo 
Business content: 
Structures: 

Function: 
Le:lds: 

Unit Three 
Business content 
Structures: 

Functions: 
Lexis: 

Language descriptions 

A Visitor to BOS 
Organisation chart 
The verb to be 
Possessive pronouns 
Genitive ('s) 
Question words: What? Where? Who? 
Introductions: greetings: giving personal information: 
registering at a hotel 
Jobs, countries, nationalities, titles 

Page I 

A newcomer Page 9 
Telephone conversations: business letter format 
Demonstrative pronouns: this/that/ these/ those 
There is/ there are 
Prepositions: on. in. above. below. under. between. next to. 
to the left/right of. on the right/left 
Question words: How many? 
Describing location 
Office furniture and equipment. stationery. cardinal numb~rs. 
business letter teminology 

The BOB building Page 18 
A memorandum telephone conversations: company names 
Present progressive tense 
Imperatives 
Prepositions (continued) 
Question word: Which? 
Discussing activities; giving directions; giving commands 
Ordinal numbers, parts of a building, some office activities 

(from We Mean Business by Susan Norman, Longman, 1982) 

1 ~Figure 6: A structural/ functional syllabus 

6 Discourse (Rhetorical) analysis 

This next development has also had a profound effect on ESP. Till this 
point language had been viewed in terms of the sentence. Now the 
emphasis~~moved ~to ~looking~at ~how~~meaning is generated~ betwe~n 
sentences. This was a logical development of the functional/ notional 
View~ofl~nguage which had shown that there is more to meaning than 
just the words in the sentence. The context of the sentence is also 
impgrta!)! ~n cre.'lting the m<:~ng. ---·--·-~ ~ ~~ -~· ·~ . ~ ~ --- -~~·- ~- -~~ -· 

If we take this simple sentence: 'Ii: is raining' and we put it into th_ree 
different dialogues, we can see how the meaning changes. 

Can I go out to play? 
It's raining. 

Have you cut the grass yet? 
It's raining. 
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I think I'll go out for a walk. 
It's raining. 

In each case the propositional meaning {statement) of the sentence is the 
same. The notions in it are also the same {present time, neuter). But the 
sentence is fulfilling three different communicative purposes. 

In the first dialogue a parent could be talking to a child. The child 
is asking permission to go out. The parent's reply of 'It is raining' acts 
as a refusal of the request. The second dialogue might be a husband/wife 
dialogue. 'It is raining' now functions as a reason or an excuse. In the 
third dialogue it takes on yet another function, and this time is probably 
acting as advice or a mild warning and might take place between friends. 

The meaning of this same sentence changes with the different 
contexts. This change is brought about by two factors. The first factor, 
as we have seen, is the sociolinguistic context: who is speaking to whom 
and why. The.meaningJ:hanges accordingto th<: r~lationship between 
the participants in . the dialogue ;rna accoidi~g t()_ their reason for 
speaking~-Bliftheie1S another factorwhich influences the meaning ~the _ 
relative jiosltions.otrhe utterances within tlw discourse. _An ut:terance 
acquires me~;,i~g by Virtueof;hat utterances it precedes or follo~s-w" might caii this ih£discoursallllealling. ~ --- . - . -

For example, if we take the third dialogue above and turn the two 
utterances round, we get: 

It's raining. 
I think I'll go out for a walk. 

By doing so, we have first of all removed the idea of advice or warning. 
We have also completely changed the logical meaning of the dialogue. 
In the first example the underlying meaning is that rain provides a reason 
against going for a walk, whereas in the reversed example rain is a reason 
in favour of going out for a walk. Thus the relative positions of the 
utterances within the discourse affect the meaning of the discourse. 

As we noted in chapter 2, discourse analysis has been closely 
associated with ESP, particularly through the influence of Henry 
Widdowson and the Washington School ·of American linguists. We can 
identify two key ways in which the results of studies into the nature of 
discourse have been used in ESP teaching materials: 
a) Learners are made aware of the stages in certain set-piece transactions 

associated with particular specialist fields. One of the most influential 
projects of this kind has been the analysis of doctor-patient com
munication by Candlin, Bruton and Leather (1976). A similar 
approach can be seen in the following example (see figure 7). 

b) The second use of discourse analysis in ESP has been through 
materials which aim to explain how meaning is created by the relative 
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2 The form of a consultation 

Objective: To examine the sequence of a consultation. 

The form of a consultation 

The conversation between Mr Watson and Mr Finbury, like most 
consultations in a bank, was of the following form. 

1 Establishing contact. The manager or assistant manager fmt 
establishes contact with his cnstomer, greeting him and putting him 
at his ease. This is done politely, but with neither effusiveness or 
familiarity. 

2 Findingoutwhatthepersonwants. It's necessary to find out what the 
client wants. 

3 Giving information. Information is given concisely, vividly and 
clearly. Moreover, it is adapted to the listener's viewpoint. 

4 Arguing the point. The client is persuaded to do something. 

5 Taking dawn details in writing. Very often it will be necessary to fill 
in a form or take notes . 

6 Conclusion and thanks. The manager reaffirms his readiness to help. 

Look at the text of the dialogue on pp. 4·6, and mark where each section 
begins and ends. 

(from English for International Banking by Ferguson and O'Reilly, Evans, 1979) 

Figure 7: Discourse analysis in ESP 

positions of the sentences in a written text. Ibis has become the 
central feature of a large number of ESP textbooks aimed at 
aev~l_o_p_!n-g-a-knowledlf'C6£- h2w. ~~ntences. are.coni?me:a.iHe.xt~J!l._______ 
orc;ler_to p~()~.u:~e~~IE!!far _l!l_<:_amng (Allen and W1ddowson, r974). 
This approach has led, in paJ:1:icular~.to. the text-diagramming-type
of exercisCfoiiiio in _ln.an.Y-isP-materials.·The ultimate aim of such 
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an approach is to make the learners into more efficient readers, by 
making them. awa~f th.=_ underlying structure ol'!c text and tlieway 
tn Which lan~~!?i~.!.'!:~ ... §.!'S!!-'?.l:~anised_!o create this structure. I he 
~act from Reading and Thinking in EngltSb: EXfiloring 
Functions is an example of the text-diagramming type of exercise. 

Unit 6 GBNEllAUZING AND EXSMPLlFYING 

matc:rial which meets the 
spcc:ific:ations: 

a £50 
b £20 
c £15 - choice 

b uses of natural materials 
c uses of man-made materials 
d the advantages of natural materials. 

The two dominant factors which determine the 
use of a material are its cost and its physical and 
chemical properties. 1' The specificaions of the WJ.: does the usc f 
designers have to be matched against what is material depend on? a 
known about a material's strength, bow easily it 
conducts electricity, how quickly it corrodes, 
etc. 12 But the material chosen for a given appli- The material•s strength, 
cation is the one which most cheaply meets the e«:. are examples of 
specifications of the designers. •:~ Even when 
special materials have to be developed to meet a u 
particular specification, the costs of production Which material is chosen? 
have to be carefully controlled. 

9 Complete the following table to summarize 
the paragraph. 

Generalization 

(from Reading and Thinking: Exploring Functions, OUP, 1979) 

Figure 8: Text-diagramming !jlij 
l2hl 
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Language descriptions 

Even before Reading and Thinking was published, the approach had 
come under attack on the grounds that it misrepresents the real nature. 
of discourse. !1;~ been suggested (see, in particular, Coulthard (I9Tll , 
PP· 147-53) that ili!'-ru>.PS.Q!!Ch does for discourse what structural ' 
li!!guistic~. dic!.l<rr___g!.I!~~ggmmar ,.in~o.t4~- woros-;_::rci!stabliSh~s- ; 
patterns, but does not account for how these patterns create meaning. · 
Iilias ptoduceQ, m effeet~a.-sort·ofCiiscourse -strueruralisrii-::Tt-can-a!So 
be argued that it falls into the very same trap that Allen and Widdowson 
(1974) claimed to be trying to remedy., If getting learners to learn 
structural sentence patterns does not enable the learner to use those 
patterns in communication, is it any more likely that making learners 
aware of the patterns in discourse will enable them to use those discourse 
patterns in communication? Are not descriptions of language use being 
taken for descriptions of language learning? We shall return to this . 
theme in the following chapters, when we consider the fields of learning 
and needs. 

Conclusion 

We have looked in this chapter at the ways in which language can be, 
and has been, described. There are three lessons to be learnt from this 
survey and they must be borne in mind when we draw conclusions 
regarding their relevance to ESP course design: 

/'a) There is no single source from which a language course can, or 
should, derive its linguistic input. The various developments which 
we have described are not separate entities. Each stage has reacted 
to, and drawn inspiration from, those preceding it. A functional 
description does not imply that a structural description is wrong, 
simply that it is not sufficient as an explanation of what language is 
like. The ESP teacher needs to recognise that the various approaches 
are different way;iofiooki~g ~tthe ;a;;.e thing. All communication 
·;;;----siriicruraflevel,a:fiinCtioiial level and a discoursal level. Tl:ley

are··not mut1!_a,l_y exc us1ve, ilt cmriplementary; an eac may have 
-,ts placeillthe_ESP coiii~e. - · - · 

, b) bescnlJing·a language for th~_pwpos"~ of linguistic analysis does no_t 
·-·"···· necessaruvcarrranyfmplicatlons for languageleaming. The purposes 

ofthe·tingl'lis'CaD.a of the language teacher are not the same. Stern 
(1983) sounds a note of caution, which ESP practitioners would do 
well to heed: 

'Whs_ther_technj~e_~ of li~uistic analysi~_-:: however well they may lend 
themselves to linguistic -research~ are equally ~pplicable to language 
teaching is of course open to question.' · 
-~-.~~------~ ----·· 
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rci\oescribing a language is not the same as describing what ena~les 
"ifi1 someone to use or learn a language. We must make a distmctwn 
~ between what a person does (performance) and what enables them 

to do it (competence). Similarly we must not confuse how people use 
a language with how people learn it. 

The importance of these points can only be fully appreciated when we 
consider the psychological processes that lie behind language use and 
language learning. In the next chapter we shall consider this dimension 
by describing developments in learning theories and their implications 
for ESP. 

-~ 'J-.:>.
1 
,~..:~'\ ;1,.~ ';)~ '~n'::;\\_ .',~~j·.::.') ... ~ -i.::rrv...:::..:r'.Ji\·:.i. i.';(\ • .i 

rask~> Lu:i!C<;·:o&J .. i,,~~\,,.!.:.J, 
"" "'.J 

r Do you think that classical and structural descriptions still have a 
value inESP?Why? 

''2';' What do you think is the importance of the concept of communicative 
·"'" competence in ESP? 

3 Continue the analysis of texts A and B on p. 29. What further 
differences can you see? Account for the differences. 

4 Look at the dialogues on pp. 33-4. What knowledge enables us to 
interpret them? How are we able to imagine a context for them? 

5 Look at the extract from Reading and Thinking (p. 36). 
a) What are the exercises trying to teach? 
b) What sort of learners do you think would benefit from this 
material? 

· 6 In what ways do the interests of linguistic research and language 
:C..J teaching differ? 

I 
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5 Theories of learning 

Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. 
Teach a man how to fish and you feed him for a lifetime. 

(Chinese proverb) 

The starting point for all language teaching should be an understanding 
of how people learn. But it is too often the case that 'learning' factors 
are the last to be considered. ESP has been particularly guilty in this 
regard. As we saw in the previous chapter, the overwhelming weight of 
emphasis in ESP research and materials has been on language analysis. 
Learning factors, if considered at all, .<ire, incorp()rated only a.fte~. the 
langilage. base has-been--analys~d and systematised (see Munby; 
I97s-p.2.i?):W(i"h}ivio;:-inef{~c!;b~en mor·,;concerned with arriving than. 
with the journey. 

Yef, language ·can only be properly understood as a reflection of 
humanthought processes. Lmguage learning is conditioned by the way 
in which the mind obse;_,es, organises and stores information. Ig_gtll_<:E 
)YP.r.ds,.the.key to successful language learning and.te,c!JiggJi<;§Jl()ti~ 
the analysis of the nature of language but in understancling the structure 

-a:nd processes of the mind. Unfortuhafefy,-westill know too little about 
ho\\ipeople learn: Nevertheless, if we wish to improve the techniques, 
methods and content of language teaching, we must try and base what 
we do in the classroom on sound principles of learning. 

Developments in learning theory have followed a similar pattern to 

those in language descriptions, and each has had some effect on the 
other. But, if we are to see the importance of each for language 
teaching, it is best to consider the theories relating to language and 
learning separately. As with language descriptions, we shall describe 
the main developments in theories of how learners learn and relate each 
to the needs of the ESP learner and teacher. 

l)ntil the twentieth century there was no coherent theory of le;1rning 
available to. the language teacher. ·Certainly there· were· empirical· 
obsel"Vations, such as Comenius' studies made in the sixteenth century 
and the precepts of the Direct Method at the end of the nineteenth 
century (see e.g. Stern, I983). But no coherent theory of learning emerged 
until psychology had been established as a respectable subject of 
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scientific enquiry in the early twentieth century. We can identify five 
main stages of development since then, which are of relevance to the rl!! 
modern language teacher (see Littlewood, r984, for an excellent survey l!!l 
of theories of learning). 

1 Behaviourism: learning as habit formation 

The first coherent theory of learning was the behaviourist theory based 
mainly on the work of Pavlov in the Soviet Union and of Skinner in the 
United States. This simple but powerful theory said that learning is a 
mechaiiis:~l_pr<>_c';;ss. otJiabltfiirination ana pfoceeas by means of "the 
ft.§.Uen.£'-<:~nf2~~e!)l~Q1: of:i sgii_liiJuscr_esponse sequence: •.. .. - .. ·. . .. 

Tlle-si.inpliciry and directness of tfiis-tlleorynaa anenormous impact 
on learning psychology and on language teaching. It provide<f_!he 
theoretical underpinning of the widely used Audio lingual Method of tli'e 
!95"05 an!h960s~ f!Usmeillod;wlilch will b·aa:ffill!ar r()mariflanguage -
teacliers-;-Iaia aown a set of guiding methodological principles, based 
firstly on the behaviourist stimulus-response concept and secondly on 
an assumption that second language learning should reflect and imitate 
the perceived processes of mother tongue learning. Some of these 
precepts were: 
/" 

/Never translate. 
New language should always be dealt with in the sequence: hear, speak, 

read, write. 
\ ~~;quent repetition is essential to effective learning. 
~errors must be immediately corrected. 

The basic exercise technique of a behaviourist methodology is pattern 
practice, particularly in the form oflanguage laboratory drills. Such drills 
are still widely used in ESP, as we can see in these two examples from 
textbooks for scientific English and business English: 

drill 2 
The liquid was heated. When the temperature 
reached 1 00°C. the heating was stopped. 
The liquid was heated until the temperature 
reached 100°C. 

The material was stretched. When it was 50 em 
long. the stretching was stopped. 
The material was stretched until it was 50 em long. 

(from Basic English for Science by Peter Donovan, OUP, I978) 
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lQl 02 Drill 

Who's Dr Walker? 
She's a consultant, isn't she? 

Who does Manuel Silva work for? 
He works for the NDA, doesn't he? 

Theories of learning 

1. consultant 
2. theNDA 
3. EAU 
4. power stations 
5. German 
6. silicon 
7. guaranteed market 
8. one watt 

{from Bid for Power by A. Fitzpatrick and C. St J. Yates, BBC, r983) 

Figure 9: ESP language drills 

Modern ESP books have also looked for more interesting ways of 
handling pattern practice and a number of useful variations on the basic 
idea have been developed. In particular, authors have tried to provide 
a meaningful context for the drills, as this example from an American 
ESP course shows: 

EXERCISE 2 • DIFFERENT WAYS TO GIVE YOUR QUALIFICATIONS 

A. There are several different ways to give your qualifications. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Read the examples. Then practice what an applicant might say for each job. 

EXAMPLES: 

RECEPTIONIST 1 fiT' 
~ full tlmo. can Bfl 
"92"1-3280. 

WELDER-min. 2 yrs. 
~ Good benefits 

CASHIEA-1 vr, oxp. a-.5 
P.M. dally. Good. sal. 
821-3000 

MECHANic-5 yr.~. oxp. 
C@IA.M.331-6000oxt.12 

APARTMENT MANAGER 
1 t· exp. prof. 165 Brown 
S , Omaha. 

BOOKkEEPER-Some 
~can 381-6201 

• uf raita.if& 4! a. 
lr I tf f r :t:Ltt1t ljt 

~:r:::· 
<& L<t.f/4!/v , 

,________~-
NOTE 

Always giveth of a number 
Years' (or month ') 

experience you have~ 

(from It's Up to You by J. Dresner, K. Beck, C. Morgano and L. Custer, 
Longman Inc., 1980) 

Figure ro: A language drill: variation on a theme 
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Pattern practice exercises still have a useful role to play in language 
teaching (see chapter ro), but only as one part of the whole learning 
process. Under the Audiolingual Method they constituted almost the 
entire methodology. _S~bsegu_e.'!t~!!c;vc;~pments. have, as we shall ;see,: 
shown that I<!llJ:!Ji']g_~_!!!!!£h.mo_re.col)lpli:_i{than ·justimit:itive·~abit ./ 
format!oll.But this does not necessarily mean rfia:t"i:heie· ili"l'io· plicllor ? 
pattern pra~~JnX.!!!C!<Ie~riiethodotogy•(see e:g.Stevick, r982.).The· \. 
riiistafeis to sc;eit as_th~ <>_nlykiildof activitY required. . ., . . .. .. ' .:.f 
--~----------·-·------ ., ·---- - .. -. ...... ~ -

>~),;:;.,::,.. ·~ ~-<:~, (:'» '~:,."'~• i .. ;,f·\ '~r~ 

2 Mentalism: thinking as rule-governed activity 
'---.._ . .. ., -- . -- -- ·- ..... 

There·wo.s··considerable empirical evidence among language teachers 
that the Audiolingual Method and its behaviourist principles did· not 
deliver the results promised. For apparently perverse reasons, language 
learners would not conform to the behaviourist stereotype: they insisted 
on translating things, asked for rules of grammar, found repeating things 
to a tape recorder boring, and somehow failed to learn something no 
matter how often they repeated it (see All wright, 1984a). Such evid~nce 
from the classrooms, however, did little to diminish the influence of the 
theory - a sad example of human mistrust of intuition and experience 
in favour of theory! 
..• Th~ .. first.~ccessful assault on the behaviourist theory came from 
.CI1omsky (r964) .. He tackled behaviourism on the question of how the 
ffiiiid ·was a:lile. to transfer what was learnt in one stimulus-response 
sequence to other novel situations. There was a vague cc:mcept of 
'generalisation' in behaviourist theory, but this was always skated over 
and never properly explained. Chomsky dismissed the generalisation 
idea as unworkable, because it simply could not explain how from a 
finite range of experience, the human mind was able to cope with an 
infinite range of possible situations. His conclusion was th!'Lthinking 
l!_l._ust be rule-governed: a finite, and faiCJy small, set oft·gl~ ~I!.'!.IJI~ the 
mi!l"C! :to aeal with the potentially infinite range of experiences it may 
encounter. - - - ----·----------- .... 

"' ··Havi.tlg establi~hed thinking as rule-governed behaviour, it is one 
.::· sllc:lrt.Si:ep"to the conclusion that learnmg consists iiot of fcirmirig habits. 
} butof acqu~ring rules - a process in which individual experiences are _ 
' U:~d.:_[,yjl:t~ mind i:o formulate a hypothesis. Jhis hypothesis is then 

tested and modified by subsequent experience. The mind, in other 
words, does not just respond to a stimulus, ituses the IJ:iilividual stimu!t _ 

! ix!=i>.rderto find tlie underlying pattern or systeii1:)t"can then iise"iliis 
· kno;iedge'ofilie'sysi:em in a novel situation to predicrwfiar is likely 
t~~~ppeii; whafis ari appiopri":tec<espo~se or whatever. ' ,, ... ······· " 

.. -·· The-mentalist' vie\\" ofthe mind as,_a rule-seeker led naturally to the 
next ImpOrtant st:ige ~ the cognitive theory of learning. 

~--·- -- ·--
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3 Cognitive code: learners as thinking being~-
---~-~- -·- --------.... 

Whereas the behaviourist theory of learning portrayed the learner as a 
passive receiver of information, the cognitive view takes the learner to 
be an active processor of information (see e.g. Ausubel et al., 1978). 
Learning and using a rule requir'e learners to think, that is, to apply their 
mental powers in order to distil a workable generative rule from the mass 
of data presented, and then to analyse the situations where the 
application of the rule would be useful or appropriate. Learning, then, 
is a process i!l}:':!\ich ili.d~"-_!:Il...!'E_.activ~_gj" _ _t_o_m_aksense_()_f-data, 
~g can be said to hav'O._!~en _pla,;_e_"'Lll~!! the learner h3l 
managed tOi~pose sqm_e_~q!!_<i(meaningft!ljtlterpretation or P~rr_ern 

_s>n the data. I h~ may~Qund CO!l)J>lex, but in simple terms what it means
isthatWelea;~n ~r~tl>Jni<i_ng. abo__u_r_~ndtrri!lg tqiiii~e- s_e_nse of what. we 
see, feel and hear. --- - - - - . 

·--The·basic·teai:ning technique associated with a cognitive theory of 
language learning is the problem-solving task. In ESP such exercises have 
often been modelled on ·a-cnv!tfes·assoCiated with the learners' subject 
specialism. The following from the Nucleus series is a representative 
example: 

9. Now read this passage: 

The factors affecting the rate of heat transfer through the skin also 
detennioe the rate of diffusion of gases through the walls of the cells. 
tissues and organs of plants and animals. For example. oxygen and 
carbon dioxide are absorbed through the walls of various organs. 
The greater the surface area of these organs in relation to their 
volume. the more of the surface will be exposed to the gas. and hence 
the faster the rate of diffusion. · 

The following examples illustrate the effects of the surface area/volume ratio 
on heat transfer and diffusion. Explain them by answering the questions: 

a) Cold~blooded animals depend on the-warmth of the sun to make 
their muscles work. The wings of butterflies and the tails of 
reptiles serve to absorb warmth. Why is this1 

b) The smallest hummmg~bird weighs less than 2 grams. Why are 
humming-birds only found in hot countries? 
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c) In hot weather, hippopotamuses and water buffaloes spend a lot 
of time in the water. Why do they have to do this? 

e) Why are aquat1c warm-blooaed animals in northern and southern 
seas very large? (whales. seals. dolphins) 

f) Why do babies suffer more from the cold than adults"! 
g) Why are leaves broad and flat? 
h) Why are human lungs shaped like this'~ 

il Why don't micro-ofganisms need special organs for the absorp
tion of oxygen? 

(from Nudeus: Biology, D. Adamson and M. Bates, Longman, 1976) 

Figure II: Problem-solving activities 

More recently, the cognitive view of learning has had a significant impact 
on ESP through the development of courses to reach reading strategies. 
A number of ESP projects (see above p.:..!J) have concentrated on making 
srudems-awareoftl:icirrea(#llg~qa~{,gies.sg-·thgt_ th~y ;;-ucOOS.:iously 
apply-thenCto-·Urlclerstanding texts in a foreig{i--language- (see··e:g: 
Alderson, 1980 and Scott, 1981). The following examples were produced 
for the University of Malaya ESP Project: 

Activity A 
(35 minutes) 

Specific Aim 

44 

Do you need a dictionary? (1) 

To give students practice in deciding whether or not to use a dictionary 
in the context of reading a text for particular purposes. 

The format for this activity has been chosen for the following reasons: 

(a) to make reading purposeful; 
{b) to highlight the issue of relevance; 
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Theories of learning 

Yes No 

2 

(c) to allow for individual variations in language proficiency 
different words are unknown to different students; 
students vary in their ability to use contextual clues, etc. 

The student should therefore emerge from this Jesson with a 
knowledge not of what words he needs to look up but of what issues 
he needs to bear in mind in deciding whether or not he should look 
up a word in a dictionary: 

fa) Is the meaning of the unknown word relevant to my needs? 
(b) If it is relevant, is it necessary, ie can I get the same information 

from other words in the text? 
(c) Is a generic meaning enough or do I need the precise meaning of 

the word, ie how much guessing can I get away with? 
(d) How can I arrive at the meaning of the word without having to 

look it up in a dictionary? 

Make sure you keep all these points in mind as you handle the lesson. 

The Major PrOCG$$GS of an Economic System 

Four major prOQ!SSes cover the activities of people in any economic system: 
the primary raw material industries, manufacturing, distribution, and the 
service industries. First there is the process that provides the raw materials 
needed in a modern economy: the minerals and fuels; the grains and other 
vegetable and animal food products; wool, cotton, flax, and other fibres; 
lumber; stone, sand and clay; leather, hides, and skin and like commodities. 
This is the work of enterprises engaged in agriculture, mining, lumbering, 
hunting, and fishing- often called the extractive, or primary industries. 

liJ (a) Is a fibre a kind of raw material? 

CD (b) Is silk a kind of fibre? 

m (c) Is lumber another name for fibre? 

[Il (d) Is lumbering an extractive industry? 

OJ (e) Is cuning down trees an extractive· industry? 

Activity D Choose the appropriate reference 

•• 
Here is a bibliography on polymerization. 

Decide which of the publications in the list are likely to give you (a) a brief 
introduction to the subject; (b) an account of current developments in the 
field; (c) an historical perspective on the subject; (d) the opinions of several 
writers on the subject. Note down your answers. 

2 

Billmeyer, F. W. Textbook of Polymer Science. New York: JOhn Willey 
and Sons, 1962. 

The Condensed Chemical DiCtionary. 
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3 Encyclopaedia Britannica 

4 lntemational Encyclopaedia of Science. 

5 Lappert. M. F., and Leigh. G. J., ed., Developments in Inorganic 
Polymer Chemistry. New York: American Elsevier Publishing Co., 
1962. 

6 Mandelkern, leo. An Introduction to Macromolecules. New York: 
Springer-Verlag, 1972. 

7 Mark, H. F. '7he Nature of Polymeric Materials." Scientific American, 
SePtember 1967, p.149. 

8 Morton, Maurie~. ;;Polymers Ten Years Later." Chemistry, October 
1974,pp.11-14. 

9 Slabaugh, H. W., and Parsons, T. D. General Chemistry. New York: 
Wiley and Sons Inc., 1971. 

10 Stille, J. K.lntroduction to Polymer Chemistry. New York: John Wiley 

and Sons, 1962. 

11 Wasserman, Leonard G. Chemistry: Basi'c Concepts and Contemporary 
Applications. Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company Inc., 
1974. 

(from ELT Documents IOj': The University of Malaya English for 
Special Purposes project (UMESPP, British Council, 1980). 

Figure r2: Reading strategies tasks 

The cognitive code view of learning seems to answer many of the 
theoretical and practical problems raised by behaviourism.l_t trea!sthe 
lea_£!le~~-ast~jn]<ing beings and Pl1ts ~!>exn firmly at the centre of ihe 
le'lfning pr_o~ess, by stressing that learning will only take place whe!l the -
matter to be learnt is meaningful to the learners. But in itself a cognitive . 
view· is iiof suffiCient. To complete the picture we need an affective view 
too:-· · · ·· 

-- \ \ ~ ( .. l ' '->~...;..~- . ~--' .. ~--

4 
__,._;.)~,,_::_:y ... - ~ ~.:.,.:_'... .. ~~· .::_ 

The affective factor: learners as emotional beings . _ ... ,_, _____ _,_. .. --------- -----
---- ·------------

People think, but they also have feelings. It is one of the paradoxes of 
human nature that, although we are all aware of our feelings and their 
effects on our actions, we invariably seek answers to our problems in 
rational terms. It is as if we believed that human beings always act in 
a logical and sensible manner. This attitude affects the way we see 
learners - more like machines to be programmed ('I've taught them the 
past tense. They must know it.') than people with likes and dislikes, 
fears, weaknesses and prejudices. But learners are people. Even ESP 
learners are people. They may be learning about machines and systems, 
but they still learn as human beings. Learn0.g, p:lrti~.l1l,.rly t~_eje'!rning.. 
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)_ationship between the cognmve and emotional aspects of 
Jg is, therefore,-oneof vital importance toth:e ·successoi otlier\Vise . 

anguage learning experience. This brings us to a matter which has 
, one of the most important elements in the development of 

' - motivation . 
. 'fh?~£.i~iic~ntial srudy of motivation in language learning has been 

,ardner and Lambert's (1972)';srudy of bilingualism in French speaking 
.::anad?l"h:~y-identtfie<l~tw'6Torms of motivation: instrumental and 

----.;..__ -..,. 

int~r~ve. 
a) Instrumental motivation is the reflection of an external need. The 

leari:lersarenotTe;;-rning -;;·language l:lecausetheywant to (although 
this does not imply that they do not want to), but rather because they 
need to. Th!;~ may derive from varying sources: the need to sell 
things to speakers of the language; the need to pass an examination 
in the language; the need to read texts in the language for work or 
srudy. The need may vary, but the important factor is that the 
motivation is an external one. 

b) Integrativemotivati()n. on the other hand, derives from a desire on 
the-part of thelearners to be members of the speech community that 
uses a particular language. It is an internally generated want rather 
than an externally imposed need~ :::_-:_--- - - - - -

Gararier arid Lamfiert's-conclusion was that both forms of motivation 
are pro babjy PI<!S.(CQJil)_alUearners but each exercises.a.Y.Q..ITing l!!ff"'"--ncs 
depending~ ~'!_~g"_,_!2'P_~rie£_~ and changirl_g;_?_c_c:'&'~tiQ!mto_r__soc!~ ne"-4s~ 
""1\lfiitivation, it appears, is a comp!ex and highly individual matter. 

There can be no simple answers to the question: 'WhE_E~t:i_v:a_t(!_s_my 
stt:Jdents? ' . .Unfortunately the ESP world, while recognising the need to
ask this question, has apparently assumed that there is a simple answer: 
relevance . to target needs. In practice this has been interpreted as 
meaning-Me<lical-texts-f<ir the student of Medicine, Engineering English 
for the Engineer and so on. But,~§_Y(e_s.ha!Lseewben w_<:_deal vvi.!h_t:~eeds_ 
analysis, there is more to motivation than simple relevance top~rceiye<f. .. 
n~<l("Fortlle pi'i:Sent,·stiffice ifto-saythat:; if youfsfudentsare n_ot fired 
·with burning enthus· vious relevance ofclleir ESP materials, 

~Ietnbet hafThey are 12eoo.k: ~t Ql"&billi<§J'he medicine of ~elevance 
may stil1 n:<.:'fJ<LOJi ;;;:;;;:;:;;;;;; witb the sugii of enjoy"me:m;tiin, 

. creatiVIty an a sense of achievement. ESP' as mucli as any gocrd 
tea'cfung, needs to be intrinsi'Zalty motivating. It should satisfy their 

j_.needs as learners as well as their needs as potential talll~t users of the 
· ~- fn other words, they shouJa get satisfaction fum the actual 

~experience of learnin not QJll..L~'C~"..S5...2...E~~~ually usmg 
w at t ey ave earnt. I 
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of a language, is an emotional experience, and 

0.' 
~s~ 

ro.J. · 
v <."-

fearning proces~ol<c:s_::wiii·_!r:<:~~~a-:~~al_::'?_:~·
fatlureortiieTeaming (see e.g. Stevic'k, 1976). 
-Tiie 1mportanceof the emotional factor is easily so. 

the relationship between the cognitive and affective , 

~<- "~ 
.-<;.A~'' 

'·V ' o'-~ & 
'0"' ~ 9 learner. The cognitive theory tells us that learners willleat. J>. 

~.!!i~_!>~_ut .':":~at _t~~L"Ec:.learn~g,. BU.ft!lli~og!II.,, <~~~ 
presupposes ilie affecnve factor of monvatlon. Before learn, ~. ;}' ' 
activeiythink'abotit something~ they' must 'Waii£ to think about it./' 
emotional reaction to the learning~qeQceTs:":tb.<; ~-seGtiat tolin(lar.. 
for the-mifiatloii o!_tliec"Qgiiitiv.;: P!.os.ess.How_the k3:rillng-isj)erceive4 

-- Oythe!eamerwill affect_ll!hatleaming,_if;l!lY, 'IYill_~>t.l<:_~place. _ 
--wecarrtepresent-i11e cognitive/ affective interplay in the form of a 
learning cycle. This can either be a negative or a positive cycle. A good 
and appropriate course will engender the kind of positive learning cycle 
represented here: . _ .. --------·----

··-~~-. 

Entry_ - -
Learner wants 

--._ 

point/ to learn 

~ 
Learner sees 

Learner applies learning as an 
enjoyable and cognitive powers to 

satisfying experience acquire knowledge 

Increased competence Learning is 
enables learner to successful 
learn more easily 

~ L/_ Learner's 
competence 

develops 

Figure r 3: A positive learning cycle 
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5 Learning and acquisition 

Much debate has recently centred around the distinction made by 
Ste!'hen Krashen (19§1) between learning and acquisition. Learning is 
s~flasa-COOSdOiisptocess, while acquisition proceeds unconsciously. 
We have not in this section paid much attention to this distinction, using 
the two terms interchangeably. This reflects our view that for the second 
language lea:rner both processes are likely to play a useful part and that 
a good ESP course will try to exploit both (see chapter ro). 

--~-.. . ---- -·. -- ______ .... ··--·-· ------ -- --- ·-- -- - -

"-u model f9!Jea.r:_l}j_l}g, c.)r.,.-, _,c:<},;,,, ;_-, _: '<: 
'l. -:.::...:.:..:.-~ ,·\~''>":~ 

In the light of the ideas we have discussed we will now present a model 
of the learning process, which will provide a practical source of reference 
for the ESP teacher and course designer. 

First, picture the mind as a network of connections, rather like a road 
map (see figure 14). The individual houses, towns and villages represent 
items or bundles of knowledge. These various settlements, however, are 
only useful if they are connected to •the main network by roads-. The 
mind of the learner is like a development agency. It wallt,;i:(J"6rmg the 
settlements into the network and so develop their potential. To achieve 
this, communication links must be established. But as with any com
!Jll!niqt_i()ps network, links can only be establishedfrQ_rr\ existing links~ 
In figure 14~for example, town X is Ulllikely to be connected into -the 
network, unless towns Y and Z are already connected. The towns and 
villages in K can't be connected until some way is found of bridging 
the river. But, of course, once the river is bridged, it will open up a whole 
new area. The same applies to the settlements beyond the mountains. 
There is no limit to the number of links possible. Indeed the more links 
a place already has the more it is likely to attract. (See figure 14.) 

Why have we pictured the mind as operating like this? 
Ja), Individual items of knowledge, like. the towns, have little significance 
·.::::;-; on. their own. They only acquire meaning and use when they are 

connected into the network of existing knowledge. 
[b} It is the existing netWork that makes it possible to construct new 
·:::.· connections. So in the act of acquiring new knowledge it is the 

learner's existing knowledge that makes it possible to learn new 
items. 

:-· C)
1 

Items of knowledge are not of equal significance. Some items are 
"-·~· harder to acquire, but may open up wide possibilities for further 

learning. Like a bridge across a river or a tunnel through a mountain, 
learning a generative rule may take time, but once it is there, it greatly 
increases the potential for further learning. This is why so often 
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Figure 14: A model for learning J 
learning appears to progress in leaps and bounds. For a lQ.!lK time 

lh~~~h~r~-~~l~a~~rt~~!~~tJ~fii1~~&~.z!n,~~{~r,~:~ I 
Think of these leaps as the crossing of rivers, mountains and other 

. major obstacles. I 
: cJJ,Roads and railways are not built haphazardly. They require planning. 
c/ The roadbuilder has to recognise where problems lie and work out 

strategies for solving those problems. In the same way the learner will ~ 

so 



Theories of learning 

make better progress by developing strategies for solving tbe learning 
/~. , problems tbat will arise. 
:~e),, A communication network is a system. If the roadbuilder can see tbe 
--~ who1e system, the plamliflg and construction of tbe roads will be a 

lot easier. Language is a system, too. If tbe Ieamer sees it as just a 
haphazard set of arbitrary and capricious obstacles, learning will be 

..-. difficult, if not impossible. 
i f)') Last, but· by no means least, before anyone builds a road, crosses a 
'~ river or climbs a mountain, they must have some kind of motivation 

to do so. If tbey could not care less what is beyond the mountains, 
dislike the people who come from there or are simply afraid of 
travelling, the chances of communication links being established are 
minimaL First of all, there must be a need to establish tbe links. In 
ESP, this need is usually taken for granted . ..B1,!_t,_>J,~.l'!1Y~me_wh()_l!as_ 

/set ()Ut Q!!__~ long_~1}4JlCJ_S.SihlY difficu)!j()_l!mey.wi!Lkn<J~,Jl.Eeed is 
'·. nOt enough. Yol!.can. always_find_an excuse Jar not going:--The 
/ ~ ----... ----- ------------· ·-·-· -------
' tra~!J~~JJ111St_a)so want to make tbe journey. And til~ !r!!_v~I.er.'l'llho: 
_/can a~enjoy tbe challenges and tbe experiences of tbe journey, 
' _IS'i!iqr.e.Jik~Y.rli-::wani:'fo~~ep~ai!~e-~~tiyiry~ so~-;irhleariiiiii, a: neea 

to acquire knowledge is a necessary factor, but of equal, if not greater 
importance, is tbe need to actually enjoy the process ()f acquisition. 

,:~--( :) r: ;( 1 . .:.., ', __ • • 

Conclusion 

In this chapter we have given a brief summary of the most important 
developments in approaches to learning and considered their relevance 
to ESP. In conclusion-we should like to make two points:· 

, aj' ~e still do not know very much about learning. It is important, 
''-" ·· therefore, not to base any approach too narrowly on one tbeory. As 

with language descriptions, it is wise to take an eclectic approach, -
taklng-.\V~at is ~seful from ea<rrheocy -~;,d trustlflg 'also i,; the 
evidence ofyour ()Wn e}{pericin<i_gs a~eaCh_er.]tisprobabJe tnaftnere 
ire cognitive, affective and behaviourist aspects to l.;;nmg, and each 
cin. be a resource to tbe ESP practitioner. For example, you may 
choose- a -behaviourist ·approach to the teaching of pronunciation, a 
cognitive approach to the teaching of grammar and use affective 
criteria in selecting your texts. 

, 1:>), The_()ri~ __ of learning and language descriptions are .not. causally 
"''.linked. As Corder (1973) says: 

'There is no logical connection between a particular psychological theory of how 
grammar is learned and any particular theory of language strucrure ... there is, 
however, an undoubted historical connection between them.' 
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Thus a behaviourist theory of learning does not have to accompany a 
structural view of language. Nor is there any causal link between a 
functional view of language and a cognitive learning theory. Indeed, it 
might be argued that structuralism with its emphasis on a finite set of 
rules lends itself more naturally to a cognitive approach, which stresses 
the importance of rules. A functional description, on the other hand, 
lacks a systematic grammar, so might be thought to fit better with a 
behaviourist view of learning (Hutchinson, 1984). In practice, the 
implication is that both language description and learning theory should 
be selected in accordance with Sweet's elegant principle of 'whether or 
not the learning of the language will be facilitated thereby' (quoted in 
Corder, 1973). 
Having now considered the two main theoretical bases of course design, 
we shall look in the next chapter at the practical aspect that is often 
characterised as the distinguishing feature of ESP - needs analysis. 

Tasks 

I Look at the rules of a behaviourist methodology on p. 40. In what 
ways do they conflict with the cognitive/ affective views of learning? 

2 What value do you think structural pattern drills have? 

3 What is the importance to language teaching of the view of language 
behaviour as rule-governed activity? 

4 Try to do the reading strategies tasks in figure 12. 

a) What strategies did you use to get your answers? 
b) How did you feel about the experience? Did you find it satisfying 

or frustrating? 

5 One of the tasks in figure 12 comes from a 'general' component; the 
other is from a Science component. 

\. a) Which do you think is which? Why? 
.. ~~b) Do you see any significant differences between them? 

-"-/-.:-"., 
< ! i 6 c,Consider the motivation of your own students. Does it resemble 

·~··-··"""integrative or instrumental motivation? 

7 What practical implications does the model of learning on p. 49 have 
for ESP materials and methodology? Make a set of precepts for a 
learning-centred methodology, like those for the behaviourist 
methodology. 
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6 Needs analysis 

From each according to his abilities, to each according to his 
needs. 

(Karl Marx) 

We have defined ESP as an approach to CQurse design which starts with 
the question 'Why do these learners need to learn English?' But it could 
be argued that this should be the starting question to any course, General 
or ESP. All courses are b.ased on a perceived need of some sort. 
Otherwise why would English find its way on to a school or college 
timetable: someone at some time must have decided there was a need 
for it. What then, in the terms of our definition, is the difference between 
ESP and General English ? 

The answer to this very reasonable question is 'in theory nothing, in 
practice a great deal'. It is often argued that the needs of the General 
English learner, for example the schoolchild, are not specifiable. :Ihi~. 
is_'ill..-ass.u!J!~£1!-tha.t_ow~s_IJJQre_to. ins):i!l!!ional inertia and the w~ight 
of tradition than to -~ny_~ea.liry,_~.lltit__is__.a:p~\yeifulJOrcenevei:tlieles.s. 
lflfacf;·tnlsistlie .. weakest of all arguments, because it is al\l\'1'Ys possible 
t<fSp"ecify"!1eeds, ev~~ltft-is::<).i.i!l' t]l£)_i§'d t§j>a~gheexam at the e_nd 
of the school yeaf.There is always an identifiable need of some sort. 

V Wila.! <futinguishes __ .- ,E..fr~--~em!-.£.nglish-i:nrot-rhe-~e:n-ce <;>f 
a nee as sue ·· uHather an awareness :of.the.rieed: If learners, sponsors 

· and rdchers know why t!ie 1eari1ers n~~dEnillT;h;th~t a~~reness wili 
haveainiifl~eiice-on-whatw!ll be acceptable as reasonable content ~n 
the language .course and, on ~he positive side, what potential can be 
exploited .• T~us, although it might appear on the surface that the ESP 
course is chara,Ct:erised by its content (Science, Medicine, Commerce, ' 
Tourism etc,), this is, in fact, only a secondary consequence of the 
primary matter of being, able to readily specify why the le;g:I}~'L!J~.<;.si 
English. Put briefly, It IS not so much the nature of the need which 
disrmguishes the ESP from the General course but rather the awareness 
of a need. 7 

This being said, we would still maintain that any course should be 
based on an analysis of learner need. This is one way in which ESP 
procedures can have a useful effect on General English and indicates once 
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more the need for a common approach. The answers to the analysis will 
probably be different, but the questions that need to be asked are the 
same. Nevertheless, for the time being, the tradition persists in General 
English that learner needs can't be specified and as a result no attempt 
is usually made to discover learners' true needs. Thus if we had to state 
in practical terms the irreducible minimum of an ESP approach to 
;:ourse design, it would be needs analysis, · 

Situation - a 
M~t 

. 4 and 5 we at some the questions should 
be asked about the nature of language and the teaching/learning process 
in general. In this chapter we shall look at the more specific matter of 
needs analysis. We shall be seeking answers to two questions. Firstly, 
what do we mean by 'needs'? Secondly, what kind of informanoii 
shoiitd':Fneeds"itiliilysis tellus'? _____ , __________ - ·· ·----·---·· 

/"l?robabiy;-rhe-most .. tlio~ough and widely known work on needs 
analysis is John Munby's Communicative Syllabus Design (I978). 
Munby presents a highly detailed set of procedures for discovering target 
situation needs. He calls this set of procedures the Communication 
Needs Processor (~l;:IJ?). The CNP consists of a range of questions about 

___.J<e~Ql;t!.lll_U_ni<;_aS!()_g_y~ri":~les _(t~~~, participan._ts, ll!_'-<!illlll__etc.) ~hich 
can be used to identify the target language needs of any group of 
learners. 

The work marked a watershed in the development of ESP. With the 
development of the CNP it seemed as if ESP had come of age. The 
machinery for identifying the needs of any group of learners had been 
provided: all the course designer had to do was to operate it. However, 
Communicative Syllabus Design proved to be a watershed in quite 
another way. By taking the analysis of target needs -'l'o its logical 
conclusion, it showed the ultimate sterility of a language-centred 
approach to needs analysis. It illustrated, in effect, not how much could 
be learnt from a 'scientific' needs analysis, but rather how little. Why 
was this so? · ·, ··· 

The answer lies in the first of our questions about needs analysis: 
'What do we mean by needs?' In the language-centred approach, the 
answer to this question would be 'the ability to comprehend and/or 
produce the linguistic features of the target situation', for example the 
ability to understand the passive voice. Thus_ wha;_th(': CNP produce~ 
is a list of the linguistic feature~ of the target situation. But thef<!)S .wuc_h 
more-roiieeds-than this. - ---

"fD.'iiie ·first instance, we can make a basic distinction between target 
neeiF(i.e:what 'S!LeJ~.<!{~L.!i~¢.9&•ti:l .. <J.o . ..in.the target ... siw.;llign) and 
ledrniiir[ neeas (i.e. what the learner needs to do in order tO I earn)' We -
shall consider learning needs latcr,D"utevenwitlii'lftl1e' categorY of target 
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Needs analysis 

needs we can identify further divisions under the general heading of 
need. 

'Target needs' is something of an umbrella term, which in practice hides 
a number of important distinctions. It is more useful to look at the target 

~~~!-!~~iqn_in terms.o(tJf!.f.~~~i#~.s.,_lack.,.s and wants. 

' . 
\vl....._ .. ;. (:_ ~~ il.'_:_·'·~·'l:.-

We ca calf 'necessities' the type of need deter.mined by the demands 
0 .t e target si~!is>p; that is, what the.learn~~~na_S tQk:n~W in Or~er ' 
io fUnction.effectivelxiuiAA~e~!:,qn:;:.Fo"'r·examrie;·;.'bl!s!!;e;ffia;; 
or -woman might need to understand business letters, to communicate 
effectively at sales conferences, to get the necessary information from 
sales catalogues and so on. He or she will presumably also need to know 
the linguistic features -disco ursa!;: functional, structural, lexicaf.::Wnich 
are commonl~in the situations identified. This information is 
re~y to gath;;r. It is-;;_' m~'tt.;'r'clOfiserving what situations the 
learner will need to function in and then analysing the constituent parts 
of them. 

The following example of this procedure is adapted from Munby 
(r978), and it shows the necessities for a learner who works as a head 
waiter in a hotel: · 

.»mplc 'communicltion activities' 

7.1.1 Attcndingtocustomers'arriva! 

7. 1. 2 Art01ding co c:ustomers' order 

Related 'rnia'o-functions:' 

7. 1. 1 1. intention 
2. prohibit 
J. ditccr 

etc. 

7. I. Z I. suggestive 
2.. advise: 

L:mguage forms (p,rodl.lctivc) 

I will bring the menu. 
I ~m afraid WI: arc fullfdosl'tf. 
l'lc:ist." f()llow mdWill you sit 
hL'fc ple:~sc. 

Mt~y I suggest the ..•..••..... - . .? 
{etc.) 

3. describe 
~0 

May I recommend the ............... -~ 

7. 1. J Serving the order, 

'"· 
7. I. 3 1, question 

Figure IS: A needs analysis using the GNP 

(!.'tl:.) 
You may find the············-··· 

tuu hm/spicy. 

................. for you, sir/m<ld:lm! 
The ................. ? 

b) Lacks. "' - . ···' ~ , ~ ..... o ,_c. : •. ·, u"" ·- ~ .;·, ·"-
____ -· .. I~ :~ ,.-'_,.:::-- ,' /) 

To identify necessities alone, however, is not enough, since the concern 
in ESP is with the needs of particular learners. Y o_u als.<>__n_e~d to know. 
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r knows alrl'aciy, so that ou can then decide whi~l! . .9L 

t e'necessitlesthelearner a s. ne target situation necessity might be 
-c<neaill'eXts!n a particular subject area. Whether or not the learners 

need instruction in doing this will depend on how well they can do it 
already. The target proficiency in other words, needs to be matched 
against the existing proficiency of the learners. The gap berween the two 
can be referred to as the learner's lacks (Hutchinson, Waters and Breen 
I979). 

c) Wants ' 
<_.----~---1 
So far, we have considered target needs only in an objective sense, with 
the actual learners playing no active role. But the learners too, have a 
view as to what their needs are. As Richterich (1984 p. 29) comments: 

' ... a need does not exist independent of a person. It is people who build their 
images of their needs on the basis of data relating to themselves and their 
environment.' 

We have stressed above that it is an awareness of need that characterises 
the ESP situation. But awareness is a matter of perception, and 
perception may vary according to one's standpoint. Learners may well 
have a clear idea of the 'necessities' of the target situation: they will 
certainly have a view as to their 'lacks'. But it is quite possible tha~_t_he 
learners' views will conflict with the percepn~~-s _()f_Qt_h~r-_it.ite~sted 
partTeS:·cou:rse·<lesignets, sj:>onsors;·teacheii. .. So~~""alll.Pl~~il!Jl:lus-
trllte·th.is::·---.. ----------·- ······- ------ · ......... ------· · 

i) .. Karl Jensen is a German engineer who has a frequent and important 
need to read texts in English. He also needs to talk to overseas 
colleagues occasionally, for example, at the annual plaiming confer
ence. The company he works for is a multi-national company and 
the operating language for communication outside national 
boundaries is English, although the majority of workers are non
native speakers. By any quantitative analysis Karl Jensen's need is 
for reading, because it is a much more frequent activity for him. But 
he feels a far stronger need to spend his time in the English class 
improving his oral competence. Why? The answer lies in the way 
in which he identifies his own personality with the use of a foreign 
language. He reads in private and at his own speed: he can use a 
dictionary, if he wants. But when he is speaking, his pride is on the 
line: his English competence (or lack of it, as he sees it) is exposed 
for all to see and he is under pressure to participate at a speed 
determined by the discourse. Therefore, Karl Jensen sees his greatest 
need as being the improvement of his oral proficiency. 

ii) Li Yu Zhen is a Chinese graduate in Chemistry, who is going to study 
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Needs analysis 

In view of the complexity of needs which we have seen, it is desirable 
to use more than one of these methods. The choice will obviously depend 
on'the time and resources available. It is also important to remember 
that needs analysis is not a once-for-all activity. It should be a continuing 
process, in which the conclusions drawn are constantly checked and ~ ., 
re-assessed (see e.g. Drobnic, I978). \~ 

The analysis of target situation needs is in essence a matter of asking ' 
questions about the target situation and the attitudes. towards thai;/ '
situation of the various participants in the learning process eta! ed 
procedures for gathering information are beyon e scope o this book. 
There are a number of books and articles that may be referred to for 
this purpose, for example Mackay (I978), Munby (r978), Cohen and 
Mannion (r98o),Richterich and Chancerel (r98o). The simple framework 
below outlines the kind of information that the course designer needs 
to gather from an analysis of target needs. 

\A target situation analysis framewo(k. 
,,,,..__.·..,_·-----·~ .. /"•, ...... -. ...._.-·-,___ _____ /.-~._ .----~ ---·· -
.w!!Y is the language needed ? 
-for study; 
-for work; 
- for training; 
- for a combination of these; 
- for some other purpose, e.g. status, examination, promotion. 

' 
Ho.w will the language be used ? 

. - medium: speaking, writing, reading etc.; 
-channel: e.g. telephone, face to face; 
- types of text or discourse: e.g. academic texts, lectures, informal 

conversations, technical manuals, catalogues. 

What will the content areas be? 
..:.subjects: e.g. medicine, biology, architecture, shipping, commerce, 

engineering; 
- level: e.g. technician, craftsman, postgraduate, secondary school. 

Who will the learner use the language with? 
.::·native speakers or non-native; 
-level of knowledge of receiver: e.g. expert, layman, student; 
-relationship: e.g. colleague, teacher, customer, superior, subordinate. 

Where will the language be used ? 
- physical setting: e.g. office, lecture theatre, hotel, workshop, library; 
-human context: e.g. alone, meetings, demonstrations, on telephone; 
-linguistic context: e.g. in own country, abroad. 
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Whe!.U[ill !!:Je language be used? 
- concurrently with the ESP course or subsequently; 
-frequently, seldom, in small amounts, in large chunks. 

In view of what has been said earlier in this chapter about needs and 
wants, it is clear that interpretations of needs can vary according to the 
point of view of the particular respondent. ESP, like any educational 
matter, is concerned with people, and as such is subject to all the vagaries 
and foibles of human behaviour. For example, in analysing the needs 
of students, it would. be normal practice to ask both the lecturers and 
the students about their English 

the 
to .have_ . status .. 

lectur.er, .in_ other words, has a personal investment in giving the 
i;pressi()_n th~tt~~ le~el ofEnglish needed is high: T~e~~ruclents;on t:f!e" 
other hand, may give a much lower indication of the need for Engli§h, 
beciti'~-::~lJ.ey lalO:w (or would jmifer to believe) that it is not 
necessary. They might consider their interests to lie in English for 
fiiliire-efuployment, for social purposes or evell in not . . . . 
aralC.. . 
--lf is obviously necessary to obtain answers to the questions from a 
variety of sources, and then to try and negotiate (delicately) a satisfactory 
compromise. We shall deal with the matter of what you do with the 
information gathered by needs analysis in Section 3· 

3 learning needs __ 
.~-·~-

Till now we have considered needs only in terms of target situation 

-~-needs. We hav. e- been-. . - the · --, abilities the 

i 
'• to consiCierthe startmg point . . and the (necessities), 

attl1ougl1we h>l'vealso seen that there might be some dispute as to what _ 
tTiat.destiriation should be (wants). What we have not considered yet is 
therouie:-How are we going to get from our starting point to the 
destination? This indicates another kind of need: learning needs. 

To understand what is meant by learning needs, let us look a little 
more closely at what happens in the analysis of target situation needs. 

In looking at the target situation, the ESP course designer is asking 
the question: '\XIh.aJ: !loes the expert communicator need to know in 
order to functio{l effectively in this sit 'on?' This information may be 
recoiilealntermsoflan ua eitems k' str~~subjectknowledge · 
etc.·-- - - --"- _...,. 
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Needs analysis 

What the analysis cannot do, however, is show how the expert 
communicator learnt the language items, skills and strategies that he or 
she uses (Smith, 1984). Analysing what people do tells you little, if 
anything, about how they learnt to do it. Yet, the whole ESP process 
is concerned not with knowing or doing, but with learning._ l;:ls_!!;J)_v~ 
to base ~c_?~ <!esi~_simp!J::5'n t4_e target obj.,ctive~1jll~~-a~ it i,;_n~~e 
to think that a journey can be planned S9l<dL.!!!J.e!!I1_5 __ {)Lth_e~starting 
pou:irand the-destination=:-TiieneeaS,potential_ and constraints- of the 
rollte-(i:-e:l:lie learning siniarion)li:iustalso 6e iiken ir1r6 accoiiiit; if we 
aje going to have any~ll.S~fljianalysis ofleariierneeds. -· ... -
.. Anexample of what this means maybe'seeiiiii the matter of choosing 
texts. 

Let us say, we are preparing materials for a group of learners who 
need to read texts on Systems. Most of the available texts are long and 
dull. Should these texts be used for ESP? We would say no. The learners' 
motivation in the target situation will not necessarily carry over to the 
ESP classroom. They may well have to read very dull texts in their work 
or studies, but they probably have some strong motivation to do so. This 
does not imply that they will accept or learn from dull texts in ESP. It 
may be more appropriate to look for texts that are more interesting or 
humorous in order to generate the motivation needed to learn English 
(Hutchinson and Waters; 1983). An imaginative example of a focus on 
the learning situation is James B. Herbolich's box kite project (1979). 
Herbolich describes a scheme in which Engineering students at the 
University of Kuwait had to build a box kite and write a manual 
explaining how to construct it. Herbolich gives five reasons for choosing 
the box kite as the object of the project: 

'The mechanism should be (r) relatively new to the students; (2) related to a 
field 9rEngit1~eriniii'(j)adevke which ·;illowed theattairimerit of riewlexis; W 
a device which-~ctuaily would operate; and (stenjoyabli:'to coristr-Uc!_:ina fe5_t.' 
·-~--------- ----------·· -----·-~ ·------
It is interesting to consider how far the activity reflects target situation 
needs and how far the needs ofthe learning situation. The students would 
have to write manuals in the target situation and this obviously explains 
the choice of this particular mode of expression. The students were 
studying Engineeri11g,J1encereason (2) aboye. But thisisthe-limit of the' 
inftuence-oFt~-_t_a:iget.siruation. All the othe~-reasons given aerive fiorii 
the neeasof the learning situation -the need for a task that is enjoyable, 
fulfilling, manageable, generative etc. lJle_proiect, in effect, is. guidt:g in __ _ 
te~!ll.S. .. <lfits_gen!'ral _osie.n!a __ ti().Il. __ by_t.be.target . .situation, but its specific 
content is a response to learning needs. . . 

- --H(irbofich's profec:t'reminds us once more that ESP learners are people. 
They may be learning about machines, but they are not the word
crunching machines which too many approaches to ESP seem to imply. 

6r 
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In the target situation they may need, for example, to read long, dull 
or complex texts, but their motivation to do so may be high because: 
-they like the subject in general; 
-examinations are looming; 
-job/promotion prospects may be involved; 
- they may be going on to do very interesting experiments or practical 

work based on the texts; 
-they may like and/or respect the subject teacher or boss; 
- they may be very good at their subject, but poor at English. 

~- --·For al~~.£f_g2_ssible reas!m~J~.rn~r.§.!ll<lY be wel~ted in_ 
i""' the_sJ!bJect lesson or-iiltlfeir ..#irk, but totaiiYfiiiiiOO<iffoy enco!lllteting-~ 
"'> · cli:e s,;me matenal m an ESP'BaSsi'Ooiii:" I lie target Situation, in other 
'< \Vfuds-::::>', IS""ii6t"aretia1)l~lcai:or' of w'!iat is needed or useful in the ESP 
'<;, \c : learning situation. The target situation analysis can determine the 
{.::: ' destination; it can also act as a compass on the journey to give general 
'• direction, but we must choose our route according to the vehicles and 

guides available (i.e. the conditions of the learning situation), the 
existing roads within the learner's mind (i.e. their knowledge, skills and 

· . strategies) and the learners' motivation for travelling. · 
-----------~~·--........ --

-. ... - ·-

4 Analysing learning needs 

To analyse learning needs, we can use a similar checklist to that used 
for target situation analysis: 

A framework for analysing learning needs 

Why are the learners taking the course? 
- compulsory or optional; 
-apparent need or not; 
-Are status, money, promotion involved? 
- What do learners think they will achieve? 
- What is their attitude towards the ESP course? Do they want to 

improve their English or do they resent the time they have to spend 
on it? 

How do the learners learn? 
- What is their learning background? 
- What is their concept of teaching and learning? 
- What methodology will appeal to them? 
-What sort of techniques are likely to bore/alienate them? 
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What resources are available? 
-number and professional competence of teachers; 
- attirude of teachers to ESP; 
-teachers' knowledge of and attirude to the subject content; 
- materials; 
-aids; 
- opporrunities for out-of-class activities. 

Who are the learners? 
- age/sexfnationality; 
- What do they know already about English? 
- What subject knowledge do they have? 
- What are their interests? 
-What is their socio-culrural background? 
- What teaching styles are they used to? 
- What is their attirude to English or to the cultures of the English-

speaking world? 

Where will the ESP course take place? 
- are the surroundings pleasant, dull, noisy, cold etc? 

When will the ESP course take place? 
- time of day; 
-every day fonce a week; 
- full-timefparr-time; 
- concurrent with need or pre-need. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter we have looked at the most characteristic feature of ESP 
course design- needs analysis. We have tried to show that it is a 
complex process, involving much more than simply looking at what the 
learners will have to do in the target siruation. M.ost.Q[ all, w7 have t~i".c!: 
to stress that both.!~l];et situation!l."l'ds .. an<:IJ<:amingn_eeds . .!l1.~ be 
"cakenlnto accotiiit. Arialysis of target situation needS IS concerned wiiE 
language use:-But I:!iigllageuslris·only parr ofthesi:9rr. We also need 
t.;lnoVv-aboui!anguage-learning:·xnalysis of the target siruation can 
tell us what people do with language. What we also need to know is 
how people learn to do what they do with language. We need, in other 
words, a learning-centred approach to needs analysis. 
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Tasks 
/"---' 

! r)In what ways will an awareness of need affect an ESP course? 
1,\j/ 

"2 How might you analyse the needs of secondary school learners? What 
results do you think you would get? 

(~)What would you do faced with Mead's situation? 

4 Make an analysis of your own learners' needs using the Framework 
for analysing target needs. 

5 Analyse your own teaching/learning situation using the Framework 
for analysing learning needs. 

6 Study your own ESP textbook or materials. Try to reconstruct the 
results of the needs analysis it is based on. 

1m 
@1 
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';; rJ They must have the defects of their qualities. 
·,). 

(translated from Honore de Balzac: Le Lys dans La Vallie) 

.~ours<;_c!esigl}_~s t~~-P£Q£~EL'Y_hl£h ~h<:!~.W ~~~~o~-~~~rnitl_g !l_eed 
is interpreted iJJ,E_@er _tQ.PI!lQ)lf~:>,n ill~egr~tc:s_I~!.ie?..<>_f!e:'chillg·learninj 
experiences__;:iv_!!~c:_!\!timate_aimj_s_!.Q.Jc:'!.c:l._!!l~.J~:l!tl_e~~tQ:a_particula!: 
sta:teor!ffiowledge:, In practical terms this entails _tll_'--._llse of the 
tneoret!ca!"and -empirical information available to produce a syllabus; 
to-select;-a:dapt or-wrf(~-m;:tteii~li}g~E~ic!_~nce _ wlihthe syT!abus, to
develop a ri:tetiiodology for teaching _those. m_;tted~l~._:i~d to establish' 
evaltiationproceaiires_byvylllc!i"pr!)gress towards the specified goals will_ 
be~:measurea.: - · · 

So let us assume we have completed our needs analysis and reviewed 
the theoretical models of learning and language available. We now have 
to face that crushing question: What do we do with the information we 
have gathered? 1\sJ<i...!lg 9ll~tio_n_s_ ,._!>..<>_!!! Ie".~~!nee_<ls Vl'ill_ notofitself 
<le§.igll a_.s.g.'!!:§C::~ Th~c!_'!_ta m!!§_t__~eJil~<:!J>re!~c:l~ We have got a lot of 
answers. But when we come to designing our course, we will find yet 
another series of questions. The data from our needs analysis can help 
to answer these questions. But care is needed: there is no necessary 
o~!_<>_:<>ne !ralls fer from n~df":i.il:Jtsl; to~o;;;.--;;·desigii:·w§ll_a:V<:"!'eerr 
i!ready that answers from one area (wniflearner~l!f;e<hand anoth'er 
(what learnerS want) ·may-cofiflicr: We miistremember that there are 

..external coristriiil_lt}( cl;i~iQ_oiii"fadlities/ rime) tha:t:wlll-rest~ictwha:t. is ~
possflife. Tliere are also_g_ur_own _theoretical_views_and __ (nQt .W b_e 
discounted) exp~ri~ii~ Q(.J;he classroom to take into account. . 
·~:;,Thei:<:"areprobably as many different approaches to ESP course design 
as there are course designers. We can, however, identify three main 
types: language-centred, skills-centred and learning-centred. -. -· -·~-. . ---- -- -·- ·----- -- -· . - . 

1 Language-centred course design 

This is the simplest kind of course design process and is probably the 
one most familiar to English teachers. It is particularly prevalent in ESP. 

The language-centred course design process aims to draw as direct 
-------------~---· --·-------- --- ... 
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a connection asp()~~ihle between the analysisofthet_arget situation and 
tliecoiirent-ofi:he ESP course. It proceeds as follpws:... · --· --~ 

--····--· - ·-···-· .. --· .. ----

Identify learners" Select theoretical 
target situation views of language 

Identify linguistic features 
of target situation 

Create syllabus 

Design materials to 
exemplify syllabus items 

Establish evaluation procedures to test 
acquisition of syllabus items 

Figure r7: A language-centred approach to course design 
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# -:-__ \. .:.::..,._. ,,, ·.S _ "-'·~·,· ,~~,.,;;:J-:::..:)-(·~fAjJ'pi-OClCI?es to course design 
/>J ..,..~_., '.:;,:;.. \ .. 

~ At first sight, this may seem to be a very logical procedure. It starts with 
the learner, proceeds through various stages of analysis to a syllabus, 
thence to materials in use in the classroom and finally to evaluation of 
mastery of the syllabus items. However, logical and straightforward as 

..it may seem, it has a number of weaknesses: ------- - ------- · • 
/ 'a(it8tarts-fi'onnhelearners and-their-nee<ls, and thus it might be 
'-..r./ considered a learner-centred approach, but it is, in fact, not learner· 

centr~ ·in any meaningful sense of the term. The learner is simply 
used as a means of identifying the target situation. Instead of taking 
the whole of English and teaching it to the learner, as happens in 
General English, only a restricted area of the language is taught. As 
figure r8 shows, the Ieamer is used solely as a way of locating the 
restricted area. Thereafter the learner plays no fUrther paifui-the 

.. proces,s. As we have seen, however, when consfcleriitg-neeas-ana.fysis,' 
·the Ieamer should be considered at every stage of the process. Yet~ 
in this model the learning needs of the students are not accounted 
fouCiilt:::lcis;-::rher.<:;fore, not -l~meRentteO.;:Jitlf.:g'!'PIY learner-
restricted,___ -----------' 

LANGUAGE LEARNER LANGUAGE LEARNER 

General English language-centred ESP 
Figure r8: The learner-restricted syllabus 

/b) The language-centred process can also be criticised for being a static 
'--- and inflexible procedure, which can take little account of the conflicts 

and contradictions that are inherent in any human endeavour. Once 
the initial analysis of the target situation is done, the course designer 
is locked into a relentless process. But what if the initial analysis is 
wrong? What if some crucial el~meiii; such . as. the unexpected 
iiiOt!Vai:ional attitude of Mead's students (see above p. 57) is not taken 
into account? Any procedure must have flexibility, feedback channels 
and error tolerance built in so that it can respond to unsuspected or 
developing influences . 

. c)_ One of the alluring features of this model is that it appears to be 
.. :::: 
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_;.·~ ..S~~ ..... ~Y1·.;...'r" ;~ __ .,_,~~:-.;.,!'·.'::_. ..... J:{·r~o.i.1 
systematic. But in so doing it engenders the false belief that learning 
itself is systematic -~he systematic analysis and presc:_~tion of 
-l~guage data will p.r_o_Qiig;Sr_s_t_~ij!i:i;i;i!:tl;arning m the.Jearner. 
UnfOrtiiiiatefyihe role of systematisation in learning is not so simple. 
Certainly, there is a lot of evidence to show that the systematisation 
of knowledge plays a crucial role in the learning process: we learn 
by fitting individual items of knowledge together to create a meaning
ful predictive system. But the most important point here is that 
it must be an internally:generated-system-not·an·extemal!Y-imposea 

sysrem:-Tfie-fact'tnat T<:iioWJeage-has ·-been S)'Stematical!yanaJyseii 
a!! a sy~~emat!~J)'_presented aoesnor-rn ai:ly- ;-ay implytliiCir· will
be systematically learnt. Learners have to mil<ethe syS:fe_lll-iile~!i!i)gftj_l" 
c<nhemselves,-And tu!fortunatety-wenave to adrnit that we do not 

- know enough~ about how the mind actually goes about creating its 
internal system of knowledge. We must, however, avoid the mistake 
made by_ the Audiolingual Approach of believing that because 
language has a describable system, describing that system will induce 

. ''"- systematiclearning. 
~-The language-centred model gives no acknowledgement to factors 

which must inevitably play a part in the creation of any course. Q_a_t~ 
s~~l!_as that produced by __ a_l!_e_eds a11a,\ysis, is not important in itself. 
Q_~~jiii:is_i:..be}iirerpl"~ed, and in. inreiPc.<iing'\V:e: iriake'u_se()f~ll _iior1:s 
of knowledge that are not revealed in the analysis itself. What is ' 
a:ctilally" hap'f!enmg'mthe"lingiiage::Cenfred"approich-is that an -
analytiCal m_o{I~IJs:iil~() [,<!ing:U:sed i~ppf.opnai:el ya_s:a~pi:ediciive 
ri!Q.<fel-~.AF analysis of what happens in a particular situation is being -
used to determine the content of pedagogic syllabuses and materials. 
But there are all manner of other factors which will influence these 
activities. To take a simple example, one of the primary principles 
of_g9£~ pedagoiic ·ma:rerials is that they should be inten!sting. An 
an_a,lysis oflanguage items caniiot _tell you wherfier a tex_t or a![ 
activiry__isinteresting. Thus, if materials are based on the language
centred model, then, either there are other factors being used, which 
are not acknowledged in the model, or, and sadly this is what seems 
so often to be the case, these learning factors are not considered to 
be important at all. As a teacher once remarked at a seminar on 
materials writing,' It doesn't matter if it's boring. It's ESP.' 

, ! e) The language-centred analysis of target situation data is only at the 
~ surface level. It reveals very little about the competence that underlies 

the performance. 
In summary, rhen, the logical, straightforward appeal of the language
centred approach is, in effect, its weakness.Jt _fails to recognise the fact 
thar,l~!lr!le_rs b_eing !>eoJ?le, learning is not a straightforward, logical 
process. 
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2 Skills-centred course design 

The 'ilins-centreclappxoach.to-ESP has·&ee;;;idely applied in a number 
of countries, particularly in Latin America. Students in universities and 
colleges there have the limited, but important need to read subject texts 
in English, because they are unavailable in the mother tongue. 111. 
response to this need, a number of ESP projects have been set up with, 
the specific aim of developing the students' ability to read in English (see, 
aoovep:l:)!:TheskillHentred,approaclilsfoiiiided oiitwofiinC:himenta!'_ . 
principles, one theoretical, the other pragmatic: "'·. 1 , .. :\.j -~c;:- · 
a). The basic theoretical hypothesis is that underlying any language 
~' behaviour are certain skills and stratffiies, which the Ieamer uses in 

order to produce or c;mp~(;h~d discourse. A skills-cent!",efiappr_<>ac_h 
aims to get away from the surface performance data_ agdlqqk at the_ 
col!!Petence-rhar··iiilaetlie_s.-tlre-:_performa.nc£(see r(e) above). A 
skills:centtCcl course, therefore, wilfj;m!seiiF ifs learning objectives 
(though probably not explicitly) in terms of both performance and 
competence. This example from a Brazilian ESP syllabus for Library 
Science students is given in Maciel eta!. (1983) (our brackets): 

General objective (i.e. performance level) : 
The student will be able to catalogue books written in English. 
Specific objectives (i.e. competence level) : 
The student will be able to: 
-extract rhe gist of a text by skimming through it. 
-extract relevant information from rhe main parts of a book. 

b) The pragmatic basis for the skills-centred approach derives from a 
distinction made by Widdowson (r98r) ".erween _go;1I:oriented _ 
CQ!Itses and process-oriented courses. Holmes (r982) points out 
h ~·-------------t at: --------_, .... 

'In ESP rhe main problem is usually one of time available and student 
experience. First, rhe aims may be defined in terms of what is desirable, 
-i.e. to be able to read in the literature of the students' specialism, but 

there may be nowhere near enough time to reach this aim during the period 
of rhe course. Secondly, the students may be in rheir first year of studies 
with little experience of the literature of their specialism ... Accordingly 
both these factors ... may be constraints which say tight from the start, 
"The aims cannot be achieved during the course."' 

Holmes puts his finger on a contradiction that arises from interpreting 
'needs' in the narrow sense of'target situation necessities'. If the ESP 
course is designed in terms of goals, there is in effect a tacit admission 
that a large number of students will fail the course. Since ESP is by 

ot. Our use of the term 'skills-centred' can be taken as synonymous with Widdowson's {and 
Holmes') 'process.-oriented '. 
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its very nature a process that is intended to enable people to achieve 
a purpose, it is at best a little odd to frame the course in such a way 
as to almost predict failure. The_p_rQ.<;J'~~ori"!!l;~c\ . ."QProach__t_r~~ to 
avoid this problem by removing the distinction between the ESP 
ooiirse-a:nclilietargeCsituati:OrCTiie'ESPcOUi'Se·isn6Csee-.i···as· a
self-sufficient uni:t'trom -which--learners emerge as proficient target 
situation performers, because, as Holmes points out, a number of 
students are unlikely to achieve this proficiency. Instead, the ESP 
course and the target situation are seen as a continuum of constantly 
developing degrees of proficiency with no cut-off point of success or 
failure. 'rhe em_l?has~s in the ESP course, then, is not on achieving a 
particular setof goa s;-out onenab1lng tfie1eamers.to-acliieve-what . 
. they canw'ftnin the glven·coilstYa:intS:----;·---· -. 
,•'_,..--:--------~-- -··--~----·----·· ~~ .. . ·/ .,_ 

'The process-oriented approach ... is at least realistic in concentrating on \ 
', strategies and processes of making students aware of their own abilities and. 
\ potential, and motivating them to tackle target texts on their own after the/ 
\.~d of the course, so that they can continue to improve. • (ibid.) ./ 

The skills-centred model, therefore, is a reaction both to the idea of 
· specific registers of English as a basis for ESP and to the practical 

constraints on learning imposed by limited time and resources. In 
essence it sees the ESP course as helping learners to develop skills and 
strategies which will continue to develop after the ESP course itself. Its 
<ljm is no_r__g>_pr£1f~de ":_sp~_c:~§e_4 ~_orpus of linguistic knowledge buito 
ma!<_e the learners Into better pro~es_!'_o_tC<if}nform:ation:--we·might· 
presentthe.skills-centred mooeJ as .. in figure I9. --- ·-·~ ... __ 

The role of needs analysis in a skills-centred approach is twofold. 
;Firstly, it provides a basis for discovering the underlying competence that 
)en.ables people to perform in the target situation. Secondly, it enables , 
I1the course designer to discover the potential knowledge and abilities that/ 
the learners bring to the ESP classroom. --- ··- · 

. -- The skills-centred approach, therefore, can certainly claim to take the 
· ' learner more into account than the language-centred approach: 

·a) It views language in terms of how the mind of the learner processes 
it rather than as an entity in itself. 

b) It tries to build on the positive factors that the learners bring to the 
course, rather than just on the negative idea of' lacks'. 

c) It frames its objectives in open-ended terms, so enabling learners to 
achieve at least something. 

Yet, in spite of its concern for the learner, the skills-centred approach 
still approaches the learner a~ a user of language rather than as a learner 
of language. The processes it is· concerned with are the processes of 
language use not of language learning. It is with this distinction in mind 
that we turn to the third approach to course design. 
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' 0~~ >-' ,,., -- ·~ ,~ . .., J ~r _,. v, "-·-- - "fr"''--"'"·~'¢'·~ .. ·--.. ~.:..,....--:c:J~.~ .~ Y~. 
3 Alearning-centred_approach· . , .,. 1 . 

. ""- ~-~---···----~-- - -.. ,_.,l--~<·1-o : _ _,,_jp...,..;:.; ~- .. 2.:: _ _....( 

B-;;fiire-descrihl~~- this approach, we should expand our exrlanation of \::, 
why we have chosen the term learning-centred instead of the more · V 
common term learner-centred. ~'-

The learner-centred a roach* is based on the rinci le that learning ··f. 
is totally determined y t e learner. As teac ers we can influence what ')\ 
we teach, but what learners learn Is detefiilined by the learners alone. ·-( 
Learning is seen as a process in which the learners use what knowledge 
~or skills they have in order to make sense of the flow of new information. :·:; 

·· Learning, therefore, is an internal process, which is crucially dependent "1· 
'·upon the knowledge the learners already have and their ability and ·""· 
: mo.tivation ((i'iis(!it:·Icis difficu1dofaU!t this view of learning,)£ we .c;_ 
see learning simply in terms of the end product in the learner's mind. -<' lilil 
But learning can, and should, be seen in the context in which it takes ·---.• !1!1 
place. I,earningis not just a mental process, it is a process of negociation 
between indiViduak·:ilia sociecyo·Sociecy sets the-target (in the case of 
IiSP;perfii'imance'ln'rhe l:ifrgefsitilation) and the individuals must do 
their best to get as close to that target as is possible (or reject it). The 
learners will certainly determine their own route to the target and the 
speed at which they travel the route, but that does not make the target 
unimportant. The target still has a determining influence on the possible 
routes. In the learning process, then, there is more than just the learner . 
to consider. For this reason we would re'ect the term a e mer-centred 
approach in favour.Qf.~ping-ce~..P.!:.Q.~J;o indicate that the 
concern is to maximise learning. The learner is one factor to consider 
illtiie l"eaffiini procesS,bi:itiionli.e'1Jn1)"·crrre:"TiiiiS"'t:fie rerm: learner: 
centred w!llii9Jcii~'QSe.1iWf~':'--- . 

To return to our discussion of approaches to course design, we can 
see that for all its emphasis on the learner, the skQ!s.:f<;!m.esJ. approach 
does not fully take the learner into account, because it still makes the ESP 
l~ing sit:ll"!ion !()()_dependent on the targetsit:Uatioii: The learner is\. 
used to identify and to"iiifalyse the·carger situation·needS: But then, as 
with the language-centred approach, the learner is discarded and the 
target situation analysis is allowed to determine the content of the cour:;e 

i with little further reference to the learner. 
·J A language-centred approach says: This is the nature of the target 

situation performance and that will determine the ESP course. 
1 A skills-centred approach says: J'hat's not enough. We must look 

'\} 
.. A truly learner-centred approach does not really exist at the currenc time. We would not like 

to give the impression that it is a formalised approach in actual use. Indeed since most learning 
takes place within institutionalised systems, it is difficult tO see how such an approach could be 
taken, as it more or less rules out pte-determined syllabuses, materials etc. Thus it should be 
viewed more as a theoretical attack on established procedure than as a practical approach to 
course design. 
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behind the target performance data to discover what processes enable 
someone to perform. Those processes will determine the ESP course. 

:A learning-centred approach says: That's not enough either. We must 
'look beyond the competence that enables someone to perform, because 
what we really want to discover is not the competence itself, but how 
someone acquires that competence. 

We might see the relationship in this diagram: 

Identify target situation 

Analyse target situation 

Analyse learning situation - f-------------

Write syllabus 

Write materials 

Teach materials 

Evaluate learner achievement 

A langu~e.=;,e_ntred approach 

consider'S 1;h<i learner to here. 
''/ 

A skills-centred approach 

considers the learner to here. 

A leammg-centred approach 

must consider the learner 
at every stage. 

Figure 20: A comparison of approaches to course design 
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Figure 2.0 shows that a learning-centred approach to course design takes 
account of the learner at every stage of the design process. This has rwo 
implications: 

, a) )Course design is a negotiated process. There is no single factor which 
,~- has an outright determining influence on the content of the course. 

' i.'-

The ESP learning situation and the target situation will both influence 
the nature of the syllabus, materials, methodology and evaluation 
procedures. Similarly each of these components will influence and be 
influenced by the others. 

' b) Course design is a dynamic process. It does not move in a linear 
fashion from initial analysis to completed course. Needs and resources 
vary with time. The course design, therefore, needs to have built-in 
feedback channels to enable the course to respond to developments. 

The learning-centred course design process is shown in this diagram: 

I ---' -' '' t:· ,.. -o.""- I, 
t < ::-

,, 
r' 

·' ~ 

I Identify learners I 'J ' .. l- ,( .' . 
._..,·."- { v.-· 

t/ 
t -. .-

t \.. t /~'. t ,, 
Theoretical Analyse Analyse Theoretical -' views of learning target views of 

learning situation situation language 

I I-~~ I I ,;'1 .. -- •'' 
.! ~·: •. .'• \ ,-

... t c 
., .. · 

t 

' ·" Identify attitudes/wants/ 
' ' ' 

potential of learners 
Identify skills and - '~~ .. ------------ knowledge needed to 

i~ .... -· ... -· 
).. 

,. " Identify needs/potentiaV function in the 
constraints of learning/ target situation ;, . '~ 

' teaching situation It-<..<.-./'' 
:,.~ I r ' 

I I 
t 

;;.() ,. 
'. ,1. (/··~ '. •' " 

Write syllabus/materials -
I to exploit the potential of ,j,,.,. . _,_, ~ 

/ -- ' 
Evaluation : 

the learning situation 
:Evaluation: in the acquisition of the 

skills and knowledge 
required by the /C·-··· -. .; ,.. ,;... 

target situation ... ' ~ 

.. I .-"1· ; .. 
' 

Figure 2.!: A learning-centred approach to course design 
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Approaches td course design 

What does it mean in practical terms to take a learning-ce~tred approach 
to ESP? We will look in more detail at this question in Mrterials design 
(chapter ro). For the moment let us look at a fairly common example 
at the level of course design. _ 

A needs analysis reveals that·the ESP learners need English in order 
to be able to read texts in their subject specialism. They have no need 
to write, speak or listen to English. Their sole need is to read English 
texts. If we followed a language-centred or skills-centred approach to 
course design, we might conclude that ESP lessons would concern 
themselves only with the activity of reading texts. There would be no 
listening work; all discussion would be in the native language and 
writing tasks would be minimaL This would be a logical application of 
the models for course design above (figures r8 and r9). But if we took 
a learning-centred approach, we would need to ask further questions and 
consider other factors, before determining the content and methodology/ 
of the course. ' · 

(a:) ,Can we only learn to read effectively by reading or can the other skills 
··- help the learners to become better readers? For example, is it possible 

that learners might grasp the structure of texts more easily by writing 
texts themselves? Can a knowledge of the sound or rhythm of a 
language help in reading? Stevick (r982) stresses the importance for 
memoty of creating rich images in a way which closely parallels our 
own model of learning as a network-building process (see chapter 4): 

'The higher the quality of the image- that is, the richer and better 
integrated it is -the more easily we will be able to get back one part of it 
when we encounter another part.' 

·we can apply this argument to the question of skills. If an image ·gets 
into the brain through a number of different pathways - by hearing, 
reading, writing and speaking -that image is likely to be a richer 
image than if it gets in through only one pathway. The image will 
t:l)ereby.be much_stronger and much more easily accessible, sii1(Ce jf 
will have more connections into·the network:· The fa<£rhat the learner 
will ~vC!Ilmally use the kno'Wi~dgegaiiied only for reading is largely 
irrelevant. What is of most concern is how the learner can learn that 
knowledgemost~ffeCi:lvelr:· J(ril_~_effe~IV,:gi~~~ :oct!,--;, ·process..-ca:;; l>_~ • 

. eD.riched by the use of other ·skills, then· that is what should be done ... 
bj what arethc::-impliCationsformerho<iology of having a mono-skill 

focus? Will it lead to a lack of variety in lessons or a limited range 
of exercise types, which will soon induce boredom in the learners? 
Could other skills be used to increase variety? These are not trivial 
questions. One of the basic paradoxes of language teaching is that 
we need to-repeat· things in order· to ·learn i:hem, bl.lt frequent 
repetition creai:es.horeC!om:our ini11.ds swifch i>ff aridJear11.iiig.is: .·· 

.. -- -·------·----- ,. _______ --··--·---- ------ .. --- -·· --- . - ---- -- ..... 
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minimal. Variety is, therefore, not just a nice thing to have for its own 
sake: it is ..--vli:afeiemenrin'ifeepingthe learners'nun<fsalert-and 
focussed on fnefasl<lnnand:-Processmg the-same-information· 
through<Cvariecy-o-f skiltsiS<ine way of achieving reinforcement while 
still maintaining concentration. It is much more difficult to get variety 
if we have to operate to target situation imposed constraints, such 

_ .. as a restriction to one skill (see chapter II, Methodology). 
__ c)/How will the students react to doing tasks involving other skills? Will 
·.c,• they appreciate the greater variety and interest of the activities or will 

they say 'I don't need to understand spoken English, so why are you 
asking me to listen to something in English? I need to read.' 

.. d) Do the resources in the classroom allow the use of other skills? Is 
--- it quiet enough to do listening or speaking work? Can the teacher 

handle an integrated skills approach? 
.e) How will the learners react to discussing things in the mother tongue? 

Will it help them to feel more secure? Will it enable them to express 
their views more easily and freely. Or will they feel that it isn't really 
helping them to learn English ? 

f) How will the learners' attitudes vary through the course? At first they 
· ... may prefer a reading only approach, because it is novel and may give 

them a good sense of achievement. Will this motivation carry on 
through the whole course, however? Will the learners get bored with 
the same kinds of activities and start to want a more varied 
methodology? 

g) How do the learners feel about reading as an activity? Is it something 
- they like doing, or is it an activity that they avoid where possible, even 

in the mother tongue? If the latter is the case, will a reading only 
approach help to remove some of their aversion to reading or will 
it reinforce existing antipathies? 

Tile _ags_~_ers_tof!1eguesti()!1S _:-ve_have J~e.en consi.Q_ering might.reinfor~; 
the idea_qfdoing reading only or they might indicate that an integrated 
sidll~--;pproach. is ~eq.tired: Ihe ~~ni~e£sw1Jl varrde-;;,";ding-o~ the 
!earners ana ihelearnnig·coriteXi:. The example, however ;sei'Ves to snow 
hmvfacrors'coiicemed with learning may affect the design of a course, 
sometimes in total contradiction to the apparent needs of the target 
situation. The Framework for analysing learning needs (see above p. 62) 
provides more questions that could be asked . .J',he .a!l~~r~, _as --~5 
~~ said, will v~ty according to .the individualsituatio!l-'\lld_ll!,.Y.\'~9' 
within_ the .titnespan of .the course. The ilnpor_ca_nt p()int is t~~t_the~e _ 
·questions~ must be asked and the'iesults allowed to influence the course 
design:- -- · ·· · · -· 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter we have looked at the question of how the data of a needs 
analysis can be used to design an effective ESP course. Traditionally the 
target situation analysis has had a direct determining influence on the 
development of syllabus, materials, methodology and tests. We have 
argJied that the course. design. process should be much more dynamic 
and interacrive-:-In p~ni£1llar:,Ja£!Q.~c£Q.JJ£e!P_~cl.J!Ifith.leaming_m_qst .. b2 
_bs.Q~.@.(into pli!Y at_a1l..§tage~_gfth_e_.clesign pro_c:<:S_s. We have.callec:l this_ 
aJearuigg,_ce_Q~red approach -an appr()ach-with . the avowed. aim of 

. maximising the potenl:iat ()ftlle-learrnnifsifiiaiiiifl. Such. an· approach is
irieVfral:ily more coniplex:rt!soased,atter"all,-on a recognition of the 
complexity of the leamiUg process. But everything must have the defects 
of its qualities. In the next section we shall look at how the approach 
can be applied to the construcrion of a syllabus and to the evaluation, 
design and teaching of materials. 

Tasks 
I'--
~~-.:,_., 

r Analyse an ESP course in your institution and decide what approach 
has been used to design it. What do you feel are the merits and 
drawbacks of the design? 

2 What do you think a fully learner-centred course would be like? 

3 The Malaysian and the Brazilian ESP Projects (see above p. r3) differ 
in their attitude to skills. The University of Malaya project has a 
Spoken Interaction component (Chitravelu, r98o), while the Brazilian 
project uses the mother tongne for all oral work: 
a) What factors might have influenced the course designers in these 

two projects in making their decisions? 
b) Consider the 'reading only' problem in your own situation. What 

answers do you think you would get to the questions we raise 
. above (p. 75)? 

.r:: ··; 
{' 4 A learning-centred approach to course design is complex and time
'<> consuming. Do you think it is worth the trouble? 
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Section 3 Application 

By their fruits ye shall know them. 

(Gospel of Sc. Matthew 7 "o) 

In the first two sections of this book, we have looked at the principles 
and practices that lie behind ESP course design. In this section we will 
be concerned with the detailed implementation of the odesign into a 
syllabus, materials, a methodology and evaluation proGedures. First a 
word of caution. Books and courses must proceed in a·!inear fashion: 
one page must follow another; one lesson must fo'llow another. 
Knowledge has to be segmented for presentation somcihow. But this does 
not carry any implications for importance or procedure. In dealing with 
the syllabus before materials writing, we are not suggesting that the 
syllabus is more important than the materials, nor that the syllabus must 
be written before the materials. Indeed it would be perfectly possible 
to deal with them the other way around, just as it is perfectly possible 
to write the materials before the syllabus. Tbe_tl'JIS:.hi!!gfleaming process 
i2.!l comJllgf!Pd dynamic process, with allthe_vE~actorsiiifli.iencirig -
each other (see figure up. 74). -·---------·-··-·· 
·------·"> 
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8 The syllabus 

I must Create a System, or be enslaved by another Man's. 

(William Blake, • Jerusalem') 

In this first chapter on the applications of a course design model, we shall 
be looking at the syllabus and considering the following questions: 
r What do we mean by a syllabus? I 
2 Why should we have a syllabus? 
3 On what criteria can a syllabus be organised? 
4 What role should a syllabus play in the course design process? I 

1 What do we mean by a syllabus? 

Most teachers might regard this as an unnecessary question. A syllabus 
is a document which says what will (or at least what should) be learnt. 
But, in fact, there are several different ways in which a syllabus can be 
defined. This stems from the fact that the statement of what will be learnt 
passes through several different stages before it reaches its destination 
in the mind of the Ieamer. Each stage on its route imposes a further layer 
of interpretation. 

~) The evaluation syllabus) 

As we have said, at its simplest level a syllabus can be described as a 
statement of what is to be learnt. This kind of syllabus will be most 
familiar as the document that is handed down by ministries or other 
regulating bodies. It states what the successful learner will know by the 
end of the cqurse. Iii effect, it puts on record the basis On)IVh!-al su!4_esS 

or failure will be evaliiated. Thus we might refer to this as an evaluation 
5Yflaotis.'"ii:' reflects an official assumption as to the nature of language 
and linguistic performance. For example, if the syllabus Is l'ramea in 
terms of grammatical structures, this reflects a view that knowing a 
language consists of knowing the constituent structures. It would be 
i;:gpossible to produce an eyalnarion syiiahns without having a view oj 
wnaf language is and thus how it can be broken down 
r 

So 
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s 

As well as listing what should be learnt, a syllabus can also state the 
'order i~L~hich__it isj.Q]i~T~\1i!:·:we ·mighn:a:U this an organisatii:inal 
syllabus. In a rough sense, evaluation syllabuses fulfil this role, in that 
they normally list what should be learnt in, for example, the first year 
of learning etc. The organisational syllabus is most familiar in the form 
of the contents page cifa-teitbook, ·a.nd ltis"iliis form of syllabus that 
most people would think of when asked: 'What Is a s¥1fahns.P The 
oranlsatiorial s I · the evaluation syllabus in that it 
carries assuni· i:Tons about the nature of learning as we as 

factors w ich epend upon a v1ew o how people learn, e.g.: 
- What is more easily learnt? 
- What is more fundamental to learning? 
- Are some items needed in order to learn other items? 
- What is more useful in the classroom? 
Criteria like these must be used in order to determine the order of items. 

,J..- The organisational syll@us, therefor~: i:_an implicit s~~5_ement about the 
i1l'- nature of language and of learning . 

. _____ ,., ..... -- - ------ . . -~ 

1 c) The materials syllabus 
·~ 
The two syllabuses considered so far might be regarded as pure 
syllabuses, in that they have not been interpreted. Ther. are a straight
forward statement oF\vliat is to be learnt with some indication of the 
oraef'in wliicfi the itemssfioiild.&e learnt. The syllabuses say nothing 
aooutiiow-Ieaming ·will be achieved. But a syllabus, like a course design 
modi:J;Ts \mly as good as the interpretation that is put on it. On its route 
t~. t~(! learner the organisational syllabus goes through a series of 
interpretations. 

The first person to interpret the syllabus is usually the materials writer. 
So we get our th1rdKiiid Of syllabus= ·mematrnalSSy11abus:1n.writing 
materials, the author adds yet more assuiii:ptillns aboutthe nature of 
language, language learning and language use. The author decides the 
contexts in which the language will appear, the relative weightings and . 
integration of skills, the number and type of exercises to be spent on · 
any aspect of language, the degree of recycling or revision . .Illg_e can 
all have their effect on w_l;ether an<:l_how we!Lsomething is learnt. For 
ex:lmPie ··if certam VocatmJa Items are resented in textS which appeal 

e learners, they are more like! to be remem ere ecause t e 
e more involved. 

Sr 
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~ 
The second stage of interpretation usually .comes throu_g_h_.r.ite teacher, 
!he gream;qcmty of students m tfie world learn language through the 
mediation of a teacher. Thus we have the teacher syllabus (Breen, 1984). 
Like the materials writer, the teacher can influence the clar.ID:, intensity 
and fr uenc of an item, and mereoy.affect"thelmage that the: learners 
receive. Stevick (i§S4) recount's how· an mexpe · ·· 
finisll.in two minutes an activity that he would spend twenty minutes 
on. This kind of variability will inevitably affect the degree of learning. 

_e) The classroom syllabus 

As every teacher !glows,_wh;!.! is planl).ed_~sl.~hat actually happens in 
iTessonare two different things (Allwright, r984b). A lesson is a 
c;;mmumcaove eveiir; wllldl-is"created by the interaction of a number 
of forces. We might use our analogy of a journey again to illustrate this 
point. The lesson plan is like the planned route, but like a planned route 
it can be· affected. ·by all sorts. of conditions along the w:i"y ::. the 
unexpected traffic jam, ·the slow-moving vehide that you ·get stuck 
behind, the diversion because of road works,. the new one-way system 
that you get lost in. But the journey might also be helped along by the 
new stretch of motorway, the company of travelling companions, fine 
weather etc. The classroom, too, creates conditions which will affect the 
nature of a planned lesson. Th~.lll_~~t .. b~xg~ne<:>!-i~..f'!~tors, sucltas 
noise from outside, hot. weather, interruptions to deal with an admin
istrative matter, a visitor. They might come from the learners as a group: 
perhaps they are~~-afte.r."}!?n_g day, excitable after an incident in the 
break. Individual students might hold matters up by ask.i.!'g questions 
or distracting th~ attention of the class. They might on the other hand 
make a lesson memorable by putting an interesting question or telling 

g amusing anecdote. 
The classroom, then, is not simply a neutral channel for the passage 
information from teacher to learner. It is a dynamic, interactiv 

vironment, which affects the nature both of what is taught and what 
learnt. The classroom thus gen~r.ates its c:>wn Sjfllabus (Breen, 198 ) . 

.,.-- .... --···· -·-- . 

~ 
The syllabuses we have considered till now might all be referred to as 
e5iternal syllabuses. The learners might participate in their ·creation to 
some extent; but essentially they are exfernal to the learner. The last type 
of·syllabus, however, is an internal syllabus. It is the network of 
knowledge that develops in the learner's brain and which enables that ffill 
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There is, then, not just one syllabus, but several, and the teaching
learning process involves die interaction of them all. When we use the 
term 'syllabus,, we should &e very clear which one we are reternng to. 
In-pamciillii; i!o we. meari the external speCihcatton of future iearmng 
or the internal construct developed by the Ieamer? But the most 
important point of all to draw from this analysis is that there is no 
necessa,ry: r;:J~tignship between any of the syllabuses, and in pamcu1ar, 

'tliere is no iJ1rect · ref2ltto"§.'fii!P __ I?.e.t!!!!mLfue -~tarlt!'g pgint of the 
eva uation' s llabtis aiul t e ' omt 0 t e 'earn s a us (see 

wn 't;"i9'8'41>): Oti"aiiy'eiiipincaTevidence, this should be blindingly 
obvious and yet tlre fi,jllacy persists: 'I have taught the syllabus. 
Therefore the students have learnt what is in the syllabus.' 

2 W y should we have a ~:~~~~l:lc:;cs*_? __ 

In view of the amount of work that goes into syllabus design and the 
considerable weight of authority that syllabuses have, we might usefully 
consider whether they are necessary. This. will reveal that just as there 
are acknowledged and hidden syllabuses, there are also acknowledged 
~d hidden reasons for having a syllabus. 
~Language is a com I enti . It cannot be learnt in one go. We have 

to liave some way of breaking down the complex into manageable 
units. The syllabus, in defining the constituent parts of language 
knowledge, thus provides a practical· basis for the division of 
assessment, textbooks and learning time. 
In addition to its practical be. n_ efits, _a_ syllab.us also,gi_~~~ IUOral 
support to t!J,e teacher and learne,r, in that it makes the language 
learning task appear"iilanageable. 

"" In questions 2.-4 we shall use the word syllabus in the sense of the evaluation/organisational 
syllabus. 
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!{)~A syll~b.~-~~-_partic~aljy__an ESP syllabus, also ·has a cosmetic role. 
\:!.)sponsors and students willwant some reassurance that tlie1r mvest

ment of money and/ or time will be worthwhile. If nothiJ:lg else, the 
syllabus shows that some thought and planning has gone into the 
development of a course. This aspect is, obviously, of particular 

~portance when there are commercial sponsors involved. 
~:turning to our analogy of learning as a journey, the syllabus can 

be seen as a statement of projected routes, so that teacher and learner 
not only have an idea of where they :g0 going, buf1iowthey niight ··.h . -·-·---··--·······-~ . ··----·· ·--------

E/J.i ~ll:~~s is an~~Plicit -~~~ vi<:_~~.2!l_~h~ n~Eure of language 
\!;! ~~leaffiiiig:-:A syffabus will normally-6e expressed in terms of what 

is taken to be the most important aspect of language learning. If we 
lay out a syllabus in structural terms, we are saying that knowledge 
of the structures of the language constitutes the most important 
element of language competence. If we take a skills basis, we are 
saying that skills are the most important aspect and so on. A 
sylla.b.'!s,_:_!_l~n'.tells ~J:e _t_<;!l.:e~~~~c!_~h_e s~ud<;ll~ !l_ot oi11YJ£}J.{lt is to J>e 

(]learnt, b~,_i!!.l.P!!.~ll.Y..!_U_b.lt_i_s ~o be learnt. 
~ A syllabus provides a set of cri~e..ti;d~Ll!laterial$ selecti9.D an<!./.Qr 

wdtii:J.g.1t defines -Hielaiiclofrexrs to look for or produce, the items 
to fcicus on in exercises etc. This is probably one of the commonest 
uses for a syllabus; but it can be one of the most damaging to the 

@ course design, if wrongly used (see 4 below p. 90). 
Unif5>r':'iry is a necessa'! condition of any institutionalised activity, 
suCh as education. It IS deemed to be important that standards 
within a system are as equal as possible. A syllabus_ is. one. way in 
which standardisation is achieved (or at"Ieast-;;_ttempted). 

~ rnthane~rcllm-glsliiieii:oeCf to le-;;d a learner to a particular state of 
knowledge, there need to be criteria against which success or failure 
in reaching that state will be assessed. A syllabus, therefore, provides 
a visible basis for testing. · 

It is dear-from ihis"!Tst-of roles that a syllabus is an important document 
in the teaching/learning process. Indeed, its importance probably stems 
from its multi-functional purpose. But therein also lie the dangers: 
~We sh<:uld ~~aVI'are ?f why we wa~t a syllabus and~h~~ -~e will 

use It for. If It IS really JUSt for cosmetic purposes to placate a sponsor, 
men we should not try to use it as a means of selecting texts or 
deciding what to put in the exercises. 

Ill A syllabus is a model- a statement of an ideal. A sy_lla]?g~_i_s_ll_ot, 
therefore, a statement of what will be learnt. It is important to 
remember that a syllabus can only constitute an approximate 
statemen_t of what will be taught {though, even here the divergence 
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may be considerable). It can predict very little about what will be 
learnt,~ syllabus can never be more than a statement of a teaching 

Q ideal)' 
Syllabuses cannot express the intangible factors that ore so crucial 

(;, !o learning: emotions, personalities, subjective views, motivation. 
~yllabuses cannot take account of individual differences. Just as they 

are a statement of the ideal in language terms, they also implicitly 
define the ideallearner. _.., 

The role of the syllabus is a complex one, but it clearly satisfies a lot( 
of needs. We need crucially to be aware of the different roles that the{_ 1 
syllabus plays, so that it can be used most appropriately. In particula~\ ~Y 
we need to recognise its ideal nature and, therefore, its limitations a~ 
an indicator of learning. 

We noted above that one of the main purposes of a syllabus is to break 
down the mass of knowledge to be learnt into mariagea:Oie iirnts. This 
breakdowrr(iii'itesSTITs-f'o be-completely -rl!ndll"mtli:as .. t<f oe "based on 
cemriln::rirert:CPreseiiced 'l)elow are some contents lists from a range 
of ESP courses, illustrating the different criteria that can be used. 

a) Topicsyl/abus 

1 The Rig 
2 Fishing Jobs 
3 Traps and Geology 
4 Reservoir Fluids 
5 Natural Flow 
6 Blowout Control 
7 Drives and Stimulations 
8 Directional Wells 
9 Jobs on the Rig 

(The Petroleum Programme: English for the oil industry by P. L Sandier, 
BBC, r98o) 

b) Structural/situational syllabus 

1 The Hotel and Staff (1) 
Patterns of the verb 'to be·; demonstratives; personal pronouns. 

2 The Hotel and Staff (2) 
Questions with' where?'; some prepositions. 
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h) Skills and strategies 

Unit one: Who do you think you are? 
Exercises in personal evaluation 

Unit two: What do you think you'll do? 
Exercises in examining your job needs 
Part 1 The hours you work 
Part 2 Job security 
Part 3 Making decisions 
Part 4 Changing fields 

Unit three: What will you find out? 
Exercises in using the want ads 
Part 1 An introduction to the want ads 
Part 2 Want ad abbreviations 
Part 3 The information in an ad 
Part 4 Your qualifications 
Part 5 Answering an ad 

(It's Up To You: by J. Dresner, K. Beck, C. Morgana and L. Custer, 
Longman Inc., r98o)."' 

Each of the syllabuses shown represents a valid attempt to break iown 
the mass of a particular area of knowledge into manageable units~_sh 
carries certain assumptions about the nature of la~ .. !!S!'_and_lear_!l_mg. 
BUttlieSe-asstnnptioris·may not be very explicit. For example, what 
assumptions undedie the 'oraedng .. iit tlie stnicru I syllabus (b)? Does 
the verb 'to be' come 'first, because it is easier to learn? If so, in what 
sense? Structurally, it is the most complex verb in English. Does it come 
first because it is needed for later structures, for example the present 
continuous? Is it considered to be conceptually simpler? For many 
students, for example Indonesian students, it causes conceptual problems, 
since in Bahasa Indonesian it is frequently omitted. Alternatively, is the 
syllabus ordered according to usefulness? The verb 'to be' is more useful 
than, say, the present simple tense of the verb 'to go If we are operating 
the criterion of usefulness, what ~,;~t ~re ~e re~r~~-11! to. '<?,we mean 
usefUlness in the outsiae worlif or uselillness in the classroom}. 

What about the functionaljnotional syllabus (c)? Does the order 
imply that Describing Properties and Shapes is more common or more 
fundamental than Describing Function and AbilitY? Or is there a covert 
structural syllabus underlying the ordering? Describing Properties and 

• Syllabus (h) illustrates an interesting feature of the American tradition of ESP. It has an avowed 
social as well as a linguistic aim. • Many students face the challenge of competing for jobs. before 
they feel proficient in English. It's Up To You is a novd approach to developing the language 
skills and job-seeking strategies of these students.' U, Dresner et al., r98o) The aim is, therefore, 
not just to improve language skills, but the much broader aim of enabling the learners to survive 
and compete more effectively in American society. This reflects the strong influence in the USA 
of concern for refugee and immigrant needs. This is why in America ESL tends to be used as 
the umbrella term for English Language Teaching. In Britain, where the teaching of immigrants 
is a relatively minor element in ELT, EFL is used as the umbrella term. 
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Shapes only requires the verb 'to be' (e.g. It is round/square/hard/soft 
etc.). Describing Function and Ability, on the other hand, requires 
can/ can't/ has the ability to ... etc. 

The syllabuses shown above are as important for what they don't say, 
as for what they" do" say;"because they only show one or"iwo of the 
el:l;metits of the materials. Any teaching materials m1ist. · in reality, 
o 1: several syllabuses at the same time. One of them "will robabl 
be use as t e prmc1pa orgamsmg eature, iUt t e others are still there, 
even 1f they are not taken into account in the organisation of the 
materiaL For example, every function is realised by one or more struc-:: 
tures, thus in writing a functionally organised syllabus, a structural 
syllabus (good or otherwise) is automatically produced. Texts must be 
about something, thus all textbooks have willy-nilly a topic syllabus. 
Similarly, exercises demand the use of certain language processing 
skills: so, in writing a sequence of exercises, a skills syllabus of sorts is 
generated. 

The syllabus that you see is only a statement of the criteria used to 
organise the mass of language use into a linear progression. Behind the 
stated syllabus are the other syllabuses, acknowledged by the authors 
or not, as the case may be. 

We concluded chapters 3 and 4 by proposing a varied approach: taking 
from the various descriptions of language and theories of learning that 
which would most benefit the learning process. We showed an extract 
from a Business English syllabus that goes some way towards representing 
the variety of factors in the syllabus (figure 6). The developments of recent 
years in linguistics and psychology may not have given us any firm 
answers, but what they have done is that there is no single 
~- There are d" erent aspects and levels of language. There are 
different aspects and levels of learning. We don't know yet how they 
interrelate, but we do know that they exist. This knowledge should be 
reflected in a syllabus. If we know that there is both a functional and a 
structural aspect to language, then a course should have a functional and 
a structural syllabus. If we know that language knowledge is limited 
unless the learlter has the skills and strategies for using it, then a course 
should have a skills and strategies syllabus roo. 

bus which claims to teach people how to communicate (in 
whatever s ecialised area s ou a now e e t e com lexi o 
communication. A syllabus t at IS ramed in on one as ect be it 
st uct s 1 w atever) will robably miss the 
opportunity to develo the unacknowledged elements ectively. As 
Swan (r985b) says, when reviewing the structura 

'The real issue is not which syllabus to put first: it is how to int ate ei ht o~ 
so sy a uses (functtona , notxona sxtuanona , topic · · 

'"structnra , s mto a sensible teaching programme.' -:s. ~ ~ 
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4 What role should a syllabus play in the course 
design process? 

We can look at this question in terms of the approaches to course design 
that we outlined in chapter 6. 

a) language-centred approach 

In this approach the syllabus is the prime generator of the teaching 
materials, as this model shows: 

Analyse target situation 

Write syllabus 

Write or select texts to 
illustrate items in syllabus 

Write exercises to practise 
items in the syllabus 

Devise tests for assessing knowledge 
of the items in the syllabus 

Figure 2.2.: The role of the syllabus in a language-centred approach 

This sort of approach is still widely used in ESP. ;The syllabus is quite 
clearly the determiner of the entire course. It is, so to speak, the 
crystallisation of what the course is all about - the inspiration for the 
production of texts and exercises and the basis on which proficiency will 
be evaluated. 
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The syllabus 

b) A skills-centred approach 

An alternative approach is needed in a skills-centred syllabus, since the 
aim is not to present and practise language items, but rather to provide 
opportunities for learners to employ and evaluate the skills and 
strategies considered necessary in the target situation. A skills-centred 
approach will often lay great store by the use of 'authentic' texts (see 
chapter 13, P' r58). A skills-centred approach to the use' of the syllabus is 
suggested by Holmes (198r): 

Analyse target needs 

Select interesting and 
representative texts 

Devise a hierarchy of skills 
to exploit the texts 

Order and adapt the texts 
as necessary to enable a 

focus on the required skills 

Devise activities/techniques 
to teach those skills 

Devise a system to assess 
the acquisition of the skills 

Figure 2 3: The role of the syllabus in a skills-centred approach 
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In this approach the syllabus is not rime enerator. Although Holmes 
presen s 1 a mear process, it is more likely t at there is a degree of ll 
negotiation between texts and skills. Thus, for example, the skills 
syllabus, as well as establishing criteria for the ordering and adaptation 
of texts, will probably also play a role in their initial selection. At the 1 
same time, the texts available will affect what can be focussed on in 
exercises and assessment. 

c) A learning-centred approach / 

It will be noticeable that in the two approaches described so far the 
learning activities (tasks, exercises, teaching techniques) are almost the 
last factor to be considered. This may produce materials which faithfully 
reflect the syllabus in language or skills content, but it has a very 
constricting effect on the methodology. Learning, however, is more than 
just a matter of presenting language items or skills and strategies. In other 
words, it is not iust rbe content of what is learnt that is important but 

:ilso the activity through which it is learnt (Prabhu, r983). ----. 
- rn a learnmg-centred approach the methodology cannot be just 
grafted on to the end of an existing selection of syllabus items and texts: 
it must be considered right from the start. To achieve this, the syllabus 
must be used in a more dynamic way in order to enable methodological 
considerations, such as interest, enjoyment, learner involvement, to 
inJluence the content of the entire course design. The simplest way of 
achievin this is to break down the syllabus design process into two 
levels (see figure 24). 
rfhe ESP syllabus ts, as we have seen, usually derived from a detailed 
analysis of the language features of the target situation. It is the detail 
of this analysis which in our view produces the restricting influence on 
the methodology. But this need not occur. It is unnecessary to analyse 
language features in detail before the ma.terials are started. A general 
syllabus outlining the topic areas and the communicative tasks of the 
target situation is all that is required at the beginning. For example, a 
general syllabus for technician students might look like this: 

Topics Tasks 
names of tools expressing use and purpose 
electricity understanding safery instructions 
pumps describing a system 
materials reporting experiments 
construction describing measurements 
etc. etc. 

This general syllabus can be used as the basis for the initial selection 
of texts and writing of exercises/ activities: it has enough detail to guide 
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Analyse Analyse 
learning target 
situation situation 

I 
LEVEL 1 ~ 

Establish general 

v syllabus of 
topics and tasks 

Create interesting 
and enjoyable t materials 

Produce detailed 
language/skills 

syllabus 

LEVEL 2 

/ 
Check language and 

skills content of 
materials and make 

necessary adjustments 

Figure 2.4: The role of the syllabus in a learning-centred approach 
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needs of the students both as users and as learners of the language. The 
syllabus acts in the first instance as a compass to show the general 
direction. Then it becomes a sketch map. When the possibilities have 
been explored, obstacles noted and available resources collected, more 
detail can be filled in on the map, until the route is clear. 

d) The post hoc approach 

There is, of course, one last way of using the syllabus, which is probably 
more widespread than we might suppose: 

Write materials on 
undefined criteria 

Write cosmetic syllabus 
to ·satisfy sponsors, 

teachers, students et al 

Figure 25: The role of the syllabus in a post hoc approach 

Conclusion 

In the institutionalised frameworks in which most teaching takes place, 
we must accept the predetermined syllabus as a fact of life. In view of 
the many roles that it plays it is essential that a great deal of thought 
is given to how the syllabus is used. It can, and unfortunately often does, 
act as a ball and chain, denying creativity and subjecting everything to 
evaluation criteria. But used sensibly and sensitively a syllabus can 
provide the support and guidance that creativity thrives on. A syllabus 
is not divin . t is a w . document that should be used flexibly 
an appropriately to maximise the aims and processes o earnmg. 
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The syllabus 

Tasks 

I What do you use a syllabus for? 

2 Make a table of the advantages and disadvantages of having a 
syllabus. 

3 'A syllabus is a statement of an ideal.' How far would you agree with 
this? What implications does it have for the use of the syllabus? 

4 How can the ESP course designer take account of the 'learner 
syllabus'? 

5 Choose one of the syllabuses given above. What assumptions about 
language and learning do you think underlie the ordering in it? 

6 Study an ESP textbook that you know. On what criteria has it been 
organised? What' hidden syllabuses' can you find? 
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9 Materials evaluation 

We must grant the artist his subject, his idea, his donne: our 
criticism is applied only to what he makes of it. 

(Henry James: The Art of Fiction) 

Having completed your needs analysis and course design, you must now 
decide what you are going to do with it. One option, of course, is to 
decide that the whole thing is completely impossible and throw the 
results in the wastepaper bin. Assuming, however, that you wish (or 
have) to proceed, there are three possible ways of turning your course 
design into actual teaching materials: 
a) Select from existing materials: materials evaluation. 
b) Write your own materials: materials development. 
c) Modify existing materials: materials adaptation. 
In this and the following chapter we shall look at the first two options: 
materials evaluation and materials writing. The third option is a 
combination of the first two. So, if this is your choice, you will need 
to use both processes. Although we shall look at evaluation and 
development separately, they are complementary activities. The materials 
writer can learn a lot in terms of ideas and techniques from evaluating 
existing materials. Similarly, writing materials makes you more aware 
of what to look for in materials written by other people - and also more 
sympathetic to the efforts of other materials writers! 

1 Why evaluate materials? 

rEvaluation is a matter of judging the fitness of something for a particular 
\.purpose. Given a certain need, and in the light of the resources available, 
which out of a number of possibilities can represent the best solution? 
Evaluation is then, concerned wit relative merit. The · absolute 

r bad - on e rees of fit s for the require ur ose. 
In any m of evaluation, the decision na y made is e y to be the 

better for being based on a systematic check of all the important 
variables. The results of an evaluation will probably lead to a large 
investment of money in a published course or a large investment of time 
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Materials evaluation 

in home-produced or adapted materials. Once such an investment is 
made, you will probably have to live with the consequences of it for some 
time, even if it later proves to have been a bad choice. A careful 
evaluation, then, can save a lot of expense and frustration. On the 
positive side, it can also help in justifying requests to sponsors or other 
members of an ESP team for money to buy materials or time to write 
them. 

2 How do you evaluate materials? 

Evaluation is basically a matching process: matching needs to available 
solutions. If this matching is to be done as objectively as possible, it is 
best to look at the needs and solutions separately. In the final analysis, 
any choice ill be made on subjective grounds. If you were choosing 
a car, for examp e, ou mig t JUSt as eas1 y c oose it because you like 
the look of it as because it can reach roo mph in ro seconds. It depends 
on what you consider to be important. The danger is that, if subjective 
factors are allowed to influence judgement too soon, it may blind you to · 
p;ssibly. useful alternatives. You might not look at cars from a particular 
eoontry, because you have a prejudice against that country, while in 
fact those cars may suit your needs best. Similarly you might reject a 
particular textbook, because you don't like the picture on the cover, or 

1 
because you dislike functional syllabuses. An ESP textbook has to suit 
the needs of a number of parties - teachers, students, sponsors, so it is 
important that the subjective factors, which will admittedly play a part, 
should not be allowed to obscure objectivity in the early stages of 
analysis. 

We can divide the evaluation process into four major steps (see figure 
z6): 
r Defining criteria. 
z Subjective analysis. 
3 Objective analysis. 
4 Matching. 
Most of the work of the first two stages will have been done in the course 
design stage. It will be useful, however, to set out your criteria· and your 
own preferred realisations of the criteria in a form which will make it 
easy to compare different sets of materials. Don't, however, see your own 
subjective analysis as a fixed set of requirements. You should use the 
materials evaluation process as a means of questioning and developing 
your own ideas as to what is required (Hutchinson, r987, forthcoming). 
It is also very important to have some kind of rank order of factors. It 
is almost certain that there will be a conflict: one textbook might match 
your criteria in terms of content and language areas, but another might 
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DEFINE CRITERIA 

On what bases will 

you judge materials? 

Which criteria will 

be more important? 

/ \ 
SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS 

What rear.sations of OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS 

the criteria do you How does the material 

want in your course? being evaluated 

realise the criteria? 

I 
MATCHING 

How far does the 

material match 

your needs? 

Figure 26: The 'materials evaluation process 

IJ.ave the more appropriate methodology. How will you make a choice? 

Gou will need to decide which you think is the more important to the 
arious people concerned: teachers, students, sponsors. You should also 
onsider which unsatisfactory features are easier to remedy. Is it, for 

example, easier to adapt content or methodology? You might find it 
difficult to find alternative texts, while it may be relatively easy to change 
the exercises based on the texts. 

We can now present our own checklist of criteria for objective and 
subjective analyses. This is not an exhaustive list. You may find other 
criteria which you feel are important. 

I 

I . . 
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SUBJECTIVE 
ANALYSIS 

(i.e. analysis of your course, in 
terms of materials requirements) 

Materials evaluation 

OBJECTIVE 
ANALYSIS 

(i.e. analysis oLnaterials 
being evaluated) 

AUDIENCE 

lA Who are your learners? 
e.g. 
-ages 
- sex 
- nationality{!es 
- study or work sp"!'ialism(s) 

(e.g. banking, medicine etc.) 
- status/role with respect to 

specialism (e.g. trainee cashier, 
qualified anaesthetist etc.) 

- knowledge of 
(i) English 
(ii) specialism 
(iii) other (e.g. knowledge of 
'the world' etc.) 

-educational backgrounds 
- interests (etc.) 

1 B Who is the material intended forl 

AIMS 

2A What are the aims of your course? 28 What are the aims of the materials? 
(Note: check that the aims are 
actually what they are said to be, 
by looking carefully at the material 
itself.) 
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SUBJECTIVE 
ANALYSIS 

OBJECTIVE 
ANALYSIS 

CONTENT 

3A What kind of language description 
do you require? Should it be 
structural, notional, functional, 
discourse-based, some other kind, 
a combination of one or more of 
these? (see ch.4). 

4A What language points should be 
covered? (i.e. What particular 
structures, functions, vocabulary 
areas etc?) 

SA What proportion of work on each 
macro-skill (e.g. reading) is 
desired? Should there be skills
integrated work? 

6A What micro-skills do you need? 
(e.g. deducing the 
meanings of unfamiliar words
see Munby (1978), pages 
116-132) 

7 A What text-lypes should be 
included? 

roo 

e.g. 
- manuals? 
- letters? 
- dialogues? 
- experimental reports? 
- visual texts (pictures, 

diagrams, charts, graphs, 
cartoons etc.)? 

- listening texts? 
- any other kind? 

3 B What type(s) of linguistic 
description is/are used in the 
materials? 

4B What language points do the 
materials cover? 

SB What is the proportion of work on 
each skill? Is there skills-integrated 
work? 

68 What micro~skills are covered in 
the material? 

7B What kinds of texts are there in the 
materials? 

l'!'il 
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SA What subject-matter area(s) is/are 
required (e.g. medicine, biology 
etc.)? 

What level of knowledge should 
be assumed (e.g. secondary 
school, first year college/university, 
post-graduate etc.)? 

What types of topics are needed? 
(e.g. in medicine: hospital 
organisation, medical technology 
etc.)? 

What treatment should the topics 
be given (e.g. 'straightforward', 
factual; 'human interest' angle; 
humorous; unusual perspective; 
taking into account issues, 
controversy, etc.) 

9A How should the content be 
organised throughout the course? 
- around language points? 
- by subject-matter? 
- by some other means 

(e.g. study skills)? 
- by a combination of 

means? 

1 OA How should the content be 
organised within the course units? 

- by a set pattern of components? 
- by a variety of patterns? 
- by some other means? 
- to allow a clear focus on 

e.g. certain skill areas, a 
communication task etc.? 

11 A How should the content be 
sequenced throughout the course? 
e.g.- from easier to more difficult? 

- to create variety? 
- to provide recycling? 
- by other criteria? 
Should there be no obvious 
sequence? 

Materials evaluation 

8B What is/are the subject-matter 
area(s), assumed level of 
knowledge, and types of topics in 
the materials? 

What treatment are the topics 
given? 

9B How is the content organised 
throughout the materials? 

1 OB How is the content organised 
within the units? 

11 B How is the content sequenced 
throughout the book? 
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SUBJECTIVE 
ANALYSIS 

12A How should the content be 
sequenced with;n a unit? 
e.g.- from guided to free? 

- from comprehension 
to production? 

- accuracy to fluency? 
(see 8rumfit, 1984, 
p.52-7) 

- by some other 
means? 

Should there be no obvious 
sequence? 

OBJECTIVE 
ANALYSIS 

128 How is the content sequenced 
within a unit? 

METHODOLOGY 

13A What theory lies of teaming should 
the course be based on? 
Should ~ be behaviourist, 
cognitive, affective, some other 
kind, a combination of one or 
more of these? (See ch.S) 

14A What aspects of the learners' 
attitudes to I expectations about 
teaming English should the course 
take into account? (See ch.6) 

15A What kinds of exercises/tasks are 
needed? 

I02 

e.g. 
- guided<---> free? 
- comprehension +----7 production? 
- language/skills practice <----+ 

language/skills use? 
- one right answer~ many 

possible right answers? 
- whole class~ group~ 

individual? 

138 What theory/ies of learning are 
the materials based on? (Check 
carefully- don't just take the 
author's or publisher's word for 
it!) 

148 What attitudes to I expectations 
about learning English are the 
materials based on? 

158 What kinds of exercises/tasks are 
included in the materials? 
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- language-/skills-based <---> 
content-based? 

- 'mechanical'<---> problem
solving? 

- role--play, simulation, drama, 
games? 

- ones involving visuals? 
- self-study? 
- some other kinds? 

16A What teaching-/earning techniques 
are to be used? 
e.g. 
- 1ockstep'? 
- pair-work? 
- small-group work? 
- student presentations? 
- work involving technical 

subject-matter? 
- other kinds? 

17 A What aids are available for use? 
e.g. 
- cassette recorders? 
- overhead projectors? 
- realia? 
- wallcharts? 
- video? 
- other? 

18A What guidance/support for 
teaching the course will be 
needed? 
e.g. 
- statements of aims? 
- lists of vocabulary and 

language-skills points? 
- language guidance? 
- technical information? 
- methodological directive or 

hints? 
- suggestions for further work? 
- tests? 
- other kinds? 

Materials evaluation 

168 What teaching-learning techni.ques 
can be used with the materials? 

178 What aids do the materials require? 

188 What guidance do the materials 
provide? 
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SUBJECTIVE 
ANALYSIS 

19A How flexible do the materials 
need to be? 

OBJECTIVE 
ANALYSIS 

19B In what ways are the materials 
flexible? 
e.g. 
- can they be begun at different 

points? 
- can the units be used in 

different orders? 
- can they be linked to other 

materials? 
- can they be used without some 

of their components (e.g. 
cassettes)? 

OTHER CRITERIA 

20A What price range is necessary? 

21 A When and in what quantities 
should the materials be available? 

etc. 

206 What is the price? 

21 B When and how readily can the 
materials be obtained? 

etc. 

Figure 2 7: A checklist for materials evaluation IJ 
The following steps should be followed in using the checklist: 
~swer the A questions first to identify your requirements. You can 1!1 

then use this information either as a basis for writing your own !iiil 
materials or as input to the later stages of materials evaluation. 

\j Analyse the materials you have selected by answering the B questions. l!il1l 
If possible, test your ideas by teaching extracts from the materials. m 

((\Compare the A and B findings. This can be done impressionistically 
Vor by awarding points: !ill 

o = does not match the desired feature Ill! 
r = partly matches the desired feature 
2 = closely matches the desired feature ~~ 
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Total the points and analyse the results. Note that the highest number 
of points does not necessarily indicate the most suitable materials, 
since the points may be concentrated in one area. Look for the widest 
spread of desired features and concentrations in tl,e areas you 
consider most important. 

4 Make your choice and use your findings to prepare any documentation 
needed for defending your decision. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter we have looked at materials evaluation as one way of 
exploiting a course design. Even if you eventually decide to write our 
pwn materials. the evaluation of extsnng materials can provt e a good 
source of ideas (of what to avoid as well as what to do) and techni ues. 
It can so sa o 1canon o e ort y possi y rev g existing 
materials that can provide all or part of your materials needs. The ' 
evaluation process should be systematic and is best seen as a matching 
exercise: matching your analysed needs with available solutions. 

But within all of us there is said to be an author struggling to get out. 
In the next chapter we shall present some techniques to help the aspiring 
materials writer. 

Tasks 

r What can the ESP teacher learn from an evaluation of materials? 

2 What criteria would you regard as the most important in evaluating 
materials? Put the categories in the checklist in a rank order of 
importance. 

3 Try out the checklist for your own ESP situation. Fill in the objective 
analysis for your course. Then choose a textbook or set of materials 
and do the subjective analysis. Prepare a report on why you would 
choose or reject the material. (You never know, you might find the 
perfect textbook for your course!) 
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A man may write at any time, if he will set himself doggedly 
to it. 

(Samuel Johnson) 

Materigwriting is one of the most characteristic features of ESP in 
practic marked contrast to General English teaching, a large amount") 
of the teacher's time may well be taken up in writing materials"/ 
):/!ere are a number of reasons for this: 
~ A teacher or institution may wish to provide teaching materials that 

will fit the specific subject area of particular learners. Such materials 
may not be available commercially. In addition to the profusion of 
subject specialisms, there is also a wide range of course types. 
Whereas schools, for example, work to standard timetables with a 
similar number of hours, ESP courses can vary from one week of 
intensive study to an hour a week for three years or more. Publishers 
are naturally reluc roduce materials for very limite~ 

e cost o producing and marketing e same 
regardless of whether it sells one thousand copies or one hundred 
thousand copies. It is likely, then, that a course tailored to the needs 

,... :1 of a specific group of ESP learners will not be available. 
\_Q} Even when suitable materials are available, it may not$-possi.ble to 

buy them because of currency or im ort restrictions. ' 
·c) matena s may a so e written for non-educational reaso s: for 

example, in or er to anc · · s ttution or an 
individual. Materials are a visible product of activity, regardless of 
whether such activity is useful or even necessary. 

For these and other reasons, there is already an established tradition of 
ESP teachers producing in-house materials. These may then be distributed 
to other institutions or even published, but in general they are written 
by the teachers of a particuJar institution for the students at that 
institution. Such a pattern of work is often something of an abuse of 
teachers. Few have had any training in the skills and techniques of 
materials writing. It also shows a rather cavalier attitude to the activity 
of materials writing, implying, as it does, that if you can teach you can 
write materials. How many actors are expected to write their own plays 
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or singers their own songs? On the other hand, it can be argued that 
he rocess of materials writin ma he! to make teachers more aware 

of what is invol rning. 
Rightly or wrongly, materials writing is a fact oflife for a large number 

of ESP teachers, and so, accepting this fact, let us look at some techniques 
~ing useful and creative ESP materials. 

I 1 Defining objectives 

mi a 

f!lml a 

> 

We can start by asking ourselves the question: What are materials 
supposed to do? In defining their purpose, we can identify some 

ginciples which will. guide us in the actual writing of the materials. 
V Materials provide a stimulus to le;u:n.ing. Good materials do not 

teach: they encourage learners to learn. Good materials will, there-
fore, contain: ··· · .... · · ,. ___ , ___ _ 

- irrtet<:Stihg texts; 
- enjoyaoleacnvlties which engage the learn_,rs' thinking.capaci_ties; 
--apport)mides for learners to use their existing knowledge and-

sl<ilts; · ·· · · ·· .. 

- content which both learner and teacher can cope with. 

0) MaterialS help to·orgahlSe the reaching~learning process, by providing 
a path through the complex mass of the language to be learnt. Good 
materials should therefore rovide a clear and coherent unit 

will 
activities in such a way as to maximise the chances of learning. This 
structure should help the teacher in planning lessons and encourage 
in the learner a sense of progress and achievement. On the other hand, 
materials should not be so tightly structured as to produce a 
monotonous pattern of lessons - the curse of so many materials. 
Avoid the assembly line approach, which makes each unit look the 
same, with the same type of text, the same kind of illustrations, the 
same type and number of exercises. If it doesn't sefid you to sleep 
writing them, it will certainly send your learners to sleep using them. 
A materials model must be clear and systematic, but flexible enough fl 

0 
to allow for creativity and variety. 
Materials embody a view of the nature of language and learning. In 

)' writing materials you, as an author, are making all manner of 
fl statements about what you think language learning consists of. 

Materials should, therefore, truly reflect what you think and feel 

~ m 

• mll.\l 

about the learning process. If you believe that people learn when their 
thinking capacities are engaged, don't write exercises which require 
little or no active thought. If you think learning is enhanced by intense 
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experiences with language, don't provide texts which have been 
stripped of any human interest. If you think learning is helped by 
frequent reinforcement, make sure that items to be learnt are 

@processed several times. 
Materials reflect the nature of the learn~!!: ~ask. We have noted in 
prevwus chapters that languagelarning is a complex process 
involving many different kinds and levels of knowledge. In the heyday 
of structuralism, it was assumed that a knowledge of the structures 
was the same as knowing a language and that repetition led to 
learning. Materials writing was a simple task of isolating the 
structure, writing a text to exemplify it and pattern drills to practise 
it. We must now take a more humble view and recogrtise that 
language learning is a very complex and little understood process. 
Materials should try to create a balanced outlook which both reflects 

,...,.-::-)he complexity of the task, yet makes it appear manageable. 
~\:!__.,Materials can have a very useful function in broaderting the basis of 

teacher training, by introducing teachers to new techniques. 
Materials provide models of correct and appropriate language use. 
We have deliberately placed this last on our list. This is a necessary 
function of materials, but it is all too ofren taken as the only purpose, 
with the result that materials become simply a statement of language 
use rather than a vehicle for language learning. Language teaching 
materials should not be the kind of beginner's guide to Applied 
Linguistics, which is so prevalent in ESP. We, as linguists, may be 
endlessly fascinated by the analysis of discourse: it is our chosen 
specialist field. For the doctor, the secretary and the engineer 
language may have little such attraction. 

2 A materials design model 

Taking into account the principles we have outlined, we can now present 1 
a model which we have used for writing our own materials. ~ 
o this model is to provide a coherent framework for the 
integration of the various aspects o earrung, w 1 . time ~ 
allowing enou room or · · ,riery to flourish. The model '· 
.,..,-·_,ts o four elements: input, conten , uage focus, task. 

ro8 

In ut. This may be a text, dialogue, video-recording, diagram or any 1 
tece of communication data, depending on the needs you have 

defined in your analysis. The input provides a number of things: 
- stimulus material for activities; I 
- new language items; 
- correct models of language use; 
- a topic for communication; l,l 
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- opportunities for learners to use their information processing skills; 
- opportunities for learners to use their existing knowledge both of 

the language and the subject matter. 
@ Content fo~ Language is not an end in itself, but a means of 

conveymg !Ormation and feelings about something. Non-linguistic 
content should be exploited to generate meaningful communication 
in t ass om. 

c Language foe : Our aim is to enable learners to use language, but 
1t IS un a1r to give learners communicative tasks and activities for 
which they do not have enough of the necessary language knowledge. 
Good materials shocld involve both 0 ortun' . for anal SIS and 
syn es1s. an a e ocus earners have the chance to take the 

~a~~ces, study how it wor an practise pumng 1t ac 

~ ultimate purpose of language learning is language use. 
enals should be designed, therefore, to lead towards a 

communicative task in which learners use the content and language 
knowledge they have bnilt up through the unit. 
These four elements combine in the model as follows: 

INPUT 

CONTENT I LANGUAGE 

/ 
I TASK I 

Figure 28: A materials design model 

The primary focus of the unit is the task. The model acts as a vehicle 
which leads the learners to the point where they are -able to carry out 
the task. The language and content are drawn from the input and are 
selected according to what the learners will need in order to do the task. 
It follows dmt an important feature of the model is to create coherence 
in terms of both language and content throughout the unit. This 
provides the support for more complex activities by building up a fund 
of knowledge an<! skills. 
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3 ~A materials design model: sample materials 

The basic model can be used for materials o ength. Every stage 
could be covered in one lesson, if the task is a small one, or the whole 
unit might be spread over a series of lessons. In this part, we will show 

B: PUMPING SYSTEMS ~ 
STARTER Every pump is part of a system for moving fluids. The hwnan body has a 

system for moving blood. How does it work? 

IE!l INPUT 

Figure 29a: Starter and input 

IIO 
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what the model looks like in practice in some of our own materials. You 
will notice some additional features: these will be explained, as they 
arise. 

The materials are intended for lower intermediate level >tudents from 
a variety of technical specialisms. The topic of the blood circulation 
system can be of relevance to a wide range of subjects. Apart from the 
general human interest that any medical matter has, the lexis is of a very 
basic type that is generally applicable both literally and metaphorically 
(e.g. heart, artery, pump, collecting chamber, oxygen). Indeed there are 
only two specific terms used- ventricle and auricle. Thus the text is 
better viewed as an illustration of the general principles of fluid 
mechanics rather than as a medical text. 

111 area of content. The topic represents a common form of technical 

i 
As the unit title indicates, language is approached through an 

\Y discourse- describing a circulatory system- although in this 
case, presented from an unusual point of view (see below p. I23). 

The starter plays a nmnber of important roles: 
It creag:s a context of knowledge for the comprehension of the 
input. Comprehension in the ESP classroom is often more 
difficult than in real life, because texts are taken in isolation. 
In the outside world a text would normally appear in a context, 
which provides reference points to assist understanding 
(Hutchinson and Waters, r98r). 

- It ctivates the learners' minds and ets them thinking. They 
can then approa e text man active arne o mm . 

- It arouses the learners' interest in the to;ic. 
- It · veals wh;t learners akead now i erms of ian ua e and 

content. The teac er can then adjust the lesson to take this into 
account. 

- It _provides a meaningful context in which to introduce new 
vocabulary or grammatical 1tems. 

III 
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GATHERING 0ID 
INFORMATION STEP 1 

Connect the two halves or the sentences to make true statements. 

The heart pumps blood to the lungs. 
The veins carry blood from the heart to the body tl$ue. 
The auricles is a kind of pump. 
The right ventricle carry blood to the heart 
The lungs is puniped from the lungs back to the heart 
The fresh blood pump blood into the ventricles. 
The left side of the heart supply the blood with oxygen. 
The arteries pumps the fresh blood into the arteries. 

STEP 2 
Copy this diagram of the heart and blood system. 

a On your diagram label the auricles and ventricles. 
b Extend the blood vessels at the top of the heart to make a complete 

circulation cliagram through the lungs and the body tissues. 
c Put in arrows to show the flow of blood through the system. 

STEP 3 
Use these expressions to replace those of similar meaning in the INPUT. 
drawn; next to each other; increase; enter; get smaller; return; collect; exit; 
blood vessel (2). 

~ STEP 4 Listening task 
a One of the commonest forms of illness nowadays is heart disease. From what 

you have just learned about the heart, what do you think are the causes of 
heart failure? 

b Look at the pump in the TASK in Section A again. Just like the heart. there 
are several things that could go wrong with it Make a table like this. and 
complete it with the infonnation on the cassette. 

POSSrBLE FAULTS 

Hoort 

Figure 29b: Gathering information 
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{ 

This section practises extracting information from the input and 
@ begins the process of relating this content and language to a wider 

context. 

{ 

Steps r and 2 are not only comprehension checks. They also 
@ provide data for the later language work (steps 5 and 6). This 

is an example of unit coherence. 

® { Learners should always be encouraged 
themselves wherever possible. 

to find answers for 

@ 

It is possible to incorporate opponunities for the learners to use 
their own knowledge and abilities at any stage. It is particularly 
useful to do this as soon as the basic information contained in 
the input has been identified, in order to reinforce connections 
between this and the learners' own interests and needs. Here, for 
exam le the learners are re uired to o beyond the informatiOn 
m t e input. They ave to relate the subject matter to t e1r own 
knowledge and reasomng powers, but snll using the language 
they have been learmng. 

II3 
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IJI.NGUAGE 0JJ 
__ __:F:...:O:..:CUS= STEP 5 Describing a system 1 

Look at this descriptionofhowreliefrainfall occurs. ~ 
1 2 3 4 

~··. · .. ·- ~.·.,<.,.-1 
_-=::::..._ --
-::::.._- .......=-----

1 Water vapour from the sea rises. 
2 The wind picks up the water vapour. 
3 The wind can:ies the water vapour towards the mountains. 
4 The mountains push the wet air upwards. 
S The temperature is lower up the mountains. The water vapour condenses 

into cloud 
6 The condensed water falls as rain. 
7 The rain water runs down through rivers and streams to the sea 

This description is very simple. It follows the ctiagxam in numbered stages, 
explaining what happens at each stage. 

Make a similar description for the heart and blood system. On your diagram 
number the stages first, then write a sentence to explajn each stage. Begin 
like this. 
1 Old blood goes into the n·ght auricle 
2 T.he blood is sucked into the right ventricle. 
Continue. 

S':I'EP 6 Linking clauses 
a The description ofreliefralllfall is very simple, but there is a lot of repetition 

in it We can make it much shorter like this. · 

Water vapour from the sea rises. The wind picks it up and carries it towards 
the mountaios, which pus:b the wet air upwards, where the temperature is 
lower. T.lle water vapoUI coadenses into clouds and falls as zaio, which runs 
down through rivers and streams to the sea 
What changes have been made to shorten the description? 

Make your description of the blood system shorter in the same way. 

Figure 29c: Language focus 

I ' . 
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This section gives practice in some of the language elements 
needed for the task. These may be concerned with aspects of 
sentence structure, function or text construction. The points 
focussed on are drawn from the input, but they are selected 
according to their usefulness for the task. 

{ 

Further input related to the rest of the unit in terms of subject 
matter or language can be introduced at any point in order to 

@ provide a wider range of contexts for exercises and tasks. This 
helps learners to see how their limited resources can be used for 
tackling a wide range of problems (see also step 7). 

®{ Learners need practice in orgamsmg information, as well as 
learning the means for expressing those ideas. 

~ { Earlier work is recycled through another activity. This time the 
~ focus is more on the language form than the meaning. 

{ 

Language work can also involve problem-solving with learners 
@ using their powers of observation and analysis (Hutchinson, 

1984). 
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STEP 7 Describing a system 2 
Tbis diagram shows the flow of water through a domestic central heating and 
bot water system. 

Study the diagram and then describe the flow of water through the system. 

J radiator 
/ ~otwotectonk 

- r 

~~~~~~~~ 
r= 

I J~ 

~~~~~~~~ ~ 
irboller 

liWWII.J) 

~ ~"mp ((.QQWlll. V ~eating coils 

.QQWlll.)) 

~ 
STEP 8 Tenses in descriptions 
Note the difference between these two descriptions: 

Wei'e gojng into the n'ght auricle.' 
Tile old blood goes into the n'gbt auricle. 

Why are different tenses used in the different situations? 

Describe the relief iainfan cycle, as if you were a water molecule. Begin like 
this. 
Hello, my nameS HzO, but you can call me H for sbort fm a vvater molecule 
and at the moment fm floating around in the SUllllY Pacific, but it's vezy warm 
and rm stsrting to evaporate .•.... 
Continue. 

TASK A tour around your place of study or work 
a Dtaw a simple plan of the site. 
b Give a general description of what happens at the main places on the site. 
c Take a group of visitors around the site, giving a commentary as you go. 

Figure29d: Task 
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{ 

There is a gradual movement within the unit from guided to more 
@ open-ended work. This breaks down the learning tasks and gives 

the learners greater confidence for approaching the task. 

f.M\ { !he ~u~ual type of input gives the opportunity for some more 
\!.91 unagmative language work. 

Here the learners have to create their own solution to a 
communication problem. In so doing they. use both the language 
and the content knowledge developed through the unit. The 
learners, in effect, are being asked to solve a problem, using 
English, rather than to do exercises about English. Given the 
build-up through the unit, the task should be well within the 
grasp of both Ieamer and teacher. 

{ 

The task, also, provides a clear objective for the learners and so 
@ helps to break up the often bewildering mass of the syllabus, by 

establishing landmarks of achievement. 

The unit can be further expanded to give learners the chance to apply 
the knowledge gained to their own situation. For example, a project for 
this unit could ask the learners to describe any other kind of enclosed 
system (e.g. an air conditioning system) in their own home, place of work 
or field of study. 

II7 
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4 Refining the model 

A number of possible refinements to the model can be seen in the unit 
above. We can relate these points to the nucleus of the model to provide 
an extended model like this: 

student's 
own knowledge 

and abilities 

Figure 30: An expanded materials model 

5 Materials and the syllabus 

additional 
input 

We noted in chapter 7 that, although one feature might be used as the 
organising principle of a syllabus, there are in fact several syllabuses 
operating in any course. We noted also when dealing with needs analysis 
in chapter 5 that we must take account not JUSt of die visible features 
of t t situation, but also of intangible factors· that relate to the 
le or exam e earner mvo vement varie , use of 
existing knowledge etc. A model must e a le to ensure a equate 

'coverage througtl the syllabos of all the features identified as playing a 
role in the development of learning. In addition to having an internal 
coherence, therefore, each unit must also relate effectively to the other 
units in the cotirse. There needs to be a coherence between the unit 
structure and the syllabus structure to ensure that the course provides 
adequate and appropriate coverage of syllabus items. 

Figure 31 illustrates in a simplified form how the unit model relates 
to the various syllabuses underlying the course design. Note, however, 
that identifying features of the model with syllabus features does not 
mean that they only play a role in that position, nor that other factors 
are not involved in that position. The diagram aims to show the main 
focus of each element in the materials. 
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LANGUAGE FACTORS LEARNING FACTORS 
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UNIT 1 

tr>'i!il 
~ II ~ m ill 

UNIT 2 etc. 

basic lexis/concepts -- orientation to topic/ use of -- starter -- starter------+-
= learner's existing knowledge = t ~ ! 

text types/ topics - variety, interest level - /'\ /'"' 

lexis -- skills development = CONTENT = CONTENT_-\------~,_ 
retrieving information __ FOCUS = FOCUS 

structures/functions pattern practice/ -- \ LANGUAGE = \ LANGUAGE 
consolidation/analysis \ FOCUS \ FOCUS . ___ _... 

discourse types -- learner involvement == ' / \ / 
-- learning through use __ TASK TASK -------o 

integration of unit ===. __ I == I 
language with own -- face validity ~ 1 ==: 1 
specialist field === relevance to own interest project project ______ _,_ 

,:0 Figure JI: The syllabus/unit interface (S/UI) 
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We have made wide use of models throughout this book. At this point 
it is useful to make a cautionary distinction between two types of model, 
since both are used in the materials design process: 
a) Predictive. This kind of model provides the generative &amework 

within which creativity can operate. The unit model (Figure 26) is 
of this kind. It is a model that enables the operator to select, organise 
and present da:a. 

b) Evaluative. This kind of model acts as a feedback device to tell you 
whether you have done what you intended. The syllabus/unit 
interface model (Figure 31) is of this kind. Typically it is used as a 
checklist. Materials are written with only outline reference to the 
SJUI. Then when enough material is available the SfUI can be used 
to check coverage and appropriacy. 

If the models are used inappropriately, the materials writers will almost 
certainly be so swamped with factors to consider that they will probably 
achieve little of worth. 

6 Using the models: a case study 

The models we have presented are ones that we have used in preparing 
our own materials and in this part we shall look at how they were used 
in creating the Blood Cell unit (see above p. rro). First some background 
information: 

The materials were originally needed for a group of Iranian students 
at the Institute for English Language Education, University of Lancaster, 
UK. The students were doing a six-month pre-service English course, 
prior to starting courses at British Technical Colleges in Marine 
Engineering, Navigation and Radio. The course was set up at short 
notice and at first we used ESP materials for maritime studies acquired 
&om another institution which had run similar courses before. As the 
course progressed we became increasingly dissatisfied with these 
materials. They consisted of texts about maritime topics, for example 
the roles of the various officers and men on ships, types of ships, 
instructions for taking a ship out of port. We found these texts difficult 

r:: exploit for a number of reasons: 
~ I)J.ey were mostly descriptive. There was little that could be done 

with them beyond readmg and answering comprehension questions. 
@ They rained a I f ve s ecific vocabular which could only 

be effectively explained with rea xa t at were not availa le to us in 
the ESP classroom. 
More worrying was the fact that the..students did not have a lot pf 

~:n:::er:.::a::.l_:te::c::.h:::n:::ic:a::l.::la::n~g~u:::a,.,g"-e-"th=at would help them to understand 
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the specific language. For example, it is difficult to explain words like 
'sheet', 'backspring' and 'rudder', if the students don't know words 
like 'rope' and 'steer'. 

We decided to carry out a new needs analysis and go to the: technical 
colleges, themselves. We discovered some interesting facts: 

(;;rt.. Although the students were going to study specific subjects such as 
'V marine engineering and navigation, 90% of the first year's work was 

on general technical topics (electricity, materials etc.), which were 
common to a very wide range of courses. 

~ Lecturers assumed that on coming to the college students (whether 
native or non-native speakers) would know little or nothing about 
maritime matters, other than a few common words like 'cargo', 
'sail', 'wave', 'tanker'. 

\j In teaching the specific subjects, lecturers made wide use of references 
to non-maritime topics. For example, they would relate the parts of 
a ship to the parts of a car or a house. They might explain how a 
ship's air supply system works by reference to the blood system in 
the body. In other words, lecturers made use of an assumed level of 
competence in general areas in order to teach the new and specific 
knowledge (Hutchinson and Waters, 1980). 

We concluded from our needs analysis that we had been teaching our 
students specific maritime language which they would not really need, 
while neglecting the general areas they would need. We were, in effect, 
giving them performance data, while neglecting the competence. Armed 
with this insight we set about creating the materials from which the 
Blood Cell unit was later developed. 

Having established the background, we can now look in detail at the 
gestation process of the unit. We shall present this in the form of 
guidelines for using the models and illustrate them with our own 
procedure in producing the ~II unit. 

tage 1 : Find your text. 

In selecting texts we operated three criteria: 
-It should be a naturally occurring piece of communication or a piece 

that might well have occurred naturally. This would not exclude the 
possibility of adaptation or re-writing at a later stage, if we felt that 
would improve the pedagogic usefulness of the text. 

- It should be suited to the learners' needs and interests. 
- It should be capable of generating useful classroom activities. 
The criteria did not require that texts should come from the target 
situation, although they could have done so. 

One text that we found was the following: 

I2I 
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In the body's blood system the heart is the pump that does the vital job of 
circulating the blood to all parts ofthe body. The tubes or blood vessels which 
carry blood from the heart are known as arteries; the blood vessels that return the 
blood to the heart are the veins. The heart is really two pumps side by side. Each 
pump sucks blood from veins into a collecting chamber. the atrium or auricle. 
which then pushes the blood under high pressure into the ventricle below it. The 
ventricles pump the blood under high pressure into arteries. The pulse. which can 
be felt at various parts ofthe body. is caused by the simultaneous pumping action 
of the two ventricles. 

Blood that has given up its oxygen to the tissues (deoxygenated blood) enters 
the heart through the right atrium. The right ventricle then pumps it to the lungs. 
Here it collects oxygen and returns through the veins to the left side of the heart to 
be pumped to the rest of the body before returning to the right atrium again. The 
double circulation is needed because the pressure at which the oxygenated blood 
leaves the lungs is too low. The pressure has to be boosted by re-pumping 
through the heart so that it can pass round the body fast enough to supply the 
body tissues with the necessary oxygen. 

A very important role is played by small flaps of skin at the exits of the heart and 
between the auricles and ventricles: these are one.. way valves that prevent the 
blood going the wrong way. If these valves are faulty it has a serious effect on the 
health ofthe person. 

(from Penguin Book of the Natural WorUf} 

Stage 2: Go to the end of the model. Think of a task that the learners 
could do at the end ofthe unit. 

We decided on getting the learners to describe a similar enclosed 
pumping system, such as a central heating system, air conditioning 
system or the operation of a refrigerator. There was no need to define 
it any more closdy at this stage. Our concern here was to assess the 
creative potential of the text for classroom activities. 

Stage 3: Go back to the syllabus. Is the task the kind of activity that will 
benefit your learners? 

In this case, the task matched, since we had identified 'describing a 
system' as a necessary discourse function that our students would have 
to carry out. One problem, however, was that we already had quite a 
lot of tasks of this type. But we could worry about that later. 

Stage 4: Decide what language structures, vocabulary, functions, 
content the input contains. Which of these would be useful for the 
task, i.e. what aspects of language and content can be usefully 
focussed on in the exercises? 

We identified: 
- names of specific parts; 
- present active; 
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-discourse linkers (relative clauses, after, then etc.); 
-describing systems; 
- relationship between text and diagram. 
This did not seem like very much. The text was not provin;; to have a lot 
of creative potential. 

Stage 5: Think of some exercises and activities to practise the items you 
have identified. 

We decided on: 
-a transfer activity (step 2), in which learners would extract the essential 

information from the text and use it in order to complete and label 
a diagram of the system. 

- a reconstruction activity, in which learners use the diagram to 
reconstruct the original text. We were not very happy with this. It 
seemed a bit like regurgitation. The text was already fairly concise and 
so would require little summarising. 

- exercises where learners write descriptions of other systems, for 
example relief rainfall, central heating, if this was not used for the task. 

By this time we were having serious doubts about the usefulness of our 
original text for a number of reasons: 

- It was not strikingly interesting in the first instance. 
-It didn't seem to lend itself to a lot of classroom activities. 
- There were few language items to focus on. 
-We already had some examples of the potential task. So this aspect 

ofthe discourse syllabus was adequately covered in other units. 
But everything should be given a second chance. 

Stage 6: Go back to the input. Can it be revised in any way to make it 
more useful? Try out any revisions on your learners, if possible. If 
nothing emerges, put it in cold storage (never throw a text or an 
exercise away; you might find a use for it later!) and look for another 
text. 

In our case, the flash of insight came: we re-wrote the text from the point 
of view of an individual blood cell and set it in the form of a cartoon 
strip. 

Stage 7: Go through stages 1-6 again with the revised input. 

It might seem at first sight that the only advantage of changing to the 
Blood Cell was to inject an element of humour (though this in itself is 
a positive factor). In fact the revision greatly increased the creative 
potential of the unit, by setting up a new dimension - the contrast 
between a general, formal description and an informal description 
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happening at a specific point in time. This meant that the following were 
now possible: 
a) We could have a new task, which focussed on the contrast between a 

general and an immediate description. Checking back to the syllabus 
showed that we had no other tasks like this yet. (Note the use here of 
the syllabus as a checking device.) 

b) We did not have to throw away the original task ideas. We could use 
thein in the exercises to practise language and/ or content items. We 
could also still use the transfer activity (step 2). 

c) We could have a number of exercises which would exploit the 
learners' ability to transfer information from the informal register of 
the input to that of a general academic description (steps I, 5 and 6). 
This would help in developing an awareness of register. 

d) We now had a good, realistic setting in which to practise the 
distinction between the present simple and continuous tenses, which 
we had not yet covered in our language syllabus. (Note again the use 
of the syllabus as a checking device.) 

e) There was an opportunity for some light relief with a bit of creative 
writing from the point of view of a water molecule (step 8). It might 
be objected that some learners would be insulted by such work. This 
is certainly a point to bear in mind, although in our experience this 
kind of activity is welcomed by learners as a chance for some fun, 
especially if it occurs well into the course when more conventional 
activities are losing their appeal. There is, in any case, no compulsion 
to do the exercise. We would repeat a point made earlier: materials 
should be a stimulus. They should provide opportunities for class
room activities. There is a lot to be said for putting in more than can 
actually be covered. Some can be left out to suit the needs of different 
situations. 

f) Of greatest importance was the work that could now be done to 
follow up step 2. Whereas previously the learners had simply 
recreated the input, now they had a much more creative activity. They 
were transferring the input content into the diagram in step 2, as 
before. Then the information in the diagram could be used as input 
to an exercise on discourse linkers (step 6). This gave added 
coherence to the unit by recycling work from one exercise into 
another. But the real benefit was that in doing this new series of 
exercises the learners were in effect creating for themselves the 
original descriptive text we had started with (see figure 32). This, we 
felt, was a much more creative and meaningful learning activity than 
simply reconstructing a given text. 

Having revised our unit using the new text, we could proceed to the 
remaining stages of using the model and complete a workable version 
of the materials. 
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diagram 
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reformulated 

input text 

Figure 32: A more creative learning task 

New text 

input text 

l 
diagram 
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students' 
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Stage 8: Check the new materials against the syllabus and amend 
accordingly. 

Stage 9: Try the materials in the classroom. 

Stage 1 0: Most importantly, revise the materials in the light of classroom 
use. There is no such thing as perfect materials. They can always be 
improved. 

Conclusion: Other options 

In this chapter we have looked in detail at one of the most characteristic 
features of ESP work: materials writing. We have presented and shown 
how to operate a model which puts into practice a learning-centred 

G
proach to materials. 
However, in concluding, we should state that for a number of reasons 
aterials writing is best regarded as the last resort, when all other 

ossibilities of providing materials have been exhausted. 
a) We have noted that the h common ground between learners 

o apparently very different subject s ecialisms. Thus ou shou 
·firSt question w e er t e earners' needs are si ifi · ent 
§: er roups m your InStitution. It may be possible to 
use existing matenals. But make sure that this solution is acceptable 
to everyone concerned. Students and sponsors might feel that they 
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are only getting their money's worth if they get a tailor-made course. 
Even so, a few strategic cosmetic changes may solve this problem. 

~fa new set of materials is needed, the second alternative is to look at 
published materials. You may not find one course which completely 
fits the bill bu a · u · cious selection of units from tw 

} ven 1 t e first two alternatives fail to provide exactly what you 
want, you can still try adapting existing material. You might add 
some exercises or change some of the texts to make them more 

(A appropriate to the learners' needs. 
'\:!.! he final ossibili is to.try and reduce the area of the course that 

will require new materia s. t is ighly unlikely that any group o 
learners wdl require completely new materials for every lesson. Look 
at your course design and identify those areas that could be covered 
by existing materials (with or without adaptation). Then 
concentrate your materials writing effort on the remaining areas. 
You may well be surprised how little of the course will really need 
new materials. 

For those who, in the end, feel they have to write new materials, here are 
a few hints: 
@) Don't re-invent the wheel. Use existing materials as a source for ideas. 
@ It's betterto work in a team, if only to retain your sanity. 
~ Don't set out to write the perfect materials on the first draft. Materials 

can always be improved. Do what you can and try it out. Use what 
you learn from this experience to revise and expand the materials. 

~ Don't underestimate the time needed for materials writing. It can be 
a very time-consuming business. 

@) Pay careful attention to the appearance of your materials. If they look 
boring and scruffy, they will be treated as such. 

f) Good luck! 

Tasks 

r The main purpose of ESP materials is to present models of correct 
language use in the target situation. How far would you agree with 
this? 

2 What materials writing do you do? Why do you write your own 
materials? 

3 Study your own ESP materials. What model underlies them? 

4 Would the Blood Cell unit be suitable for your own ESP learners? Give 
reasons why· or why not. 

I26 
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Materials design 

5 Look at the task at the end of the Blood Cell unit. What language 
and content knowledge is needed for it? How far is this knowledge 
covered through the unit? 

6 Apply the syllabus/unit interface to the materials you use. Identify 
the syllabuses underlying your materials and try to match them to the 
various stages of your materials. 

I27 
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I hear and I forget. 
I see and I remember. 
I do and I understand. 

(Chinese proverb) 

In chapter 4 we looked at various theories of learning and presented a 
model of learning. In this chapter we shall present three model lessons 
to illustrate the practical implications of these ideas for the classroom. 
First, however, let us extend the theoretical models we have considered 
and outline some basic principles of language learning, which will 

Aill,derpin a learning-centred methodology. 
(j:)Secondlanguageleamin_gis a deve!Qpmentai process. Learners use their 

existing knowledge to make the new information comprehensible. 
Only in this way can learning take place. 'Comprehension precedes 
learning' (Strevens, 1985). The learner's existing state of knowledge 
is, therefore, a vital element in the success or failure of learning, 
and the good teacher will consequently try to establish and exploit 
what the learners already know. 

~anguage learning is an active process. It is not enough for learners 
just to have the necessary kDowledge to make things meaningful, 
they must also use that knowledge. However, it is important to be 
clear what we mean by the term 'active'. We must make a distinction 
k'tween two types of activity: 
~psycho-motor activity, that is, the observable movement of speech 

organs or limbs in accordance with signals from the brain; 
@;tan e rocessing activity, that is, the organisation of informa-

tion into a meanin network of knowledge. This kind of activity 
is internal and not observable. 

It is the language processing activity which is the important factor. If 
language is not connected into the network, the psycho-motor 
activity will have little if any benefit. In practical terms this means 

. d. that 'activity' should not be judged in terms of how much learners 
W _say or write, (~ut in terms of how much the learners have to 
''ficl'3 think -to use their cognitive ca acities and knowledge of the world 

\, 'W"to m non. 
'-
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In the traditional 
m••«:u it was essential 

to avoid all possibilities of error-

existing 
What is underlying pattern? Is there a rule of appropriacy here? 
Which bits of informatio~e relevant? Which are unimportant? 
Learners must be decision-makers (see e.g. All wright, r978 a). 

learmng IS not justa matter oflin~stic knowledge. The most 
fundamental problem of Second Janguagelearrung IS the mismatch 
between the learners' conceptual/cognitive capacities and the learners' 
linguisnc level. lri mother tongue learnmg they develop together. fn 
·!lie second language they are grossly out of focus: the second language 
Ieamer is someone who is conceptually and coguitively mature, but 
is linguistically an infant. This is a particular problem in ESP, where 
the learners' knowledge of their subject specialism may be of a very 
high level, while their linguistic knowledge is virtually uil. Teaching 
must respect both levels of the learners' state (see e.g. Breen and 
Candlin, r98o). 
La e learnin is not the learners' first ex erience with Ian age. 
Every second language earner is a ready communicatively competent 
in one language. They do not know the specific forms, words or 
possibly some of the concepts of the target language, but they know 
what communication is and how it is used (Swan, 1985 a). They may 
not be able to verbalise th1s kriowledge, but it is there, for without 
it they would not be able to operate in their own mother tongue. 
Learners' knowledge of communication should be actively exploited 

second language learning, for example, by getting students to 
::_._prc,dic:t, before reading or listening (see e.g. Widdowson, 1978). 

~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0~u~r~co~n~c~e~rfn~s~hould be to develop by, for example: 
social relationships; 

- giving to think generally avoiding undue 
pressure; 

-putting less emphasis on the product (the right answer) and more 
on the process of getting an answer; 

- valuing attitude as much as aptitude and ability; 
- making 'interest', 'fun', 'variety' primary considerations in ma-

terials and methodology, rather than just added extras. G Language learning is to a large extent incidental. You don't have to be 
working with language problems in order to learn language. You can 
learn a language incidentally, while you are actually thinkliigrlrom-
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something else. The problems to be solved in a problem-solving 
:wproacb do ;;ot have to be language problems (Prabbu, r983). The 
· ' · · obli e the learners to use 
ianguage and thereby to fix the language into the matrix o e 
in their minds (see e.g. Krashen, r98r). 
Lan a e earning is not systematic. We learn by systematising..:?' 
knowle ge, ut t e process 1tse 1s not systematic. Laying out infor-.f' 
mation in a systematic way will not guarantee learning. The learner 
must create an mternal system. An external system may help, but that 
is all it can do. 

In the model lessons that follow we shall show bow these principles can 
be realised in the ESP classroom. 

Model lesson 1 

Materials 

Worksheet 1 :Strip cartoon with bubbles blanked out. 
Worksheet2: Bubble texts. 
Tape of conversation. 
A paperclip and a needle. 

Audience 

Engineering or General Technical students, intermediate level. 

WORKSHEET1 
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And now the s 
blow and it 

Methodology 

This is a bar of high carbon steel or silver 
steel. The carbon content is approximately 

1%. The mild steel has only ·1% • 

. the.bars to a cherry 
. l.n all. Now w 

Vlce. Count how e can put 
This is the low mbany blows .. 

car on steel. 

' · t heat the other Now I m gol.n& 0 red Can you 
these two bars to at ~e~~t wiil be? 
11 me what tempera u 

Figure 33: Mode/lesson r: Worksheets rand 2 
I3I 
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Procedure 

A STARTER: 

1 Hold up the paperclip and the needle. Ask what they are made of. 
This should gettheanswer: 'steel'. 

2 Give them to a student and ask him or her to bend them. He or she will be able 
to bend the clip easily, but notthe needle. Ask why thisis so, ifthey are both 
made of steel. This should getthe answer: 'There are different types of steel.' 

3 Ask in what ways metals like steel can differ, for example hard/soft, 
tough/brittle. You could ask whatthe different types are used for. 

8 ANALYSIS: 
4 Divide the class into groups of 3 or4. Give each group a copy ofWorksheet1. 

Give only one copy to each group, so that they will have to work together. 
5 Tell the students to look at each picture and decide what is happening. 
6 Ask groups to report what they think is happening in each picture. Ask 

questions to get as much information as possible, for example: 
T: What is happening in the first picture? 
S: A man is holding a piece of steel. 
T: Howdoyouknowitisapieceofsteel? 
S: He says: 'This is a piece of mild steel.' 
T: What about the second picture 7 
S: The man is holding a piece of steel again. 
T: Is itthe same piece of steel? 
S: No, it looks different. 
T: That could be a mistake in the drawing. Are there any other clues? 
S: Yes, in the later pictures he mentions 'high carbon steel' and 'low carbon 

steel'. 
T: Yes.OK. 
etc. 

C PREDICTION: 

7 ln. this way students should build up enough facts to be able to predict what 
the dialogue is about Ask the students who the people are; what the man is 
trying to do etc. In this way it should emerge that it is a teacher conducting an 
experiment to show the effects of heating and cooling on two types of steel. 

8 Ask students to use the knowledge they now have and their knowledge of 
experiments to say what the stages in the experiment discourse will be, for 
example, 'The man is showing the materials, then he will probably explain 
what he is going to do, comment on his actions and draw a conclusion: 

9 Getthe students to predict what the dialogue will be. What do they think will 
go in each bubble. 

10 Groups suggest possible texts forthe bubbles. 

D MATCHING: 

11 Give out Worksheet 2 (the bubble texts). Students putthem in order to match 
the blank bubbles. If possible cut up Worksheet 2; students arrange bubbles in 
order. 

12 Play the tape. Students check their versions. 

E FOLLOWUP: 

13 There are many possible ways of following this activity up: 
- Discuss the discourse pattern of experiments or the language. 
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-Students explain how they got their answers. What clues they used. 
- Discuss the uses of different types of metals. 
-Students write a report on the experiment. 
-Give students pictures of another experiment. Get them to make t 

commentary or a report on it. 
-Students do their own experiments. 

Model lesson 2* 

Materials 

Worksheets 1, 2 and 3. 
Feedback Worksheet. 
(overhead projector foil of Feedback Worksheet) 

Audience 

Business or Secretarial students, upper intermediate/advanced level. 

Procedure 

A GATHERING INFORMATION: 
1 Divide the class into groups of three and give each group a number: 1, 2, 3, 4 

etc. 
2 Give one of the worksheets to each group e.g.: 

Group Worksheet 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 1 
5 2 
etc. 

3 Tell the groups to read their worksheets and make notes about the details, in 
particular writing down any information which answers the questions: 
-Are any people mentioned? Who do you think they are?' 
-What is the communication about? 
-Are any places mentioned? Why? 
-Are any dates mentioned? What happened or will happen then? 
-Are any items mentioned? How many? 
For example, the notes for Worksheet 1 might look like this: 

Mr Salgado and his secretary(?), Maria. 
Mr Salgado wants Maria to call Lanka Shipping Services about typewriters 
from Birmingham, England. Wants to know arrival in Colombo. 

Tell each member of the group to keep a copyofthe notes, as they will be 
working in new groups in the second stage of the lesson. 

• The materials for this lesson were developed by Tom Hutchinson as part of an ESP Project for 
Polytechnical Colleges in Sri Lanka. 

A video-recording of Tom Hutchinson teaching this lesson is available at the Institute for 
English Language Education, University of Lancaster. 
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WORKSHEET 1 

Mr Salgado: 
Maria: 
Mr Salgado: 

Maria: 
Mr Salgado: 

Maria: 

Mr Salgado: 
Maria: 

Mr Salgado: 

Maria: 

WORKSHEET 2 

LSS Clerk: 
Miss Jayweera: 

LSS Clerk: 

Miss Jayweera: 

LSS Clerk: 

Miss Jayweera: 

LSS Clerk: 
Miss Jayweera: 
LSS Clerk: 

Miss Jayweera: 
LSS Clerk: 

134 

Maria? 
Yes, Mr Salgado? 
Could you phone the shipping agents and 
find out when an order for some 
typewriters is due to arrive. They should 
be here soon. 

Yes, sir. What number is the order? 
It's order number B/123/45/E. It's for 
some typewriters from Olivetti in 
Birmingham, England. 
Ah yes, I remember it. It's being handled 
by Lanka Shipping Services, isn't it? 
Yes, that's right. 
And you want to know when the consignment 
will arrive in Colombo? 
Well, I really want to know when the 
consignment will be here at our 
warehouse. They'll have to unload the 
ship and clear the things through 
customs, before we can collect them. 

Very well, Mr Salgado. I'll chase it up. 

Good afternoon, LSS Ltd. 
Good afternoon. This is Miss Jayweera 
from Metropolitan Agencies here. I'd 
like to know when an order you are 
handling for us will arrive. It's our 
reference B/123/45/E and it was placed 
on 30th March. 
Just a minute. Ah yes. The consignment 
left Liverpool two weeks ago. 

So when will it arrive in Colombo? 
Let me see. It's Monday 18th July 
today, and it left on the 4th. So it 
should be here at the end of this week. 
Friday'? 
Say Saturday, to be safe. 
And when can we collect the order? 

Give us a ring on Tuesday morning. It 
should_ be ready by then. 
Thank you. Goodbye. 

Goodbye. 
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WORKSHEET 3 Polytechnical Institute, 
Waidya Road, 
Dehiwala. 

12th March 1984 

Metropolitan Agencies Ltd, 
12.Sea View Road, 
Colombo 7 

Dear Sir, 
We should like to place an order with you for 

the following item from your catalogue: 

42 x Olivetti Omega typewriters (cat. no. TW/ 
952/0li) 

The ~rice quoted in your catalogue is Rs 2800 
per 1tem. In view of the size of the order, we 
feel that a reasonable discount could be offered 
on this price. Please contact me so that we can 
discuss the matter before you place the order 
with your suppliers. 

The typewriters will be needed for courses 
beginning in September and it is therefore 
imperative that they should arrive in good time 
for this. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Yours Faithfully, 

A. Gautamadasa 
Principal 

1 Figure 34: Mode/lesson 2: Worksheets r, 2 and 3 
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4 Go round the class and make sure that the students are noting down the 
relevant information and that they understand the facts of the text. 

5 Collect the worksheets. 

B SHARING INFORMATION: 

6 Form new groups of three, so that each new group has one member from each 
of the old groups. The simplest way to do this is to give each student in a group 
a letter. Then form new groups, by putting all the As together, all the Bs etc. 
Attach any odd students to other groups. 

ABC 

1"'-
W/sheet 1 

AAA 

Figure 35: Cross-grouping 

7 Check that each group has at least one member from each of the old groups. 
To do this, ask 'Who had Worksheet 1 ?'At least one hand in each group 
should be raised. This may seem tedious, but it will only take a few seconds 
and can save a lot of confusion. 

8 Give one copy of the Feedback Worksheetto each group. Each member of the 
group has some of the missing information. Tell them to fill in the gaps using 
their notes. 

C FEEDBACK: 
9 If you have an overhead projector, putthe Feedback Worksheet onto a foil. Ask 

one group to complete it. Other groups compare their versions. Note that there 
may be more than one possible answer for some of the facts. 

1 0 Discuss any differences in versions. Ask students how they worked outtheir 
answers. 

0 FOLLOWUP: 
11 Divide the class into pairs and get them to role play the conversation. 
12 Get the students to compose a letter to Mr Gautamadasa, informing him about 

the delivery. 
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FEEDBACK WORKSHEET 

Use the information you noted from Worksheets 1, 
2 and 3 to complete this conversation. 

Scene: Metropolitan Agencies Ltd. 

••..•..••.... , did you find out when 
those ............. will arrive? 

Yes, ............. , I phoned ...... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . this morning and 
they said· the ship should be here 

Where are they being shipped from? 

.•..•••..•.... And the ship left 
there on ............ . 

Hmmm. So the ship will be in Colombo 
on ............. or . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
They'll need a few days to unload the 
cargo and clear customs, won't they? 
So when wili they be ready to collect? 

They should be ready 

Right. We'll have to test them, before 
we can deliver them. How many 
............. were ordered? 

It will take two days to test that 
number. Can you telephone Mr 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . at ............ . 
and tell him that we will deliver his 
.••.•.•.•..•• on Friday. What date 
will that be? 

Friday next week will be ...•....... 

Fine. Thank you, ......••...... 

Figure 36: Mode/lesson 2: Feedback Worksheet 
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Model lesson 3 

Materials 

Worksheet 1, cut into strips. 
Worksheet2. 
Cassette recording of dialogue in Worksheet 1. 

Audience 

Hotel and tourist students, lower intermediate. 

WORKSHEET 1 

Good morning, Orient Hotel. Can I help you? 
Good morning. I'd like to reserve a room for next week. 
Yes, sir. Which days next week? 
Monday to Friday, please. 
And do you want a single or a double room? 
A single with ptivate bath. 
All our rooms have private bathrooms, sir. Do you want 

full board? 
No, just bed and breakfast, please. 
So, that's a single room, bed and breakfast for four 

nights. Can I have your name and address, please? 
It's Mr G. N. Jenkins, 14 Prince Street, Colombo. 
Thank you, Mr Jenkins. Can you confirm the booking in 

writing before Monday? 
Yes, I'll confirm it. Can you tell me how much the room 

will be? 
Four hundred and fifty rupees a night, bed and breakfast, 

sir. 
Thank you. Goodbye. 
Goodbye, sir. 

Figure 37: Model lesson 3: Worksheet I 

Procedure 

A PREDICTION: 
1 Play just the first line of the dialogue.· (ring ring) Good morning, Orient Hotel. 

Can I help you?' 
2 Ask students to predict what the conversation is going to be about. Ask who is 

talking, whattheythink the caller wants, whatthe people in the dialogue 
might talk about. You will be surprised how much can be predicted from just 
one line. Introduce any new or important vocabulary. 

3 Play the tape rightthrough. Students listen and check their predictions. 
4 Ask if there are any vocabulary difficulties. 
5 Play the tape once more. 

g 
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B RECONSTRUCTION: 

6 Divide the class into pairs. 
7 Give each pair the cut up dialogue. Their task is to putthe dialogue back 

together again. 
8 Go round and help students. Don't do it for them. Suggest ways in which they 

might find the answer, for example, by looking for repeated words. 
9 Play the tape again. Students check their answers. 
10 Play the tape one line at a time. Students repeat in chorus. 

C PRACTICE: 

11 Tell the students to write on each slip of paper who is speaking: receptionist or 
caller. 

12 Tell one member of each pair to take the caller's pieces and the other to take 
the receptionist's pieces. 

13 Pairs read the dialogue. 
14 Tell the ·callers' to tum over their pieces of paper, so thatthey cannot see 

them. They do the dialogue again. Then the· receptionists' turn their pieces 
over: the 'callers' turn theirs back. They do the dialogue again. 

15 Collect the receptionist's pieces. Students must write the receptionist's part of 
the dialogue using the caller's part as cues. 

16 Students role play their new conversations. 
17 Give out Worksheet 2. Students make the dialogue for the new callers. 

WORKSHEET 2 

Mrs H. Peres phones the Hotel Paris. 
She wants to reserve a double room for herself 
and her husband for three nights from next 
Wednesday. They will want full board and a 
private bathroom. 
Mr and Mrs Peres live at 35 Alfred Street, 
Colombo. 

Figure 38 :·Model lesson 3: Worksheet 2 

Analysis 

How do these lessons put into practice the principles outlined at the start 
of this chapter? They exploit a number of simple techniques, which can 
be applied to almost any lesson. 
r gaps. If everything is certain and known, there is no need to think. 

eanimg demands thinking. Gaps create that demand. There are 
many types of gap, which can be exploited: 
a) Information gaps. Most teachers will be familiar with this type 

of activity. One learner has some information, another does not. 
There is a need to communicate and share the knowledge. 
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b) M.fdia gaps._The information is available in one medium and 
needs to be transferred to another medium, for example read: 
make notes: discuss using notes: complete gapped text. 

(9l J!!asoni'!§ gaes. There are clues and I>iec.es ()f evidence, .but~rhe 
answer needs to be extrapolated. Working our what the discourse 
is ail about in lesson r is a good example of this. 

@ Memory gaps. The learners have received some information at 
one stage of the lesson. Now they must use their memories to 
reconstruct. Reconstructing half the dialogue in lesson 3 exploits 

(). this kind of gap. 
\J Jigsaw gaps. All the parts are there, but they need to be pur 
~form a complete unit. . 

(ij\Dpinion gaps. What is important? What is not? What is relevant? 
@_Certainty gaps. What is definitely known? What can be presup

posed? 00 hat can be predicted? What is completely unavailable? 
t is the gaps, the holes, the missing bits that seize the mind and 
rigger the thinking processes. A teacher's best friend can be the pair 
f scissors that creates the gaps which stimulate the learners' 
hinking processes. 

Vatietv. It is the spice of learning. In order to get the repetition 
necess;;ry to help learning, there must be variety to keep the mind 
alert. Variety can be achieved in a number of ways: ' 
@) Variety of medium: text, tape, pictures, speech. 
ij) Variety of Classroom organisation: whole class, pair, individual, 

group. 
II) Variety of learner roles: presenter, evaluator, receiver, thinker, 

negotiator. 
c!) Variety of exercise, activity or task. 
E) Variety of sblls: reading, listening, writing, speaking, graphic 

!£) 
® 

skills. 
Variety of topic. 
Variety of focus: accuracy, fluency; discourse, structure, pronun
ciation etc. 

Prediction. Prediction is a matter of using an existing knowledge of 
a pattern or system in order to anticipate what is likely in a novel 
situation. It is, therefore, central both to language use and language 
learning. Getting students to predict what will be in a piece of 
discourse has a numlier of practical pedagogic advantages, too: 

@)> It builQs learner confidence by making them aware of their 
potential knowledge of how much they really know about 

(.(...language, communication or the topic. 
\!?1) It enables the teacher to discover re the gaps in know led e .. 

ace.,_ so that teaching can be made more relevant to nee s. 
~ It activates the learner's mind and prepares it for learning. 

~ 
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@ !t gives smdenrs an ego investment. When people make predic
tions, they are investing part of their self-esteem in their decisions 
and choices. They are putting their ego on the line and taking 
risks. Having done so, the one thing that will occupy their minds 
is finding out whether they were right. Gerting students to pre
dict, therefore, gives a stronger motivation to proceed to the next 
step of the lesson. This is particularly useful in listening compre
hension. There is all the difference in the world between listening 
to something to get some information and listening to something 
to see whether you were right. 

4 Enjoyment. Enjoyment isn't just an added extra, an unnecessary frill. 
It is the simplest of all ways of engaging the learner's mind. The most 
relevant materials, the most academically respectable theories are as 
nothing compared to the rich learning environment of an enjoyable 
experience. This is an aspect of pedagogy that is taken for granted 
with children, but is too often forgotten with adults. It doesn't matter 
how relevant a lesson may appear to be; if it bores the learners, it · 
is a bad lesson. 

5, An integrated methodology. Using a range of skills greatly increases 
ale range of acnvities possible in the classroom. This makes it easier 
to achieve a high degree of recycling and reinforcement, while 
maintaining the learners' interest. 

6 Coherence. It should be clear where a lesson is going. Each stage 
~hoUld build on previous stages and lead naturally into the following 
stages. 

7 ..Pn:pararion. Lesson preparation is normally interpreted as the 
teacher planning the stages of the lesson. But as well as preparing 
rhe teacher to teach, we should also be preparing the learners to learn. 
It will be noticeable in the model lessons that the preparation for 
an activity forms the greater part of the lesson. This is a matter of 
building up a context of knowledge around the materials and so 
preparing the learners' minds to learn. 

8 Involvement. Learners need to be involved both cognitively and 
emotionally in the lesson. We have set out already some of the ways 
tn which learners can be involved (prediction, variety etc.). One of 
the simplest ways is asking questions. Don't tell learners things they 
know already; use guiding questions to get them to tell you and the 
rest of the class. But there are two words of warning here: 
a) Don't ask questions that are difficult to answer, such as defining 

questions, for example, 'What is an experiment?' 
b) Wait for the answer. Learners should feel that their contribution 

to the lesson is of value. This is part of their emotional 
involvement. 

9 Creativity. Language is dynamic. Lessons should reflect this. Activities 
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should therefore allow for different possible answers, different levels 
of response. Different does not mean wrong. (Stevick, r98:z.) 

ro Atmosphere. For all that we might try to analyse and systematise 
teachmg, we must still recognise that effective learning depends 
heavily on intangible factors, such as the relationship between ~ 
teacher and student. The cultiVafion of a cooperanve soc1al chmate 

-w1thm the classroom is very important. This is particularly the case 
for ESP, where there are often other factors militating against a good 
atmosphere- a teacher, who is unsure of the materials or who 
actively dislikes the subject area; learners who resent the time they 
have to devote to English etc. 

Conclusion 

It is impossible to deal adequately with methodology in a book. It has 
to be experienced in the classroom. We have tried in this chapter to show 
some techniques which can help to make the ESP classroom a livelier, 
more enjoyable and thus more effective environment for both learner 
and teacher. Before we conclude the chapter, however, it is necessary 

)Q._repeat two very important points. 
~There is nothing specific about ESP methodology. The principles 

which underlie good ESP methodology are the same as those that 
underlie sound ELT methodology in general. Similarly, at the level 
of techniques the ESP teacher can learn a lot from General English 
practice. The teacher who has come to ESP from General English need 
not think. that a whole new methodology must be learnt.~ 
classroom skills and techniques acq1Jjred jn General Eaglis~ing 
can . he ESP classroom. 

~What happens in the classroom is not · st an afterthou h 
afte ready-made materials and syllabuses. The activities in 

room shou ac o 
design As we saw WI t e Blood Cell in chapter 9, 1 you can cr te 
a useful activity by changing a text, change it. It is the activity that 
counts: 'I do and I understand.' 

Tasks 

r Look at the analysis section (p. r39). Find specific examples of the 
points made in the model lessons. 

2 A good lesson will try to make use of all the resources in the 
classroom, particularly those resources that learners bring to the 
lesson. What resources do the model lessons exploit? 
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3 What knowledge is required of learners and teachers in these lessons 
(specialist knowledge, general knowledge, linguistic knowledge, 
knowledge of communication)? 

4 Take a sample of ESP materials that you use. Adapt them to 
incorporate 'gaps'. 
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Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his grasp, 
Or what's a heaven for? 

(Robert Browning: • Andrea del Sarto •) 

We noted in the first section of this book that ESP had developed in 
response to certain pressures. Developments in the theoretical bases of 
language teaching were indicating a need to pay more attention to the 
individual learner, and at the same time the worlds of commerce and 
technology were producing a host of people with specific language 
learning needs. A demand was generated as a result for courses which 
would equip particular learners with the necessary skills to carry out 
particular tasks in English (or any other specified language). These same 
pressures have generated an equally strong need for a more open and 
coherent approach to evaluation. Any language teaching course has 
certain evaluation requirements, but in ESP these requirements are 
brought sharply into focus by the fact that the ESP course normally has 
specified objectives. ESP is accountable teaching. ESP learners and 
sponsors are investors in the ESP course and they want to see a return 
on their investment of time andjor money. The managers of the ESP 
course are accountable to these investors. This accountability has 
produced a demand for more and better evaluation procedures. Two 
levels of evaluation have thus been brought into prominence: 

.::'1- ~ment. As with any language course there is a need to 
'·assess student pertoi'iii:aiice at strategic points in the course, for example, 
at the beginning and at the end. But this assessment takes on a greater 
importance in ESP, because ESP is concerned with the ability to perform 
particular communicative tasks. The facility to assess proficiency is, 
therefore, central to the whole concept of ESP. The results of this kind 
of evaluation, for example, enable sponsors, teachers and learners to 
decide whether and how much language tuition is required. 

B Course evaluation. A second important form of evaluation is the 
revaluation of the ESP' course itself. This kind of evaluation helps to assess 

whether the course objectives are being met -whether the course, in 
other words, is doing what it was designed to do. (This type of 
evaluation should be a feature of any kind ofEL T course. Unfortunately, 
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it is rarely attempted in the General English context, even though there 
are sound educational reasons for doing so.) 

These two forms of evaluation are not always distinct. Evaluation of 
the learners reflects not just the learners' performance but to some exre-;';t 

the ettecnveness or otherwise of the course too. An ESP course 1s, after 
· all, supposed to be successful: it is set up in order to enable particular 
learners to do particular things with language. If it consistently fails to 
meet this objective, then something must be wrong with the course 
design: the objectives may be too ambitious given the resources 
available; the analysis of the learners' initial competence may be wrong; 
the methodology may be inappropriate. Evaluation of the learners is 
unlike! to indicate exact! where a fault lies, but it will at least indicate 

exi te e a ault w · a uatiOn 
can then be used to trace the fault. 
· In this sense, then, both course and learner evaluation have a similar 

function in providing feedback on the ESP course. However, each type 
of evaluation also has other purposes and procedures. Thus, while 
beating in mind their similarity of role as feedback, we shall consider 
these two kinds of evaluation separately. 

In spite of the importance, noted above, which ESP should logically give 
to assessment of student performance, there is a general lack of 

· ssion or idance on ESP testing. Munby (1978), tor example, while 
laying down hi y eta e p es for the specification of learning 
objectives, makes no mention at all of how these objectives might be 
tested. 

Alderson and Waters (r983) maintain that the lack of importance 
assigned to evaluation can be attributed to pervasive prejudices against 
testing among applied linguists and other language teaching practitioners. 
The result of this prejudice is to see assessment as a post hoc operation -a 
regrettable and dreary task to be tacked on to the end of the course design 
usually long after the syllabus, materials and methodology have been 
fixed. The net result is 'a paradoxical situation in which the need for 
better tests and evaluation procedures co-occurs alongside an almost 
universal lack of acceptable instruments' (ibtd). 

This lack, however, does not imply that there are JlO tests available 
in ESP. In fact Davies and West (r984) list 14 examinations in Specific 
Purpose English offered by British institutions. The London Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry, the Associated Examination Bo;rrd (AEB) 
and Pitman Examinations Institute offer examinations in Secretarial and 
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Commercial English. Cambridge offers English for Business and English 
for Science. The City and Guilds of London lnstirute offers examinations 
in Technical English. AEB also offers an examination in English for 
Academic Purposes (TEEP), as does the British Council (ELTS). The 
English Language Teaching Development Unit (ELTDU) has produced 
a Scales of Attainment and Test Battery for Occupational English. There 
is, then, no shortage of available examinations in ESP.~ 
i und theoretical or empirical basis for ESP testin . F 
re arch is need e ore we w1 real w at re uirements of 
a good ESP test are. n to this point below {p. I 50 . 

In ESP there are three basic types of assessment: 
I cement tests. These are used to 'place' learners in the ESP course 

most suite to eir needs. The placement test normally comes at the 
beginning of the course. 

2 Achievement tests. These test how well the learner is keeping up with 
"the syllabus and can be administered any time through the course. 

3 Proficiency tests. These assess whether or not the student can cope 
... with the demands of a particular siruation, for example, study at a 
university or reading technical manuals. 

These different types of test do not necessarily vary in terms of content. 
They differ in terms of their initial function. But even here they need 
not be exclusive, since the same test may be used for more than one 
purpose. or exam le a hree types may be used as diagnostic 
thatis · ethea a artlc 
have. This diagnostic evidence can then be used as a means of 
determining what and how much tuition the learner needs. The AEB's 
Test in English for Educational Purposes is a good example of a test with 
a dual function. · oth to assess as ent's ability to cope with 
a course of srudy (proficiency test) and to indicate what 
!earner might need (placement test). -----------

--------1 Placement tests 

, e :um of the placement test is to determine the learners' state of 
knowledge before the ESP course begins. In so doing it should indicate 
firstly whether the learners need the course at all and secondly, should 
a need be indicated, what form the course should take. The placement 
test is, therefore, in the first instance a roficienc test. If a learner is 
alrea y pro c1ent in the ski! s re uired, no rther tuition is requ1red. 
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Educational Purposes can be used in this way for prospective students 
in higher education. ELTDU's Scales of Attainment provides a similar 
service for commercial and industrial use. The Scales specify the 
linguistic requirements of given tasks and the associated Test Battery 
determines what tasks an employee is currently able to do. Matching 
the results of the Test Battery to the Scales will provide a specification, 
which can provide the basis for future language training. 

Doubts have been expressed about the ability to accurately diagnose 
learner needs through tests (Alderson and Hughes, 1981), but in the 
absence of any more accurate instruments, the course designer has little 
choice. What should be borne in mind is that any placement test can 
only be an approximate guide and should be treated with due caution. 
The good lacement test should also reveal positive factors. It should 
s ow not just what the learner Ia s, 
can be explotted m the ESP course. 

'-l_Achievementtests j 
This kind of test is the least problematic, since it is usually internal to 
the course. It does not have to conform to external influences, bur should 
rather reflect the nature and content of the course itself (Alderson and 
Hughes, 1981). The achievement test is, however, the kind of test the 
ESP teacher is most likely to have to construct. We will, therefore, give 
some basic guidance in this task (see e.g. Heaton, 1975 and Oller, 1979 
for detailed guidance). In constructing a good ESP achievement test you 
should follow the same basic principles as you would for constructing 
~y test. For example: 
\:!)Test what you can reasonably assume the learners have learnt. This 

is not necessarily the same as what you have taught. 
@Your test should test what you actually want it to test. Don't, for 

example, make a test of reading ability dependent on the ability to 
write. A learner may well be able to r. ead and updcrrstand something, 
but unable to put the ideas down in writing-v~ib:;:, 

@ A void bias in the test. Don't, for example, write test items which 
demand specialist subject knowledge or cultural knowledge. This is 
a problem with any kind of language test, but it is probably more 
apparent in ESP tests, which may often involve the use of specialist 
content- technical, commercial, medical, and so on. The important 
point is that getting the correct answer should not depend on 
s ecialist subject know led e outside the material used in the test. 

Here is a samp e test intended to assess mastery o t e wor done 
in the Blood Cell unit on page no. 
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TEST 

The diagram below shows the flow of coolant through a refrigeration ij 
system. Study the diagram and then write a description of how the 
coolant circulates through the system. 

Figure 39: A sample achievement test 

What features does this test have that make it a suitable means of 
evaluating the learners' understanding of the material? 

m 
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@It involves production as well as understanding. It, therefore, tests 
what the matenals were teachmg. A teSt which concentrated on, say, 
checking comprehension of a reading passage about how the 
refrigerator works would not test the ability to produce descriptions, 
which is one of the aims of the materials. 

~It is an integrated task rather than a set of discrete-point tests 
focussing on particular sub-skills, for example, 'lmkmg clauses'. It 
is more economical to test the sub-skills by asking the students to 
combine them into a self-sufficient piece of discourse. An integrated 
test also tests the ability of the learners to use the sub-skills in a 
coherent piece of communication. 

@)) "l)le content is of a similar nature to that of the unit: it is concerned 
with the movement of a fluid through an enclosed system. It should, 
therefore, indicate whether the learner is able to describe such 
systems. 

@lJ Ih_e subject matter is probably already known to the learners: (In 
practice It would be w1se to check this beforehand.) The subject 
knowledge should, therefore, neither obstruct nor give unfair 
advantage. 

~ It does not require knowledge of subject-specific yocahnlary, such as 
'f auricle' and 'ventricle'. The specific vocabulary of the refrigerator 
system IS also given. The test, therefore, does not test subject-specific 
vocabulary, but rather the ability to exploit such vocabulary within 
a context of general vocabulary. The learners must extract the specific 
names from the diagram and use them in their description. 0 It tests written production. This might not be appropriate in every 

-case. It would depend on how the unit had been taught. If the 
exercises in the materials had been done orally, then the test could 
be changed into an oral test as follows: 

'Study the diagram. T-hen prepare and give an oral commentary 
on the flow of coolant through the system.' 

~ts 
In the introduction to their Guide to English Language Examinations, 
Davies and West (1984) identify the pdmaty purpose of language testing 
in the eighties as 'proficiency testing designed to assess whether 
candidates will be able to perform the language tasks required of them'. 
Such tests, they say, ~re primarily criterion-referenced. In other words, 
the candidate's ability is assessed according to how far it matches certain 
criteria judged to be essential for proficiency in a particular task. With 
criterion-referencing, there is no pass j fail distinction, but rather a scale 
of degrees of proficiency in the task. An example of such a scale is that 
used for the British Council's EL TS test which is used to assess a 
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candidate's ability to study at an English-medium institution of higher 
education: 

Band Description 
9 Expert User: fully operational command of the language; appropriate, accurate and 
fluent with complete understanding. 
8 Very Good User: fully operational command of the language; occasional minor 
inaccuracies, inappropriacies or misunderstandings possible in unfamiliar situations. 
1 Good User: operational command ofthe language; occasional inaccuracies, 
inappropriacies and misunderstandings in some situations. 
6 Competent User: generally effective command of the language, although occasional 
misunderstanding and lack of fluency could interfere with communication. 
5 Modest User: partial command of the language coping with overall meaning in most 
situations although some misunderstanding and lack of fluency could block 
communication. 
4 Limited User: basic functional competence limited to familiar situations, but 
frequent problems in understanding and fluency can make communication a constant 
effort. 

'3 Extremely Limited User: below level of functional competence; although general 
meaning can be conveyed and understood in simple situations there are repeated 
breakdowns in communication. 
2 Intermittent User: no real communication possible although single-word messages 
may be conveyed and understood. 
1 Non-User: unable to use the language or does not provide relevant evidence of 
language competence for assessment. 

Figure 40: Proficiency scales used in ELTS test 

The move towards proficiency testing fits very neatly with the concept 
of ESP, which is crucially concerned with enabling learners to perform 
certain language tasks. Proficienc tests for specific purposes should, 
therefore be able to · ve a reliable in ·canon o w et er a can · ate 
is roficient enou h to carry out e tas s t at wt 
tests also have high face vali tty m t at ey oo as 1 ey are re ta e 
indicators. Scientists might well question the results of a test which, for 
example, assessed their proficiency in writing reports on the basis of their 
ability to answer questions on a short story. But a test which asked for a 
report on a science lecture would seem to be a valid indicator of the 
required proficiency. Yet although specific language proficiency tests 
seem to be a logical extension of the ESP principle, they remain 

blematic. Why is this so? 
s already noted, proficiency tests are primarily criterion-referenced. 

And therein lies the problem: what should the cntena be? Should 
they vary with different sub¢ areas? What sktiis and !<now ledge 
enable someone to perform particular tasks? How specific are those 
skills and that knowledge to any particular task? In spite of all the 
recent developments in our knowledge of language use, we still have 
to admit that we do not really know what makes communicative 
performance possible. This argument might be countered by having 
real-life tasks as tests. However, this is rarely possible to set up in 
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practice and so still leaves us with the problem of determining what 
~~ res are crucia tot e rea - 1 e per ormance. 
~How specific is speci c? an a test m ngm ·ng, for example, be 

a valid indicator for all branches of Engineering - marine, electronic, 
civil, electrical, mechanical, aeronautical etc? Alderson and Hughes 
(r98r) make this point in considering the British Council's ELTS test: 
'which EL TS modular test, for example, out of the six presently 
available (Physical, Life, Social and Medical Sciences, Technology 
and General Academic) should be taken by a student of Urban and 
Regional Studies, whose course will include Law and Economics 
courses as well as courses in Technology? ... What about the (fre
quent) cases of students who have a background in Physical Sciences, 
who are coming to the UK to do a (to them) novel course in 
Technology? Do they take the Physical Science test or the Technology 
test?' 

Until we know more about what enables a language user to perform 
particular communicative tasks, we must view proficiency tests as only 
approximate guides. 

Conclusion 

In this section we have considered some of the mechanics of evaluating 
learner performance, and in particular we have outlined some of the 
problems associated with specific purpose testing. We should like, in 
conclusion, to consider the role that tests play within a learning-centred 
approach to ESP. 

alue of tests depends primarily on how they are used. Teachers 
an learners nee , rst o a , · sts. mce tests are 
here to stay (at least until we can think of a better alternative), it is no 
good closing our eyes to them and hoping they will go away. Rather, 
tests should be recognised for the important role they play in the 
teaching-learning process, and every effort made - by teachers and 
learners - to get the most out of them. We need to see test results less 
as an end in themselves and more as the starting point for genuine 
negotiation and interaction between the teacher and the learners, and 
among the learners themselves. A grade, however good or bad, is in itself 
of little significance: its real meaning lies in understanding the reasons 
why it was given and what it tells the students about how they might 
improve their future work. 

Evaluation can fulfil two functions -assess ck. Assess-
ment is a matter of measunng w at the learners already kn~w. But any 
assessment should also provide positive feedback to inform teachers and 
learners about what is still not known, rhus providing important input 
to the content and methods of future work. Although used in the first 
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instance to assess learner performance, the key to the development of 
a positive attitude to tests lies in recognising and capitalising on their 
feedback function, and playing down the obsessive or fearful attitudes 
engendered by viewing tests exclusively as determiners of grades. Given, 
also, the fact that most ESP learners are adults, there is no reason why 
the educational use of tests should not be taken a stage further, with 
learners becoming increasingly involved in providing feedback to 
themselves and their peers, and sharing in decisions about the most 
appropriate procedures for evaluating their progress. Such work can 
involve both useful realistic communication practice and deepen the 
learners' awareness of the learning process. 

B Course evaluation 

The ESP course, like any course, should regularly,..demonstrate that its 
continued existence in its present form is justifiedlSince the ESP course 
exists to satisfy a particular educational need, evaluation helps to show 
how well the course is actually fulfilling the needJA sponsor may also 
Vllish to be supplied with clear information about the suitability of the 
course and may well base decisions as to further investment and support 
on'.the results. 

Thus evaluating an ESP course helps to establish whether it is meeting 
its aims. The information gathered forms the starting point for any 
necessary revisions of the course, and may also help to guide the design 
of other similar courses in your teaching institution or elsewhere. Course 
evaluation also plays a useful social role, by showing the various parties 
involved (teachers, learners, sponsors etc.) that their views are important. 
There are four main aspects of ESP course evaluation to be considered 
(Alderson and Waters, r983): 
a) What should be evaluated? 
b)H:ow can ESP courses be evaluated? 
c)~ould be involved in the evaluation? 
d) When (and how often) should evaluation take place? ....___ 
a) : What should be evaluated? 

The short answer is: everything of significance. However, there are two 
important constraints: 
i) · Your ability to collect the information; 
ii) Your ability to use the information once it has been collected. It will 

annoy everyone concerned if you collect all sorts of detailed evalu
ation information, possibly at considerable inconvenience, time and 
expense, and then do little or nothing with it. Next time round, your 
colleagues (and others) may not be so cooperative. 
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In a learning-centred approach to ESP, the overall aim of the ESP course 
is to meet two main needs of the learners : their needs as lan!Wage 
learners, and their needs as language users (see chapter 6). It follows 
that the 'what' of ESP course evaluation is concerned with ::.ssessing the 
extent to which the course satisfies both kinds of needs. Thus, the 
enquiry should begin with questions such as: 

Is the course fulfilling the learners' language learning needs? 
Has the course fulfilled } , . 
Is the course fulfilling* the learners language uszng needs? 

If the response to any of these questions is a 'yes', then congratulations 
are in order! However, assuming that you get only a qualified 'yes', (or 
even an outright' no'!) in reply to one or more of them, the next question 
that needs to be asked is: 

What areas of need are not being I have not been fulfilled? 

Once we know what these areas are, we can turn our attention to 
identifying the source(s) of these problems. Now the relevant questions 
are: 

b) 

Were the unfulfilled needs identified during the course design process? 
If not, why not? 
How can the course design process be improved to avoid this problem 

in future? ' 
How can the course be changed to take these needs into account? 
If these needs were identified during the course design process, why 

are they not being I have they not been fulfilled? Is the fault in: 
a) the syllabus(es); 
b) the materials; 
c) the teaching and learning techniques; 
d) the testing procedures; 
e) logisticaljadministrative arrangements; 
f) the course evaluation system? 

How can ESP courses be evaluated? 

In theory, there are very many ways in which the ESP course can be 
evaluated, ranging from simulations to suggestion boxes. However, in 
practice, most ESP courses are evaluated using one or more of the 
following techniques: 
- test results; 
- questionnaires; 

"' The additional form of the question is for situations where exposure to the target situation 
occurs within the duration of the ESP course. 
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- discussions; 
- interviews; 
- informal means (e.g. unsolicited comments, 'casual' chats etc.). 
Which techniques you use will depend on what suits your teaching 
situation best. It needs to be stressed that gathering the evaluation 
information is only the first stage in the process. The information musr 
next be collated, and if it is extensive, summarised. After this, it needs 
to be discussed with all interested parties, and some conclusions drawn. 
Finally, it should be included in a detailed course evaluation report, as 
a basis for further discussions and decision-making. As with (a) above, 
nothing is more discouraging than if useful suggestions for change are 
consigned to the wastepaper bin through apathy or laziness on the part 
of teachers or course designers. Having reached your conclusions, use 
them! 

c) Who should be involved in the evaluation? 

The extent of involvement of any group will vary, but it is likely, in 
practice, that the bodies most closely concerned will be the ESP teaching 
institution, the ESP teachers, the learners and the course sponsors. 
(Former students can also provide useful information.) It is important 
to get a representative cross-section of views and to take them properly 
into account. Evaluation is concerned with people's perceptions of value 
and their views will, therefore, vary according to their own interests and 
concerns. With learners, in particular, it can be difficult to get feedback 
which is an expression of their real views. They may be reluctant to 
criticise authority, possibly thinking it might prejudice their assessment. 
They might simply be apathetic," feeling that any course revisions will 
not help them, but only future students. Orientation exercises (see 
Waters, 1985) can be used to get learners accustomed to expressing their 
views honestly and candidly, although it must be said that an open and 
trusting relationship between the teacher and the students is the best 
basis for promoting frank and useful feedback. 

Who you ask and how you ask will affect what you find out. Thus, 
the methodology of course evaluation procedures, although coming 
midway in our list of points here, should actually be seen as a primary 
consideration, and care should always be taken, in any statement about 
evaluation findings, to make explicit how the information was obtained, 
that is, from whom, and by what means. 

d) When (and how often) should evaluation take place? 

There is an undoubted danger in doing course evaluation too frequently. 
Respondents have only so much time to give the right quantity and 
quality of information: the ESP teacher is limited in how quickly and 
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insightfully he or she can process it and so on. However, the dangers in 
not doing course evaluation often enough are equal, or greater. Learners, 
sponsors and others will evaluate the course informally anyway. If there 
is no proper channel or forum for these views, there is a risk of 
misunderstanding, or at worst, hostility. 

It is difficult to prescribe how often course evaluation should be done. 
All sensitive and responsive teaching will include this as a continuing 
feature anyway. So much will also depend on the characteristics of the 
individual teaching situation. However, in our experience, the most 
important times occur: 
i) in the first week of the course. The tone established here will 

probably have a greater overall effect on the success of the course 
than what occurs later, since initial impressions are very often more 
enduring than later ones. 

ii) at regular intervals throughout the course, for example, every half 
term. 

iii) at the end of the course. 
iv) (if possible) after the course. This is potentially the most valuable, 

since the learners will be in a position to judge how well the course 
prepared them for the target situation they are now in. 

Finally, a general word of caution. Evaluation can be time-consuming, 
complex and frustrating. Apart ftom the matters already discussed, 
other possible difficulties may arise. For example, problems identified 
might have no obvious solution, or only solutions that are too radical 
or expensive for everyone to accept. Feedback from one party may 
contradict feedback &om another. In some parts of the world, willingness 
to evaluate in consultation with the learners might be taken as a sign 
of incompetence: 'It's the teachers' job to know these things- why 
should we do their job?' Alternatively, criticising a course might be seen 
as showing a lack of respect for authority. On the other hand, an 
evaluation session can easily degenerate into a forum for airing minor, 
personal grievances. Recognising that course evaluation is likely to bring 
with it disadvantages of this kind, as well as benefits, is probably half 
the battle. And, in overall terms, it is likely that a sound evaluation 
system will provide a deeper insight, from all sides, into the nature of 
the most effective learning experiences and processes that can be 
accommodated. AsBrumfit (1983) says: 

'One of the most useful roles of formal feedback sessions (is) to reveal to 
students the wide variety of their own demands and needs, so that they 
(become) increasingly aware of the need for a general syllabus which (can) be 
individualised within boundaries imposed by finance and time.' 

Thus, in addition to its' political' aspects, course evaluation, at its best, 
is an indispensable part of a learning-centred approach to ESP. 
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Conclusion 

At the beginning of this chapter we identified two kinds of evaluation: 
evaluation of the student and evaluation of the course. We have outlined 
ways in which both kinds of evaluation can be carried out and we have 
described how each fits into a learning-centred approach. For student 
assessment, it means emphasising what tests can tell us about learning 
needs. In course evaluation we need to involve all those who share the 
learning process in making the ESP course as satisfying to the parties 
as possible. The origins of ESP lie in satisfying needs. Evaluation helps 
to assess how well the needs that have created the demand for a course 
are being served. 

Tasks 

I Take one of the model lessons in chapter II. Write a test to go with 
it. Explain what your test tests and how. 

2 How does ESP testing differ from General English testing? What 
particular problems does the ESP tester face? 

3 Look at the EL TS bands. What bands would you put your own 
learners in ? 

4 Evaluate your own ESP course. What would you evaluate? Who 
would you involve? What would you do with the information? 
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Section 4 The role of the 
ESP teacher 

Give us the tools and we will finish the job. 

(Winston Churchill) 

Our explorations of the land of ESP are almost complete, and we come 
in this final section to consider the role of the ESP teacher, in particular, 
to consider in what ways the ESP teacher's lot differs from that of the 
General English teacher. We have stressed a number of times the need 
to see ESP within the context of language teaching in general and this 
applies as much to the role of the teacher as to materials and 
methodology. Nevertheless, the':_<:_a_E~ L'!'.PQtt'!.m l!.r.~£!i~J~a.J:.~ ~n-~_hich 
the work of the G~neraiT~Ii te'!~h~ca.n.<!_the.ESE-teacheidiifer. We 
shall concfi.ide-oil"rTourney by c~nsidering two of the most important 
differences, the one briefly and the other at greater length. 

Firstly it will be clear from the preceding chapters that the ESP 
teacher's role is one of many parts. Indeed Swales (r985) prefers with 
some justification to use the term 'ESP practitioner' rather than 'ESP 
teacher' in order to reflect this scope. It is likely that in addition to the 
normal functions of a classroom teacher, the ESP teacher will have to 
@\Yith n~~ds analysis,sylliihiis-design;·materials writing or adaptation 

J!ng_ey_:\luation. We do not intend to go into this aspect in any further 
derail: the whole book is a testimony to the range of parts the ESP 
teacher is called upon to play. The second way in which ESP teaching 
differs frQil!,;,General E11glish teachin .ls .thadhe:great.J!!lli.oo.t)(..Qf~ 
teac ers ve not een tra e as suC . 'ey , t ere ore, to onentate 
themselves to a new enviro~ment'ror which they have generally been 
ill-prepared. This section will deal with this matter of orientation. The 
Appendix details sources of information to help the ESP teacher . ---
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13 Orientation 

I have been a stranger in a strange land. 

(Exodus 2:22) 

ESP teachers are all too often reluctant dwellers in a strange and 
uncharted land. In this chapter we shall consider this situation in greater 
detail, focussing on three problems which we have found consistently 
arise in discussions with teachers of ESP: 
r the lack of an ESP orthodoxy to provide a ready-made guide; 
2 the new realms of knowledge the ESP teacher has to cope with; 
3 the change in the status of English Language T caching. 
We shall consider each of these and offer some suggestions as to how 
a learning-centred approach can help. 

1 The lack of an orthodoxy 

In spite of its relatively brief existence, ESP has undergone a number of 
major shifts in orientation. These have come about largely because ESP 
has developed at a time when a fundamental revision of our view of 
language and learning has been taking place. Lacking a long tradition 
which might give some stability, ESP has frequently been a hotbed of 
conflict- the Wild West of ELT. New settlers in this land must often 
have found it difficult to find their bearings with no agreed maps to guide 
them. The question of authentic texts will illustrate the kind of problem 
that arises. 

In the early stages of ESP there was no question of using authentic 
texts. Writers such as A. J. Herbert (r965) created their own texts to 
highlight language features much in the same way as was done in 
General English. This tradition was continued in the era of discourse 
analysis. Allen and Widdowson (r974), for example, defend the use of 
composed texts in order to 'avoid syntactic complexity' and to 
'"foreground" features of language which have particular communica
tive value'. Phillips and Shettlesworth (r978) on the other hand support 
the use of the authentic text 'as a repository of natural language use and 
... as the stimulus for a variety of communication skills'. This matter 
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of 'authenticity' is just one of the issues that continue to be debated 
amongst ESP practitioners. What is the newly arrived settler to make 
of this strange land of ESP under such circumstances? The answer is to 
return to basic principles and define exactly what is meant by 'using an 
authentic text'. 

First of all, it is necessary to be clear what the term 'authentic' really 
means. It usually carries the sense of 'taken from the target situation 
and, therefore, not originally constructed for language teaching pur
poses'. In reality this is a contradiction of the term authentic. Authenticity 
is not a characteristic of a text in itself: it is a feature of a text in a 
particular context. A text alone has no value. A text is a message from 
a writer to an assumed reader. In writing the text the writer will make 
a judgement as to the knowledge the assumed reader will bring to the 
text and the use the reader will make of it. The text, therefore, only 
assumes a value in the context of that knowledge and that use. A text 
can only be truly authentic, in other words, in the context for which 
it was originally written. Since in ESP any text is automatically removed 
from its original context, there can be no such thing as an authentic text 
in ESP. 

There is, therefore, no intrinsic merit in an' authentic' text. What we 
have to do is once more to see the text as part of the teaching/learning 

· process. The question should not be: 'Is this text "authentic"?' but 
'What role do I want the text to play in the learning process?' We should 
be looking not for some abstract concept of 'authenticity', but rather 
the practical concept of' fimess to the learning purpose'. 

In this sense, it can easily be seen that different types of text will be 
required at different stages of a course, depending on what we want the 
text for, for example: 
a) You want the learners to realise how much information they can get 

from a text by the application of certain strategies. In this case you 
might well want to use a target situation text to make the exercise 
more realistic. 

b) You want to do a jigsaw reading task, such as in lesson 2 in chapter 
n. If you insisted on using target situation texts here, you could be 
searching forever to find the appropriate ones. In this case, it is the 
activity that is of greatest importance and so the texts can be 
constructed to generate the best activity. 

c) You want to illustrate a particular sentence pattern or discourse 
pattern. If you can find a target situation text that fits, use it. If not, 
it is no great problem. Your purpose is to make apparent an 
underlying structure. A target situation text might be rather confusing, 
because there are all sorts of other things in the text too (Allen and 
Widdowson, 1974). Here a simplified target text or a specially 
constructed one might be more usefuL 
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d) You want to illustrate the importance of layout as a clue to reading 
comprehension.' Authenticity', particularly of the visual appearance, 
is a sine qua non in this case. 

e) You want to increase your learners' motivation by emphasising the 
real world application of the language. In this case, an 'authentic' 
text is preferable, or at least an 'authentic' appearance. 

The importance of a text is not intrinsic to the text, but derives from 
the role the text has to play in the teaching/learning process. Ask 
yourself: 'What do I want the text to do?' On that basis the most 
appropriate type of text can be selected. 

As the example of the use or non-use of authentic texts illustrates, ESP 
teachers will often have to orientate themselves to difficult problems with 
little or no guidance. There are no easy solutions to this situation, but 
some methods that might be useful are: 
- surveys of the history and present state of ESP in your own or 

neighbouring countries; 
- formation of groups of ESP teachers, perhaps allied to any existing 

national organisation for the promotion of EL T, to further the support 
and development of ESP; 

- establishment of newsletters and other forms of publication, for 
exchanging information and views about ESP in your country; 

- provision of pre- and in-service teacher training focussing on ESP 
issues. Such provision can take a variery of forms: workshops, 
seminars, short courses etc. 

In short, ESP teachers cannot turn to linguistics and psychology in the 
hope of finding ready-made, straightforward answers to the problems 
that they will meet. Rather, they need to distil and synthesise, from the 
range of options available, those which best suit . the particular 
circumstances. To do so requires an open mind, curiosity, and a degree 
of scepticism. ESP teachers need to arm themselves with a sound 
knowledge of both theoretical and practical developments in EL T in 
order to be able to make the range of decisions they are called upon to 
make. All ESP teachers are in effect pioneers who are helping to shape 
the world of ESP. 

2 New realms of knowledge 

As well as having to cope with the uncertain values of the strange land 
of ESP, ESP teachers may also have to struggle to master language and 
subject matter beyond the bounds of their previous experience. Teachers 
who have been trained for General English teaching or for the teaching 
of Literature may suddenly find themselves having to teach with texts 
whose content they know little or nothing about. Thus in addition to 
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having to orientate themselves in a shifting world, ESP teachers may at 
the same time feel a sense of utter inadequacy at their ability to cope. 
This problem is best illustrated in the question of specialist knowledge 
and language. Put briefly, does the ESP teacher need to understand the 
subject matter of ESP materials? 

Taken in isolation, the answer to this question must be 'yes'. Teachers 
of social or literary English would not enter the classroom understanding 
little about the content of the texts to be taught. So why should a 
different standard apply to the Science or Commerce text? But we need 
to look at this in a broader context if we are going to be able to come 
up with a reasonable answer. We ne~d to ask ourselves three questions: 
a) Does the content of ESP materials need to be highly specialised? 
b) Why do so many ESP teachers find it difficult to comprehend ESP 

subject matter? 

c) What kind of knowledge is required of the ESP teacher? 

a) Does the content of ESP materials need to be highly 
specialised? 

As the work of the early pioneers in register analysis showed, there !s 
little linguistic justification for having highly specialised texts. There IS 

no clear relationship between sentence grammar and specialisation of 
knowledge. ·In specialised texts the discourse structure may be denser 
and more formalised but not different in kind from that of less 
specialised material. There may well be a heavier load of specialist 
vocabulary, bur this need not make it more difficult to understand (see 
below). Indeed it may make it easier, because many such terms are 
internationally used. In shott, the linguistic knowledge nee~ed to 
comprehend the specialist text is little different from that r~qmred ;o 
comprehend the general text. The difference in comprehensiOn lies ill 
the subject knowledge, not the language knowledge. As Hiillen (1981) 
says: 

' ... it is not the usage of technical terms per se which distinguishes language for 
special purposes from general language, but the factual knowledge necessary 
for understanding these words. • 

t{irhe only real justification for having highly specialised texts is to achieve 
tace validity l Learners may be more motivated by them, because they 
make the larlguage seem more relevant. But learners can be very fickle. 

KAnd if th':' use of such texts makes work in the classroom difficult;? 
'learners will soon lose their liking for such text~. . , 
. The real answer to this q uestiqn lies in lookrng at the teachillg ?f ESP 
ill terms of a whole teaching/learning process. Any factor Withill that 
process must be evaluated on the basis of how it relates to the other 
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factors and thus affects the entire process/ Texts, in other w.srds, should 
not be selected as texts, but as elements in\ learning proces~ If the texts 
cannot be handled effectively by the teacher, it is not enough to simply 
expect the teacher to cope as well as possible. A reasonable solution 
should be negotiated. 

We might compare this situation to cooking. Good ingredients are 
important for a successful meal. But they will not of themselves produce 
success. If the cook does not know how to exploit the ingredients well, 
or if the necessary equipment is lacking, or if the diners do not like that 
kind of cuisine, then che value of the ingredients will be little appreciated. 
Negotiation is needed: the competence of the cook, the ingredients and 
the tastes (and dietary needs) of the diners must all be taken into 
account. This, of course, does not preclude the possibility of retraining 
the cook or re-educating the palates of the diners. 

So it is with ESP, materials must take proper account of the knowledge 
and competence of the teacher and negotiate a workable relationship. 
The starting point for such negotiation is the teacher's current state of 
knowledge. If teachers are unable to operate highly specialised texts 
effectively they should not be used. The teachers' competence is an 
essential ingredient in the teaching-learning process and must, therefore, 
be able to influence such matters as the choice of texts. In this regard 
it is fottnnate that many ESP teachers are also course designers and 
materials writers. In contrast to their General English colleagues they 
do have the power to influence syllabuses and materials· in order to 
accommodate their own capacities. 

b) Why do so many ESP teachers find it difficult to comprehend 
ESP subject matter? 

This problem arises from four causes: 
i) There is a tradition in education of separating the Humanities and 

the Sciences. Languages have usually been allocated to the Humanities 
camp. The result has been that English teachers often receive little 
or no education in the Sciences. 

ii) Many ESP teachers are reluctant settlers in the new territory. They 
would prefer to be teaching Literature and Social English in the 
comfortable environs of EL T, but have been obliged by economic 
pressure to emigrate. This does not engender a great desire to learn 
about the new area. 

iii) Considering the scale of the ESP revolution it must be admitted that 
little effort has been made to retrain teachers or to at least allay their 
fears. Jack Ewer's retraining programme in Chile is a notable 
exception (see Swales, 1985). 

iv) The general attitude in ESP seems to be to expect teachers to 
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conform to the requirements of the target situation. As noted above, 
this kind of one-way accommodation seems to us unreasonable. 

The net result has been to produce a cadre of teachers, many of whom 
feel alienated by the subject matter they are expected to teach. Science 
and Technology, in particular, are seen as dull, boring, complicated, 
incomprehensible, confusing. This can only have a negative effect on 
teaching. It is, therefore, essential that any approach to ESP teacher 
training should try to dispel the fears and hostility that many teachers 
have towards ESP subject matter. They should be shown that specialist 
subject areas are not difficult to understand and can be interesting. Most 
important of all, they should be helped to realise that they already have 
much of the knowledge needed to understand the subject matter. 

c) What kind of knowledge is required of the ESP teacher? 

ESP teachers do not need to learn specialist subject knowledge. They 
require three things only: 
i) a positive attitude towards the ESP content; 
ii) a knowledge of the fundamental principles of the subject area; 
iii) an awareness of how much they probably already know. 
This can be summed up as 'the ability to ask intelligent questions'. 
When confronted with a machine, for example, the teacher should not 
necessarily .know how it works, but should be able to ask: 

What is the machine used for? 
What's this part called ? 
Why does it do that? 
Why doesn't it do that? 
etc. 

In other words, the ESP teacher should not become a teacher of the 
subject matter, but rather an interested student of the subject matter. 

One final point to note is that, as with learner needs, teacher 
knowledge is not a static commodity. Many ESP teachers are surprised 
at how much knowledge of the subject matter they' pick up' by teaching 
the materials or talking to students. 

To sum up, if there is to be meaningful communication in the 
classroom, it is essential that there is a common fund of knowledge and 
interest between teacher and learner. This implies inevitably that the ESP 
teacher must know something about the subject matter of the ESP 
materials. However, in a learning-centred approach, this is not seen as 
a one-way movement, with the teacher having to learn highly specialised 
subject matter. Instead it should involve negotiation, where text subject 
matter takes account of the teacher's existing knowledge and at the same 
time efforts are made to help the teacher to acquire some basic 
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knowledge about the subject. Of greatest importance is the need to dispel 
the mystique of specialist knowledge and build up the ESP teacher's 1 
confidence in coming to terms with it. 

3 Change in the status of English teaching 

One of the most important features of ESP in relation to General English 
is that the status of English changes from being a subject in its own right 
to a service industry for other specialisms. In many cases this leads to 
a lowering of status for the teacher, or at least this seems to be the ESP 
teachers' view. Johns (r98r), for example, lists five problems that EAP 
teachers complain of: low prioriry in timetabling; lack of personal/pro
fessional contact with subject teachers; lower status/grade than subject 
teachers; isolation from other teachers of English doing similar work; 
lack of respect from students. These all seem to reflect either a lowering 
of status or at least a general feeling of inferiority on the part of ESP 
teachers. This is, however, not a universal phenomeiwn. In some 
situations ESP teachers enjoy high status. But, whatever the effect on the 
teachers' status, the result of a move to ESP is always to make the ESP 
teacher more accountable to others. As a result, in addition to the roles 
that we have already outlined- materials writer, syllabus designer, 
analyst etc.- the ESP practitioner frequently has to be a negotiator, too. 

ESP teachers might, for example, find themselves having to work in 
dose cooperation with sponsors or subject specialists who are responsible 
for the learners' work or study experience outside the ESP classroom. 
This is not always an easy relationship: suspicion of motives is common. 
The effectiveness of the relationship depends greatly on how it is handled 
by both parties, but, since it is usually the ESP teachers who have enlisted 
the help of the subject specialist, it is their main responsibility to ensure 
that potential problems are anticipated and avoided, and that a 
harmonious working arrangement is created. One of the keys to success 
in this area is for ESP teachers to establish clear guidelines about their 
and the specialist's separate and joint roles and responsibilities. Choice 
of the specialist counterpart also needs to be made carefully: the most 
available or 'knowledgeable' specialist may not be so useful as the one 
who has the best understanding of and greatest sympathy for ESP. Most 
important of all is that such cooperation should be a two-way process: 
the subject specialist can help the ESP teacher in learning more about 
the learners' target situation. At the same time the ESP teacher can make 
the subject specialist more aware of the language problems learners (and 
ESP teachers) face. More detailed treatment of this topic- often referred 
to as 'team teaching' - can be found in EL T Documents ro6 and II2, 

and in Coleman (r983). 
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The ESP teacher may also have to negotiate in a more physical sense. 
Cramped classrooms, often in inconvenient locations, badly ventilated 
or heated, with a great deal of outside noise, are only too common. 
Equally, the teaching may take place in workshops or on the factory 
'shop floor' (as in, e.g. EOP), or on the premises of businesses and other 
concerns, often without such basic classroom 'appararus' as a 
blackboard. The role ESP teachers are called on to play here is obviously 
one of adaptability and flexibility. They need to be prepared to accept 
such conditions as to some exrent inevitable, to strive to improvise while 
also patiently campaigning for improvements with the sponsors. 

The most important way in which the ESP teacher becomes a 
negotiator is with regard to the learners, themselves. In contrast to the 
General En !ish teacher the P teacher is faced b a grou of learners 
Wit certain expecrations as to the nature content an ac ievement of 
. course. e can see e e ecrs o t is most c ear y 1 we consider the 
pro em o having learners of several different subject specialisms in the 
same ESP class. It would seem something of a contradiction to try and 
teach EsP to Biologists, Eng.i:n!:ers, Medical students and Architecrs in 
the same class. Yet this is quit?rrequently the siruation that the ESP 
teacher is in. What can be done to give all the students what they need 
and want? In pracrical terms, how can you deal with apparently specific 
needs without using subject-specific materials? How can you negotiate 
a reasonable compromise, satisfacrory to both teacher and learner? 

Partly, of course, the problem is of our own making; relevance has 
been the great battle cry of ESP. As a result, an expecration has been 
built up in the learners that they will get the English for their own specific 
needs. But since a large number of teachers have to live with the problem, 
we need a more constructive answer than this. Let us look briefly at the 
justification for having subjecr-specific ESP materials. 

In terms of language content, there is little reason why, say, a Biology 
texr should be more useful to a Biologist than, say, a Physics texr. There 
is no grammatical strucrure, funcrion or discourse strucrure that can be 
identified specifically with Biology or any parricular subjecr. Such things 
are the producr of the communicative siruation (lecrure, conversation, 
experiment, instructions etc.) and the level (engineer, technician, 
manager, mechanic, university etc.). There are only two ways in which 
the subjecr has any kind of influence on the language content; 
a) Vocabnlary. But even here the differences are far less significant than 

might be expecred. We can distinguish four types of vocabulary; 
-structural: e.g. are, this, only, however; 
-general: e.g. table, run, dog, road, weather, cause; 
-sub-technical; e.g. engine, spring, valve, acid, budget; 
-technical; auricle, schistosome, fissure, elecrrophoresis. 
It is only the last category that will show any significant variation 
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with subject. But the variation is small. Inman (1978), for example, 
found that in an extensive corpus of scientific and technical writing, 
technical vocabulary accounted for only 9% of the total range of lexis. 
Furthermore, this technical vocabulary was used far less frequently 
than the non-technical. These technical terms are also likely to pose 
the least problems for learners: they are often internationally used 
or can be worked out from a knowledge of rhe subject matter and 
common word roots. 

b) Certain subject areas show a higher proportion of particular gram
matical . or structural forms. For example, a register analysis of 
Scientific and Technological subjects will show a high percentage of 
passives and nominal/adjectival compounds (e.g. a 40 track disk 
drive); reports on experiments are very common in Chemistry, and 
so on. But these factors are of very limited value. Although the 
passive, is common in EST, the learner still needs both the active and 
the passive, and the fact that a form is more common does not make 
it any more difficult to learn. Nominal compounds are found 
everywhere in English, not just in Science and Technology (e.g. a 
coffee cup), and the rules for their creation and use do not vary with 
subject. 

Thus, in terms of language content there is little justification for a 
subject-specific approach to ESP. The justification becomes even less 
significant when we take into account underlying skills and strategies. 
These certainly do not vary with the subject area. 

But it is one thing for the ESP teacher to know that language needs 
vary little with subject; it is quite another to convince the learners that 
this is so. The reasons for having a subject-specific approach rest almost 
entirely on two affective factors generated by the learners themselves: 
a) Face validiry. Subject-specific materials look relevant. 
b) Familiariry. If learners have got used to working with a particular 

kind of text in the ESP classroom they will be less apprehensive about 
tackling it in the target situation. 

These factors should not be discounted. They are very important to the 
learners. But, having analysed the reason why learners often demand 
subject-specific texts, we can try to work out a strategy for dealing with 
the problem. 
a) The first step is to try and establish groupings along broad subject 

lines: commerce and economics, physical sciences, medical and 
biological sciences etc. This should be within the reach of almost all 
institutions. 

b) Avoid highly specific materials and try to give everyone's specialism 
some chance. In this way you may not please everyone all the time, 
but at least you won't displease anyone all the time. 

c) Look for topics which give access to a number of different specialist 
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areas. Take pumps as a simple example: pumps are found in the 
body (the heart), in houses (central heating systems), in engines 
(petrol pumps), in hospitals (peristaltic pumps in heart-lung 
machines) etc. Using topics like this, learners can apply the ideas and 
language of a core text to their own specialist field. 

d) Make learners aware of the lack of specificity of their needs. You will 
not achieve this by simply telling them that they do not need subject
specific materials. Get them to discover it for themselves by doing 
their own language analysis. Find texts from different specialisms 
and get the learners to analyse the language to try and find out what 
makes one subject text different from another. In this way they should 
be able to see for themselves that the language is not significantly 
different. You can try a similar technique for skills/strategies. These 
activities will also incidentally provide some valuable language work. 

e) If people are having fun, they are far less likely to complain. Making 
the methodology more interactive and enjoyable can be a valuable 
weapon in countering demands for subject-specific ESP. 

In conclusion, then, there is little justification for having very specific 
materials. But learners will sri!! demand them. Coping with this situation 
will be greatly eased by first of all trying to understand why learners 
demand such materials, then trying to negotiate a compromise: making 
learners more aware of their real needs and using an enjoyable 
methodology to divert attention from areas of possible conflict. 

To return to the original point, the examples given illustrate the extra 
dimension that results from the change in the status of English when we 
move from the General English to the ESP situation. The teacher 
becomes accountable to other parties - sponsors, subject specialists, 
learners - and as such takes on the additional role of negotiator. 

Conclusion 

We have dealt in this final chapter with some of the features that 
distinguish the role of the ESP teacher from that of the General English 
teacher. We have shown with examples how in a learning-centred 
approach it is important to balance all the factors involved in the 
teaching-learning process. In this way the difficulties that many ESP 
teachers encounter can be reduced. At the same time we hope you will 
be encouraged to realise both what the land of ESP has to offer you and 
what knowledge and potential you bring with you to expand and 
develop this brave new world. 

Finally, we should like to present a simple analogy to sum up the 
approach we have presented in this book. 

There are three sports coaches, coaching a mixed team of athletes. 
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The first coach does a rigorous analysis of the abilities his players need. 
He analyses the anatomical structure of the perfect athlete and works 
out weight-training exercises for building up each important muscle. 

The second coach decides that this is not the best approach. Rather 
than big powerful muscles, he feels that the players need to develop their 
skills in using the muscles. He creates a programme of endurance 
courses. He also thinks his players would work better if they knew why 
the different muscles acted as they did and how the body operates as 
a machine. So he builds work on anatomy and diet into his course. 

The third coach decides that both these approaches have some good 
features but notices that the athletes don't like them very much. They 
are all keen to make the first team, but even so they often don't turn 
up to training sessions. He asks them what the problem is and what they 
would prefer to do. They say that the exercises and obstacle courses are 
very thorough and the information about diets is very relevant but it's 
all rather boring and repetitive. They would rather play some sort ot 
game. The third coach then does another analysis. He works out what 
muscles and skills the players would use in a game of football or 
basketball and other activities. He then matches this analysis to the one 
done by the other coaches. He finds that there is a large degree of 
similariry. So he designs a programme of activities: football, basketball 
and other team games. While the players are doing these activities, he 
watches them. Every now and then, he stops the activities and teaches 
them a new technique or tells them something about why their bodies act 
as they do, or he might give some advice on diet or exercises to improve 
a particular skill. 

We can compare these three coaches to the three approaches to ESP 
we have referred to in rhis book: a language-centred approach, a 
skills-centred approach and a learning-centred approach, respectively. 
In conclusion, we leave it to you to decide which coach and which 
approach will be the most successful. 

Tasks 

r What roles are you called on to play as an ESP teacher? What 
additional roles might other ESP teachers have to play? 

2 What can the ESP teacher do to improve his or her knowledge of 
specialist subjects? 

3 Look at the four types of vocabulary given on page r6 5. Find a text 
from your learners' target situation and categorise the vocabulary in 
the same way. Compare your results to Inman's. 
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4 How far would you agree with Johns' five complaints (p. r64)? Make 
your own list. 

5 Why do you think ESP teachers generally have, or regard themselves 
as having a lower status? 

6 'If people are having fun, they are far less likely to complain. Making 
the methodology more interactive and enjoyable can be a valuable 
weapon in· countering demands for subject-specific ESP.' How far 
would you agree with this? 



Appendix: resources 

1 Books 

At the current time there is a general lack of books on ESP. This is changing 
and the next few years are likely to see more works published on the subject. 
Most of the resources of information available are, therefore, in the form of 
journals or collections of articles. 
a) Of the few books currently available ESP in Perspective -A Practical Guide 

by Jo McDonough (Collins, 1984) gives a good general survey of the field. 
b) Another recent book is English for specific purposes by Chris Kennedy and 

Rod Bolitho (Macmillan, 1984). This book gives a generally langnage-centred 
view of ESP. 

c) Although not limited to ESP, Henry Widdowson's Teaching Language as 
Communication (OUP, 1978) is a very useful introduction to the nature of 
language as communication and approaches to treatment of the four skiUs. 
Of great value to practitioners of EST in particular, but also to anyone 
involved in any area of ESP, are Sections One, Two and Three of the same 
author's Explorations in Applied Linguistics (OUP, 1979). Many other parts 
of this book are also highly recommended e.g. chapters 12, 13, 14, 19 and 
20. Widdowson's more recent Learning Purpose and Language Use (OVP, 
1983) provides a theoretical framework for ESP, and explores some of its 
practical implications -another' must' for the ESP devotee! 

d) The discourse analysis approach to ESP is fully explained in English for 
Science and Technology: A discourse approach by Louis Trimble (CUP, 
1985). 

2 Surveys and collections of papers 

a) The best general survey of the field is probably Pauline Robinson's ESP 
(English for Specific Purposes) (Pergamon, 1980). Although needing up
dating, it presents a balanced, comprehensive overview, and contains a very 
useful, extensive bibliography. 

b) A number of issues of ELT Documents (Pergamon, formerly published by 
the British Council) provide a perspective on a wide spectrum of ESP work. 
Of particular interest are: 
Nos. ror: English for Specific Purposes (1978) 

ro6: Team Teaching in ESP (r98o) 
I07: The University of Malaya ESP Project (r98o) 
IIz: The ESP Teacher: Role, Development and Prospects (1981) 
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Resources 

rr6: Language Teaching Projects for the Third World (198 3) 
II7: Common Ground: Shared Interests in ESP and Communication 
Studies (1984) 

EL T Documents Special Issues and Occasional Papers: Projects in Materials 
De5ign (r980). 
An article, by Gerry Abbott, in another volume of the series ( ro 3: 
Individualisation in Language Learning), is also worth consulting as back
ground reading, as is Chris Kennedy's response to Abbott's article in ELT 
Documents zo6. 

A volume of ELT Documents on Materials Evaluation is forthcoming. 
c) From a standpoint which attempts to thoroughly address both theoretical 

and practical issues, we recommend English for Specific Purposes (Longman, 
1978) edited by R. Mackay and A. J. Mountford. The book adopts a 
case-study approach. However, it should be noted that nearly all the cases 
in question are of the EAP variety, and most of them are concerned with 
the design of ESP courses for overseas stndents in the UK setting. Nevertheless, 
other chapters are relevant to ESP as a whole, and the chapters on textbook 
design"(by Swales, Allen and Widdowson, and Bates) are well worth reading. 

d) Volumes r-4 of Practical Papers in English Language Education (Institute 
for English Language Education, r978-r982) contain a number of larger 
papers on ESP, in which there are very full accounts of the thinking behind 
a number of ESP projects, and copious illustration of ideas in the form of 
materials, course design, and so on. Volume 5, entitled Lancaster Practical 
Papers in English Language Education: Issues in ESP (Pergamon, 1983) is 
devoted entirely to ESP. 

e) Episodes in ESP (Pergamon, 1985), edited by John Swales, is a collection of 
seminal articles on ESP, from the last z.o years or so, with a commentary 
on each one by the editor. As such, it makes a very handy reference work, 
especially since some of the writings it contains are difficult to obtain any 
other way. This book provides a much needed historical perspective on the 
development of ESP. Swales states in the introduction to Episodes in ESP 
that he hopes to produce a follow-up book, which will be a comprehensive 
bibliography of ESP. We all hope it will not be long in coming. 

f) A more specialised collection co-edited by Swales is ESP in the Arab World, 
edited by John Swales and Hassan Mustafa (Language Studies Unit, 
University of Aston, 1984). 

g) The American tradition in ESP is well documented in English for Academic 
and Technical Purposes edited by Larry Selinker, Elaine Tarone and Victor 
Hanzeli (Newbury House, 198r). 

1 3 Journals and papers 

Numerous journals exist in the world of ESP, too many to mention here. We 
have selected those which have had the most consistent publishing record, in 
the hope that they will continue to be available. 
a) A very useful survey article by Bernard Coffey, 'ESP-English for Specific 

Purposes', appeared in Language Teaching Vol. 17, No. r (CUP, 1984). 
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b) An earlier article in the same journal (then known as Language Teaching 
& Linguistic.s: Abstracts) by Peter Strevens, 'Special purpose language 
learning: a perspective' was published in Vol. 10, No.3, 1977. 

c) Pergamon publish The ESP journal twice a year. 
d) Until early 1985 English for Specific Purposes, a newsletter, was published 

monthly by the English Language Institute, Oregon State University, 
Corvallis, Oregon 97331, USA. Publication ceased in 1985. It remains to 
be seen whether it will be revived either at Corvallis or elsewhere. 

e) Espmena Bulletin, recently resuscitated after something of a relapse appears 
once or twice a year: subscription information from the Editor, English 
Language Servicing Unit, Faculty of Arts, University of Khartoum, PO Box 
321, Khartoum, The Sudan. Collected volumes of Espmena have recently 
become available. 

f) TEAM the journal of the ELI at the College of Petroleum and Minerals at 
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, is published three times a year, and is available free 
of charge. 

g) The Br.uilian National ESP Project puts out a useful journal called The 
£SPecialist and also occasional Working Papers. These give a generally 
skills-centred view of ESP. More information can be obtained from: 
Departamento de Ingles, PUC, Rua Monte Alegre, 984, 05014-Sao Paulo-SP, 
Brazil. 

4 Information and courses 

a) The ELI at Corvallis (see Journals above) houses the EST Clearinghouse. 
This comprises a collection of papers etc. At the present time it is not clear 
what will happen to the collection. 

b) Collections of articles on ESP exist at the Institute for English Language 
Education, University of Lancaster, Lancaster, England and at the Language 
Studies Unit of the Department of Modern Languages, at the University of 
Aston, Birmingham, England. 

c) A number of ESP teacher training courses exist at centres such as the 
Institute for English Language Education (University of Lancaster), Essex 
University, Aston & Birmingham Universities, and so on. The British 
Council's TEFLJTESL: Academic Courses in the United Kingdom (published 
annually) is a comprehensive guide to these and other courses available in 
the UK. 

d) Finally, conferences can be another useful source of information and ideas. 
All the major international ones (e.g. IATEFL, TESOL, RELC) include 
ESP-oriented presentations and get-togethers. A European Symposium on 
LSP (Language for Specific Purposes) is held annually. Watch out for 
regional conferences occurring in y.our area! 
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5 Non-El T sources 

It is a good idea for all ESP teachers to try and develop their knowledge of the 
subject specialisms of their learners. You can learn a lot from the subject 
specialists and from the students themselves. However, often the most useful 
sources are books intended for the non-specialist, particularly ones written for 
children. These are useful, because they explain a lot of the background 
knowledge that subject specialists take for granted. There is a huge range of 
books available. Most publishers have some such books. We list only a few here: 

For children 

a) How it Works: Series 654 (Ladybird Books Ltd). Titles include: The 
Camera, The Rocket, The Computer. 

b) Junior Science: Series 621 (Ladybird Books Ltd). Titles include: Magnets, 
bulbs and batteries; Levers, pulleys and engines. 

c) Young Scientist Books (Osborne). 
d) Visual Books (Macdonald). Titles include: Aircraft, The Weather, Money 
e) Insiders (Macdonald). Titles include; Hospital, Oil Rig, Airport, TV 

Studio. 

For adult non-specialists 

f) Made Simple Series (W. H. Allen). Titles include: Applied Economics; 
Chemistry; Office Practice; Statistics; Electronics. 

g) Basic Guide to ... (Readers Digest). Titles include; Practical Electrics; Horne 
Plumbing; Looldng after your car; W or lUng in Wood; Horne Decorating. 

These books and others like them can also be very useful sources of ideas for 
materials. 
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reading strategies, 44-6 
substitution table, 25-6 
text-diagramming, 12, 36 

form vs function, 2.8, 31-3 
functional grammar, 22.-3 
functional/notional grammar, 31-3 

gaps (information, etc.), 139-40 
General English, see ESP 

language 
competence, 27-8, 37-8 
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performance, 27-8, 37-8 instructions for, 121-5 

I use vs learning, 14, 6 3 models, ro8-9, n8 
variation, 7-8, 29-31 reasons for, xo6-7 

language-centred approach, 2., 16, resources for, 173 

I 6s-s, 72-4, r67-s other options, 12 s--6 
language learning, 39-52 sample materials, uo-7 
learner~centred approach, 72. materials evaluation, 96-105 
learner-restricted syllabus, 67 checklist, 99-104 I learner syllabus, 82-3 process, 97-8, 104-5 
learning-centred approach, z., 14, 23, reasons for, 96-7 

72-'7, 92-4, 167-8 methodology, 128-43 I learning theories, 39-52 and course design, 142 
acquisition, 49 and learning theory, 23 
affective, 46-8, 5 I ESP and General English, 142 

I behaviourism, 4o-2. model lessons, r 3<>--9 
cognitivejaffective interplay, 47 principles, 128-30 
cognitive code, 43-6 techniques, 139-142 

I eclecticism, 5 r models: predictive vs evaluative, 
mentalism, 42 120 
model for learning, 49-51 motivation, 48, 53-64 passim 
motivation, 48, 53-64 passim I vs language descriptions, 23, 51-2 needs, 53-64, 65-'77 passim 

linguistics needs analysis, 12, 53-5 
and language teaching, 37 analysing learning needs, 62-3 

I classical or traditional grammar, and course design, 65, 75-6 
24-5 and motivation, 59-60 

communicative competence, 28---9 Communication Needs Processor, 
complementarity of descriptions, 54 I 

37 gathering information about 
discourse (rhetorical) analysis, target needs, s8-6o 

33-'7 lacks, 55-6 I form vs function, 28, 31-3 learning needs, 6o-2 
functional/notional grammar, necessities, 55 

31-3 objectives, 55 
I register analysis, 7-8, 29-31 target needs (nature of), ss-6 

sociolinguistics, 28 target needs vs learning, 6r 
structuralism, 2 5-6 wants, s6-8 

I transformational generative negotiator (ESP teacher as), 164--? 
grammar, 26"'""9 notional grammar, 2 3 

see functional/notional grammar 

I materials 
and syllabus, 8r, 8o-95 passim, organisational syllabus, 8r 

rr8-2o orientation (and ESP teacher), 
purposes of, 107-8 . rsS-69 I 
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orthodoxy, r58-6o 

prediction, 14crr 
process~oriented approach, see 

skills-centred 

reading, I3, 56, 75-6 
register analysis, 7-8, 29-31 
resources, 17o-3 
rhetorical analysis, 3 3--; 
Rhetorical Process Chart, u 

skills-centred course design, 69--;r 
special language, r6 5-6 
specialist content, 16<>-7, 173 
status of ESP teacher, r64 
structuralism, z. s-6 
subject specialism teacher, 164 
substitution table, 25-6 
syllabus, 8<>-9 5 

discourse/skills, 87 
functional/notional, 3I-3, 86 
functional/task-based, 87 
leamer~restricted, 67 
limitations of, 84-5 
organisational criteria, 85-9 
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role in co.urse design, 90-4 
situational, 87 
skills and strategies, 88 
structural, 2.6, 85-6, 8~ 
syllabus/unit interface, rr8-2o 
types, 8o-3 
uses, 83-4 

target situation, see needs 
teacher syllabus, 82 
ream teaching, 164 
tests , 

achievement, 146, 147-:9 
and role in learning-centred 

approach, 151-2 

placement, r46--; 
proficiency, r46, I49-5I 

text choice, 6r 
topic syllabus, 8 5 
traditional grammar, 24-5 
transformational generative 

grammar, 26-9 

variety, 75-6, 140 

vocabulary, r65 
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